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1
Introduction

With the rapid advances in implementation technology, designers are given
the opportunity of building systems whose complexity far exceeds the increase in rate of productivity afforded by traditional design paradigms. Design time has thus become the bottleneck for bringing new products to market.
The most challenging designs are in the area of safety-critical embedded systems, such as the ones used to control the behavior of transportation systems
(e.g., airplanes, cars, and trains) or industrial plants. The difficulties reside in
accommodating constraints both on functionality and implementation. Functionality has to guarantee correct behavior under diverse states of the environment and potential failures; implementation has to meet cost, size, and power
consumption requirements.
When designing embedded systems of this kind, it is essential to take all
effects, including the interaction between environment (plant to be controlled)
and design (digital controller), into consideration. This calls for methods that
can deal with heterogeneous components exhibiting a variety of different behaviors. For example, digital controllers can be represented mathematically
as discrete event systems, while plants are mostly represented by continuous
time systems whose behavior is captured by partial or ordinary differential
equations. In addition, the complexity of the plants is such that representing
1
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them at the detailed level is often impractical or even impossible. To cope
with this complexity, abstraction is a very powerful method. Abstraction consists in eliminating details that do not affect the behavior of the system that
we may be interested in. In both cases, different mathematical representations
have to be mixed to analyze the overall behavior of the controlled system.
There are many difficulties in mixing different mathematical domains. In
primis, the very meaning of interaction may be challenged. In fact, when heterogeneous systems are interfaced, interface variables are defined in different
mathematical domains that may be incompatible. This aspect makes verification and synthesis impossible, unless a careful analysis of the interaction
semantics is carried out.
In general, pragmatic solutions precede rigorous approaches to the solution of engineering problems. This case is no exception. Academic institutions and private software companies started developing computational tools
for the simulation, analysis, and implementation of control systems (e.g.,
S IMULINK, S TATEFLOW and M ATLAB from The Mathworks), by first deploying common sense reasoning and then trying a formalization of the basic
principles. These approaches focused on a particular class of heterogeneous
systems: systems featuring the combination of discrete-event and continuoustime subsystems. Recently, these systems have been the subject of intense
research by the academic community because of the interesting theoretical
problems arising from their design and analysis as well as of the relevance
in practical applications [2, 95, 136]. These systems are called hybrid systems [12, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 33, 82, 101, 134, 135, 137, 141, 164, 169].
Hybrid systems have proven to be powerful design representations for
system-level design. While S IMULINK, S TATEFLOW and M ATLAB together
provide excellent practical modeling and simulation capability for the design
capture and the functional verification via simulation of embedded systems,
there is a need for a more rigorous and domain-specific analysis as well as
for methods to refine a high-level description into an implementation. There
is a wealth of tools and languages that have been proposed over the years to
handle hybrid systems. Each tool or language is based on somewhat different
notions of hybrid systems and on assumptions that make a fair comparison
difficult. In addition, sharing information among tools is almost impossible
at this time, so that the community cannot leverage maximally the substantial
amount of work that has been directed to this important topic.
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In this paper, we collected data on available languages, formalism and
tools that have been proposed in the past years for the design and verification of hybrid systems. We review and compare these tools by highlighting
their differences in the underlying semantics, expressive power and solution
mechanisms. Table 1 lists tools and languages reviewed in this paper with
information on the institution that supports the development of each project
as well as pointers to the corresponding web site 1 and to some relevant publications.
The tools are covered in two main sections: one dedicated to simulationcentric tools including commercial offerings, one dedicated to formal
verification-centric tools. The simulation-centric tools are the most popular
among designers as they pose the least number of constraints on the systems to be analyzed. On the other hand, their semantics are too general to be
amenable to formal analysis or synthesis. Tools based on restricted expressiveness of the description languages (see, for example, the synthesizable
subset of RTL languages as a way of allowing tools to operate on a more
formal way that may yield substantial productivity gains) do have an appeal
as they may be the ones to provide the competitive edge in terms of quality
of results and cost for obtaining them. The essence is to balance the gains in
analysis and synthesis power versus the loss of expressive power.
We organized each section describing a tool in
(1) a brief introduction to present the tool capabilities, the organizations supporting it and how to obtain the code;
(2) a section describing the syntax of the language that describes the
system to be analyzed;
(3) a section describing the semantics of the language;
(4) the application of the language and tool to two examples that have
been selected to expose its most interesting features;
(5) a discussion on its pros and cons.
1 George

Pappas research group at Univ. of Pennsylvania is maintaining a WikiWikiWeb site at
whose objective is to serve as a community
depository for software tools that have been developed for modeling, verifying, and designing hybrid
and embedded control systems. It provides an “evolving” point of reference for the research community
as well as potential users of all available technology and it maintains updated links to online resources
for most of the tools listed on Table 1.
http://wiki.grasp.upenn.edu/ graspdoc/hst/
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Name
C HARON
C HECK M ATE
d/dt
DYMOLA
E LLIPSOIDAL TOOLBOX
HS OLVER
H YSDEL
H Y T ECH
H Y V ISUAL
M ASACCIO
MATISSE
M ODELICA
PHAV ER
S CICOS
S HIFT
S IMULINK
S TATEFLOW
S YN DE X

Institution
Univ. of Pennsylvania
Carnegie Mellon Univ.
Verimag
Dynasim AB
UC Berkeley
Max-Planck-Institut
ETH Zurich
Cornell, UC Berkeley
UC Berkeley
UC Berkeley
Univ. of Pennsylvania
Modelica Association
VERIMAG
INRIA
UC Berkeley
The MathWorks
The MathWorks
INRIA

Web Page
www.cis.upenn.edu/mobies/charon/
www.ece.cmu.edu/∼webk/checkmate/
www-verimag.imag.fr/∼tdang/Tool-ddt/ddt.html
www.dynasim.se/
www.eecs.berkeley.edu/∼akurzhan/ellipsoids/
www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/∼ratschan/hsolver/
www.control.ee.ethz.ch/∼hybrid/hysdel/
www-cad.eecs.berkeley.edu/∼tah/HyTech
ptolemy.eecs.berkeley.edu/hyvisual
www.eecs.berkeley.edu/∼tah
wiki.grasp.upenn.edu/∼graspdoc/hst/
www.modelica.org
www.cs.ru.nl/∼goranf/
www.scicos.org
www.path.berkeley.edu/shift
www.mathworks.com/products/simulink
www.mathworks.com/products/stateflow
www-rocq.inria.fr/syndex
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In the last part of the paper we provide a comparative summary of the
hybrid system tools that we have presented. The resulting landscape appears
rather fragmented. This suggests the need for a unifying approach to hybrid
systems design. As a step in this direction, we make the case for a semanticaware interchange format. Today, re-modeling the system in another tool’s
modeling language, when (at all) possible, requires substantial manual effort and maintaining consistency between models is error-prone and difficult
in the absence of tool support. The interchange format, instead, would enable the use of joint techniques, make a formal comparison between different
approaches possible, and facilitate exporting and importing design representations. The popularity of M ATLAB, S IMULINK, and S TATEFLOW implies
that significant effort has already been invested in creating a large modelbase in S IMULINK /S TATEFLOW. It is desirable that application developers
take advantage of this effort without foregoing the capabilities of their own
analysis and synthesis tools. We believe that the future will be in automated
semantic translators that, for instance, can interface with and translate the
S IMULINK /S TATEFLOW models into the models of different analysis and
synthesis tools.
Paper organization. In Chapter 2, we lay the foundation for the analysis.
In particular, we review the formal mathematical definition of hybrid systems
(Section 2.1) and we define two examples (Section 2.2), a system of three
point masses and a full wave rectifier, which will be used to compare and explain the tools and languages presented in this paper. In Chapter 3 we introduce and discuss the most relevant tools for simulation and design of hybrid
and embedded systems. With respect to the industrial offering, we present
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the S IMULINK /S TATEFLOW design environment, the M ODELICA language,
and the modeling and simulation tool DYMOLA based on it. Among the academic tools, we summarize the essential features of S CICOS, S HIFT, H Y V I SUAL and C HARON , a tool that is the bridge between the simulation tools
and the formal verification tools as it supports both (although the verification
component of C HARON is not publicly available). In Chapter 4, we focus
on tools for formal verification of hybrid systems. In particular, we discuss
H Y T ECH, PHAV ER, HS OLVER, M ASACCIO, C HECK M ATE, d/dt and H YS DEL. The last two can also be used to synthesize a controller that governs
the behavior of the system to follow desired patterns. We also summarize
briefly tools based on the ellipsoidal calculus like E LLIPSOIDAL T OOLBOX.
In Chapter 5 we give a comparative summary of the design approaches, languages, and tools presented throughout this paper. To end in Chapter 6, we
offer a discussion and a plan on the issues surrounding the construction of the
interchange format.

2
Foundations

In this chapter, we discuss a general formal definition of hybrid systems as
used in the control community. Most models used in the control community
can be thought of as special cases of this general model. Then, we present two
examples, which will be used in the rest of this paper to evaluate and compare
different tools and languages for hybrid systems.

2.1 Formal Definition of Hybrid Systems
The notion of a hybrid system traditionally used in the control community is
a specific composition of discrete and continuous dynamics. In particular, a
hybrid system has a continuous evolution and occasional jumps. The jumps
correspond to the change of state in an automaton that transitions in response
to external events or to the continuous evolution. A continuous evolution is
associated to each state of the automaton by means of ordinary differential
equations. The structure of the equations and the initial condition may be
different for each state. While this informal description seems rather simple,
the precise definition of the evolution of the system is quite complex.
Early work on formal models for hybrid systems includes phase transition systems [2] and hybrid automata [136]. These somewhat simple models
6
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were further generalized with the introduction of compositionality of parallel
hybrid components in hybrid I/O automata [133] and hybrid modules [9]. In
the sequel, we follow the classic work of Lygeros et al. [132] to formally describe a hybrid system as used in the control literature. We believe that this
model is sufficiently general to form the basis of our work in future chapters.
We consider subclasses of continuous dynamical systems over certain
vector fields X, U and V for the continuous state, the input and disturbance,
respectively. For this purpose, we denote with UC the class of measurable input functions u : R → U , and with Ud the class of measurable disturbance
functions δ : R → V . We use the symbol SC (X, U, V ) to denote the class of
continuous time dynamical systems defined by the equation
ẋ(t) = f (x(t), u(t), δ(t))
where t ∈ R, x(t) ∈ X and f is a function such that for all u ∈ UC and for
all δ ∈ Ud , the solution x(t) exists and is unique for a given initial condition.
A hybrid system can then be defined as follows
Definition 1 (Hybrid System). A continuous time hybrid system is a tuple
H = (Q, UD , E, X, U, V, S, Inv, R, G) where:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Q is a set of states;
UD is a set of discrete inputs;
E ⊂ Q × UD × Q is a set of discrete transitions;
X, U and V are the continuous state, the input and the disturbance,
respectively;
S : Q → SC (X, U, V ) is a mapping associating to each discrete
state a continuous time dynamical system;
Inv : Q → 2X×UD ×U ×V is a mapping called invariant;
R : E × X × U × V → 2X is the reset mapping;
G : E → 2X×U ×V is a mapping called guard.

Note that we can similarly define discrete time hybrid systems by simply
replacing R with Z for the independent variable, and by considering classes
of discrete dynamical systems underlying each state. The triple (Q, UD , E)
can be viewed as an automaton having state set Q, inputs UD and transitions
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defined by E. This automaton characterizes the structure of the discrete transitions. Transitions may occur because of a discrete input event from UD ,
or because the invariant in Inv is not satisfied. The mapping S provides the
association between the continuous time definition of the dynamical system
in terms of differential equations and the discrete behavior in terms of states.
The mapping R provides the initial conditions for the dynamical system upon
entering a state.
The transition and dynamical structure of a hybrid system determines a
set of executions. These are essentially functions over time for the evolution
of the continuous state, as the system transitions through its discrete structure.
To highlight the discrete structure, we introduce the concept of a hybrid time
basis for the temporal evolution of the system, following [132].
Definition 2 (Hybrid Time Basis). A hybrid time basis τ is a finite or an
infinite sequence of intervals
Ij = {t ∈ R : tj ≤ t ≤ t′j },

j≥0

where tj ≤ t′j and t′j = tj+1 .
Let T be the set of all hybrid time bases. An execution of a hybrid system can
then be defined as follows.
Definition 3 (Hybrid System Execution). An execution χ of a hybrid system H, with initial state qb ∈ Q and initial condition x0 ∈ X, is a collection
χ = (b
q , x0 , τ, σ, q, u, δ, ξ) where τ ∈ T , σ : τ → UD , q : τ → Q, u ∈ UC ,
δ ∈ Ud and ξ : R × N → X satisfying:
(1) Discrete evolution:
• q(I0 ) = qb;

• for all j, ej = (q(Ij ), σ(Ij+1 ), q(Ij+1 )) ∈ E;
(2) Continuous evolution: the function ξ satisfies the conditions
• ξ(t0 , 0) = x0 ;
• for all j and for all t ∈ Ij ,
ξ(t, j) = x(t)

2.1. Formal Definition of Hybrid Systems
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where x(t) is the solution at time t of the dynamical
system S(q(Ij )), with initial condition x(tj ) = ξ(tj , j),
given the input function u ∈ UC and disturbance function
δ ∈ Ud ;


• for all j, ξ(tj+1 , j + 1) ∈ R ej , ξ(t′j , j), u(t′j ), v(t′j )
h
i
• for all j and for all t ∈ tj , t′j ,
(ξ(t, j), σ(Ij ), u(t), v(t)) ∈ Inv (q(Ij ))
• if τ is a finite sequence of length L + 1, and t′j 6= t′L , then

ξ(t′j , j), u(t′j ), v(t′j ) ∈ G (ej )
We say that the behavior of a hybrid system consists of all the executions that satisfy Definition 3. The constraint on discrete evolution ensures
that the system transitions through the discrete states according to its transition relation E. The constraints on the continuous evolution, on the other
hand, require that the execution satisfies the dynamical system for each of
the states, and that it satisfies the invariant condition. Note that when the invariant condition is about to be violated, the system must take a transition to
another state where the condition is satisfied. This implies the presence of an
appropriate discrete input. Because a system may not determine its own inputs, this definition allows for executions with blocking behavior. When this
is undesired, the system must be structured appropriately to allow transitions
under any possible input in order to satisfy the invariant.
Note also that the same input may induce different valid executions. This
is possible because two or more trajectories in the state machine may satisfy
the same constraints. When this is the case, the system is non-deterministic.
Non-determinism is important when specifying incomplete systems, or to
model choice or don’t care situations. However, when describing implementations, it is convenient to have a deterministic specification. In this case, one
can establish priorities among the transitions to make sure that the behavior
of the system under a certain input is always well defined. Failure to take all
cases of this kind into account is often the cause of the inconsistencies and
ambiguities in models for hybrid systems.

10
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y
m1

v1

m2

m3

x2,0
h
x3,0

x
Fig. 2.1 The system with three point masses.

Definition 4. A hybrid system execution is said to be (i) trivial if τ = {I0 }
and t0 = t′0 ; (ii) finite if τ is a finite sequence; (iii) infinite if τ is an infinite
P
P∞ ′
′
sequence and ∞
j=0 tj −tj = ∞; (iv) Zeno, if τ is infinite but
j=0 tj −tj <
∞.
In this paper, we are particularly concerned with Zeno behaviors and with
simultaneous events and non-determinism, since different models often differ
in the way these conditions are handled.

2.2 Examples
Comparing tools and languages is always difficult. To make the comparison more concrete, we selected two examples that are simple enough to be
handled yet complex enough to expose strength and drawbacks. This section
describes in detail the two examples (a system of three point masses and a
full wave rectifier) by using the notation introduced in Section 2.1.
2.2.1

Three-mass system

We consider a system (Figure 2.1) where three point masses, m1 , m2 and m3 ,
are disposed on a frictionless surface (a table) of length L and height h. Mass
m1 has initial velocity v1,0 while the other two masses are at rest. Mass m1

2.2. Examples
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F2
B2

C12
B3
C12
m1moving

m1-m2

B3

B2

m3bounce

C12

F3

m2bounce

F2

C12
C23

B2

B3

F3

F1
B1

B3

m2-m3

B3

B1

B2

F1
m1bounce

C23
B1
Fig. 2.2 The hybrid system modeling the three point masses.

eventually collides with m2 which, in turn, collides with m3 . Consequently,
mass m3 falls from the table and starts bouncing on the ground. This system
is not easy to model exactly [142], therefore we make some simplifying assumptions. Each collision is governed by the Newton’s collision rule and the
conservation of momentum. Let m1 and m2 be two colliding masses. Let vi
and vi+ denote the velocity before and after the collision, respectively. Then,
Newton’s rule states that v1+ − v2+ = −ǫ(v1 − v2 ), where ǫ is called the
coefficient of restitution, which describes the loss of kinetic energy due to
the collision. The conservation of momentum is the other equation that determines the velocities after the impact: m1 (v1+ − v1 ) = m2 (v2 − v2+ ). A
collision between m1 and m2 happens when x1 ≥ x2 and v1 > v2 , in which
case the velocities after collisions are:
(m1 − ǫm2 )
m2 (1 + ǫ)
v1+ = v1
+ v2
m1 + m2
m1 + m2
(m
(1
+
ǫ)m
2 − ǫm1 )
1
+ v2
v2+ = v1
m1 + m2
m1 + m2
We assume that x2,0 < x3,0 .
Different tools provide different features to model hybrid systems and
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Label
C12
C23
F1
F2
F3
B1
B2
B3

Guard
x1 ≥ x2 ∧ vx1 > vx2
x2 ≥ x3 ∧ vx2 > vx3
x1 ≥ L ∧ y1 > 0 ∧ vx1 > 0
x2 ≥ L ∧ y2 > 0 ∧ vx2 > 0
x3 ≥ L ∧ y3 > 0 ∧ vx3 > 0
y1 ≤ 0 ∧ vy1 < 0
y2 ≤ 0 ∧ vy2 < 0
y3 ≤ 0 ∧ vy3 < 0

Reset
+
vx1 = vx+
1 ∧ vx2 = vx2
+
vx2 = vx+
2 ∧ vx3 = vx3
ay1 = −g
ay2 = −g
ay3 = −g
vx1 = γx vx1 ∧ vy1 = −γy vy1
vx2 = γx vx2 ∧ vy2 = −γy vy2
vx3 = γx vx3 ∧ vy3 = −γy vy3

Table 2.1 Guard conditions and reset maps for the hybrid system of Figure 2.2

there are many ways of modeling this particular system. For instance, each
point mass could be modeled as an independent system that only implements
the laws of motion. A discrete automaton could be superimposed to the three
dynamics to force discrete jumps in the state variables due to collisions and
bounces. A possible hybrid system model is shown in Figure 2.2, where the
position and velocity of each mass are chosen as state variables. Labels Cij
represent guards and reset maps in the case of a collision between mass i and
mass j. Labels F i represent guards and reset maps when mass i falls from the
table. Finally, labels Bi represent guards and reset maps when mass i bounces
on the ground. The coefficients γx and γy model the loss of energy on the x
and y directions due to the bounce. We assume that in each state the invariant
is the conjunction of the complement of the guards on the output transitions
(or, equivalently, that guards have an “as is” semantics). Guard conditions and
reset maps for each transition are listed in Table 2.1.
The system behavior starts with all the masses on the table. All accelerations are set to zero, yi = h, i = 1, 2, 3 (all masses on the table top),
xi = xi,0 , i = 2, 3 and x1 = 0. Also, m1 is initially moving with velocity v1,0 > 0 while the other two masses have zero initial velocity. Mass m1
moves to the right and collides with m2 (state m1 − m2 ). Mass m2 , after collision, moves to the right and collides with m3 (state m2 − m3 ). Eventually
m3 falls off the table (transition F 3) and starts bouncing (state m3 − bounce
and transitions B3). We consider both a vertical and horizontal loss of energy
in the bounce as to denote that the surface at y = 0 manifest some friction.
While m3 bounces on the ground, the other two masses (depending on the

2.2. Examples

D1
va1

vk1
C

+
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L1

i1
L2

vin
vout

+

L

vin
vk2

va2

i2

D2
Fig. 2.3 A full wave rectifier circuit.

values of m1 , m2 and m3 ) can either stop on the table or eventually fall off
and bounce. In each state, the dynamics is captured by a set of linear differential equations. If we denote the horizontal and vertical components of the
velocity and of the acceleration by vx, ax and vy, ay, then the equations are:
dvxi /dt = axi , dxi /dt = vxi , dvyi /dt = ayi , dyi /dt = vyi .
The three-mass system shows interesting simulation phenomena. When
x3.0 = L (mass number 3 is positioned at the very edge of the table), three
events occur at the same time: m2 collides with m3 and then both masses
fall (event iteration). Even if events happen simultaneously, they are sequentially ordered. This is the main reason for having several states with the same
dynamics. A hybrid system with only one state would be non-deterministic
and incapable of ordering events in the proper way. When m2 and m3 fall at
the same time, they also bounce at the same time, which makes the hybrid
automaton non-deterministic since the bouncing events can be arbitrarily ordered. Finally, this systems is Zeno because at least m3 will eventually fall
and it’s behavior becomes the one of a bouncing ball.
2.2.2

Full wave rectifier

Our second example, shown in Figure 2.3, is a full wave rectifier, which is
used to obtain a constant voltage source starting from a sinusoidal one. Let

14
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vin = A sin(2πf0 t) be the input voltage. The idea behind this circuit is very
simple: when vi n > 0, diode D1 is in forward polarization while D2 is in
reverse polarization; when vi n < 0, diode D2 is in forward polarization while
D1 is in reverse polarization. In both cases the current flows in the load in
the same direction. Diodes are modeled by two states. In the off state, i.e.
vai − vki ≤ vγ , the current flowing through them is equal to −I0 . In the on
vai −vki

state, i.e. vai − vki ≥ vγ , the current is equal to I0 e VT . The currents in
the two diodes depend on vout , which depends on the sum of the two currents.
We model the diode as a resistor of value 0.1Ω in forward polarization and
as an independent current source of value −I0 A in backward polarization.
We have two candidates for the load L: L1 is a pure resistor while L2 is the
parallel connection of a resistor and a capacitor. When the load is the pure
resistor L1 we observe the algebraic loop vout → ii → vout . In order to
determine vout (t) at time t the values of i1 (t) and i2 (t) must be known but
they depends on the value vout (t) at the very same time. If the load is the
parallel composition of a resistor and a capacitor L2 , then vout is the solution
of a differential equation and the algebraic loop problem disappear because
the derivative operator acts as a delay in a loop of combinational operators.
Figure 2.4 shows the discrete automaton representing the full-wave rectifier system. There are fours states, representing the different working condition combinations of the two diodes. In all four cases, the continuous dynamics for the voltages is described by the following equations:
vin = sin(2πf t)
vout i1 + i2
v̇out = −
+
RC
C
v1 = vin − vout
v2 = −vin − vout
The dynamics for the currents i1 and i2 and the invariant conditions for each
state are as follows:
• OnOn: both diodes are on. The continuous dynamics is described
by the additional equations:
i1 = v1 /Rf
i2 = v2 /Rf

2.2. Examples
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v1 < 0 ∧ v2 ≥ 0

OnOn

v1 ≥ 0 ∧ v2 ≥ 0

OffOn

v1 ≥ 0 ∧ v2 ≥ 0

v2 < 0 ∧ v1 ≥ 0

v1 < 0 ∧ v2 ≥ 0
v1 < 0 ∧ v2 < 0

v1 ≥ 0 ∧ v2 ≥ 0
v2 < 0 ∧ v1 ≥ 0

v1 < 0 ∧ v2 ≥ 0

v1 < 0 ∧ v2 < 0
v1 < 0 ∧ v2 < 0

OffOff

OnOff
v2 < 0 ∧ v1 ≥ 0

Fig. 2.4 A full wave rectifier hybrid system model.

and the invariant is v1 ≥ 0 ∧ v2 ≥ 0.
• OnOff: d1 is on and d2 is off. The continuous dynamics is described
by the additional equations:
i1 = v1 /Rf
i2 = −I0
and the invariant is v1 ≥ 0 ∧ v2 < 0.
• OffOn: d2 is on and d1 is off. The continuous dynamics is described
by the additional equations:
i1 = −I0
i2 = v2 /Rf

and the invariant is v1 < 0 ∧ v2 ≥ 0.
• OffOff: both diodes are off. The continuous dynamics is described
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by the additional equations:
i1 = −I0
i2 = −I0
and the invariant is v1 < 0 ∧ v2 < 0.

3
Tools for Simulation

Historically, the first computer tool to be used for designing complex systems
has been simulation. Simulation substitutes extensive testing after manufacturing and, as such, it can reduce design costs and time. Of course, the degree
of confidence in the correctness of the design is limited as unpredicted interactions with the environment go unchecked since the input size is too large to
allow for exhaustive analysis.
The design of hybrid systems is no exception and the most used
and popular tools are indeed simulation based. In this domain, there are
strong industrial offerings that are widely used: first and foremost the
S IMULINK /S TATEFLOW toolset that has become the de facto standard in
industry for system design capture and analysis. The M ODELICA language
with the DYMOLA simulation environment is also popular and offers a solid
toolset. Together with these industrial tools, there are freely available advanced tools developed in academia that are getting attention from the hybrid
system community. H Y V ISUAL recently developed at U.C. Berkeley, S CICOS
developed at INRIA, S HIFT also developed at U.C. Berkeley and C HARON
developed at University of Pennsylvania are reviewed here. C HARON is actually a bridge to the formal verification domain as it offers not only simulation
but also formal verification tools based on the same language.
17
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Each of the tools under investigation in this chapter is characterized by the
language used to capture the design. While S IMULINK /S TATEFLOW, M OD ELICA and S CICOS offer a general formalism to capture hybrid systems
(hence their expressive power is large), the properties of the systems captured in these languages are difficult to analyze. The C HARON language is
more restrictive but, because of this, offers an easier path to verification and,
in fact, the same input mechanism is used for the formal verification suite.

3.1 Simulink and Stateflow
In this section, we describe the data models of S IMULINK and S TATEFLOW.
The information provided below is derived from the S IMULINK documentation as well as by “reverse engineering” S IMULINK /S TATEFLOW models. 1
S IMULINK and S TATEFLOW are two interactive tools that are integrated
within the popular M ATLAB environment for technical computing marketed
by The MathWorks. M ATLAB integrates computation, visualization, and programming in an easy-to-use environment where problems and solutions are
expressed in familiar mathematical notation. S IMULINK is an interactive tool
for modeling and simulating nonlinear dynamical systems. It can work with
linear, nonlinear, continuous-time, discrete-time, multi-variable, and multirate systems. S TATEFLOW is an interactive design and development tool for
complex control and supervisory logic problems. S TATEFLOW supports visual modeling and simulation of complex reactive systems by simultaneously
using finite state machine (FSM) concepts, S TATECHARTS formalisms [87],
and flow diagram notations. A S TATEFLOW model can be included in a
S IMULINK model as a subsystem.
Together with S IMULINK and S TATEFLOW, M ATLAB has become the de
facto design-capture standard in academia and industry for control and dataflow applications that mix continuous and discrete-time domains. The graphical input language together with the simulation and symbolic manipulation
tools create a powerful toolset for system design. The tools are based on a
particular mathematical formalism, a language, necessary to analyze and simulate the design. Unfortunately, the semantics of the language is not formally
defined. For this reason, we discuss the aspects of the S IMULINK / S TATE 1 We

have also drawn from a technical report by S. Neema [143].
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semantics as data models. As discussed below, the behavior of the design depends upon the execution of the associated simulation engine and the
engine itself has somewhat ambiguous execution rules.
FLOW

3.1.1

S IMULINK / S TATEFLOW Syntax

Both S IMULINK and S TATEFLOW are graphical languages. S IMULINK graphical syntax is very intuitive (and this is also the reason why this language is
so popular). A system in S IMULINK is described as a collection of blocks that
compute the value of their outputs as a function of their inputs. Blocks communicate through connectors that are attached to their ports. A subsystem
can be defined as the interconnection of primitive blocks or of other subsystems, and by specifying its primary input and output ports. Once defined,
subsystems can be used to specify other subsystems in a hierarchical fashion. S IMULINK has a rich library of primitive components that can be used to
describe a system. The library is composed of six fundamental block sets:
• Continuous: blocks for processing continuous signals such as the
Derivative and Integrator blocks; more complex continuous time operators, like State-Space blocks that can be used to model dynamical systems described by state equations; Zero-Pole blocks that can
be used to describe transfer functions in the s domain.
• Discrete: blocks for processing discrete signals; most of these are
descriptions of transfer functions in the z domain; Discrete ZeroPole, Discrete State-Space, and Discrete-Time Integrator are examples of blocks that can be instantiated and parameterized in a
S IMULINK model. Discrete blocks have a Sample Time parameter that specified the rate of a periodic execution. This library also
includes Unit Time and Zero-Order Hold, which are important “interface blocks” in modeling multi-rate systems with S IMULINK.
Specifically a Unit Delay blocks must be inserted when moving
from a slow-rate to a fast-rate block and a Zero-Order Hold is necessary in the other case [47, 128].
• Math Operations: general library of blocks representing mathematical operations like Sum, Dot Product, and Abs (absolute value).
• Sinks: signal consumers that can be used to display and store the
results of the computation or to define the boundaries of the hier-
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archy. There are several types of display blocks for run time graph
generation. It is possible to store simulation results in a M ATLAB
workspace variable for post-processing. Output ports are special
type of Sinks.
• Sources: various signal generators that can be used as stimuli for
test-benches; input ports are a special type of Sources.
• Discontinuities: non-linear transformations of signals such as Saturation and Quantizers; the Hit Crossing block is very useful for modeling hybrid systems: this block has a threshold parameter and it
generates an output event when the threshold is hit.
The S IMULINK syntax supports the definition of subsystems that can be
instantiated in a S IMULINK model allowing designers to use hierarchy in the
organization of their designs. A S TATEFLOW model can be instantiated as a
block within a S IMULINK model. The syntax of S TATEFLOW is similar to that
of S TATECHARTS. A S TATEFLOW model is a set of states connected by arcs.
A state is represented by a rounded rectangle. A state can be refined into a
S TATEFLOW diagram, thus creating a hierarchical state machine. A S TATE FLOW model can have data input/output ports as well as event input/output
ports. Both data and events can be defined as local to the S TATEFLOW model
or external, i.e. coming from the S IMULINK parent model in which case, data
and events are communicated throuhg ports.
Each arc, or transition, has a label with the following syntax:
event[condition]{condition action}/transition action

Transitions can join states directly, or can be joined together using connective junctions to make composite transitions that simulate if ... then ... else and
loop constructs. Each segment of a composite transition is called a transition
segment. A transition is “attempted” whenever its event is enabled and the
condition is true. In that case, the condition action is executed. If the transition connects directly to a destination state, then control is passed back to the
source state that executes its exit action (see below), then the transition executes its transition action, and finally the state change takes place by making
the destination state active. On the other hand, if the transition ends at a connective junction, the system checks if any of the outgoing transition segments
is enabled, and further attempts to reach a destination state. If no path thorugh the transition segments can be found to reach a destination state, then the
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source state remains active and no state change takes place. Note, however,
that, in the process, some of the condition actions might have been executed.
This is essential to simulate the behavior of certain control flow constructs
over the transitions, and at the same time distinguish with the actions to be
taken upon a state change.
A state has a label with the following syntax:
name/
entry:entry action
during:during action
exit:exit action
on event name:on event name action

The identifier name denotes the name of the state; the entry action is executed
upon entering the state; the during action is executed whenever the model is
evaluated and the state cannot be left; the exit action is executed when the
state is left; finally, the event name action is executed each time the specified
event is enabled.
3.1.2

S IMULINK / S TATEFLOW Semantics

The S IMULINK Data Model. S IMULINK is a simulation environment that
supports the analysis of mixed discrete-time and continuous-time models.
Different simulation techniques are used according to whether continuous
blocks and/or discrete blocks are present. We discuss only the case in which
both components are present.
A S IMULINK project2 is stored in an ASCII text file in a specific format referred to as Model File Format in the S IMULINK documentation. The
S IMULINK project files are suffixed with “.mdl” and therefore we may occasionally refer to a S IMULINK project file as an “mdl file”. There is a clear
decoupling between the S IMULINK and the S TATEFLOW models. When a
S IMULINK project contains S TATEFLOW models, the S TATEFLOW models are
stored in a separate section in the mdl file. We present S TATEFLOW models
separately in the next section. The data models presented here capture only
the information that is being exposed by S IMULINK in the mdl file. Note that
a substantial amount of semantics information that is sometimes required for
2 In

order to avoid any ambiguity, a complete model of a system in S IMULINK will be referred to as a
“S IMULINK project”.
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the effective understanding of the S IMULINK models is hidden in the M ATLAB simulation engine, or in the S IMULINK primitive library database.
The S IMULINK simulation engine deals with the components of the design by using the continuous-time semantic domain as a unifying domain
whenever both continuous and discrete-time components are present. In fact,
discrete-time signals are just piecewise-constant continuous-time signals. In
particular, the inputs of discrete block is sampled at multiples of its Sample
Time parameter while its outputs are piecewise-constant signals.
The simulation engine includes a set of integration algorithms, called
solvers, which are based on the M ATLAB ordinary differential equation
(ODE) suite. A sophisticated ODE solver uses a variable time-step algorithm
that adaptively selects a time-step tuned to the smallest time constant of the
system (i.e., its fastest mode). The algorithm allows for errors in estimating
the correct time-step and it back-tracks whenever the truncation error exceeds
a bound given by the user. All signals of the system must be evaluated at the
time-step dictated by the integration algorithm even if no event is present at
these times. A number of multi-rate integration algorithms have been proposed for ODEs to improve the efficiency of the simulators but they have a
serious overhead that may make them even slower than the original conservative algorithm. M ATLAB provides a set of solvers that the user can choose
from to handle either stiff (e.g., ODE 15 S) or non-stiff (e.g., ODE 23) problems.
The most difficult part for a mixed-mode simulator that has to deal with
discrete-events as well as continuous-time dynamics is managing the interaction between the two domains. In fact, the evolution of the continuous-time
dynamics may trigger a discrete event at a time that is not known a priori. The
trigger may be controlled by the value of a continuous variable, in which case
detecting when the variable assumes a particular value is of great importance
as the time at which the value is crossed is essential to have a correct simulation. This time is often difficult to obtain accurately. In particular, simulation
engines have to use a sort of bisection algorithm to bracket the time value of
interest. Numerical noise can cause serious accuracy problems. S IMULINK
has a predefined block called zero-crossing that forces the simulator to accurately detect the time when a particular variable assumes the zero value.
In S IMULINK, there is the option of using fixed time-step integration
methods. The control part of the simulator simplifies considerably, but there
are a few problems that may arise. If the system is stiff, i.e., there are substan-
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tially different time constants, the integration method has to use a time step
that, for stability reasons, is determined by the fastest mode. This yields an
obvious inefficiency when the fast modes die out and the behavior of the system is determined only by the slower modes. In addition, an a priori knowledge of the time constants is needed to select the appropriate time step. Finally, not being able to control the time step may cause the simulation to be
inaccurate in estimating the time at which a jump occurs, or even miss the
jump altogether!
The computations of the value of the variables are scheduled according
to the time step. Whenever there is a static dependency among variables at a
time step, a set of simultaneous algebraic equations must be solved. Newtonlike algorithms are used to compute the solution of the set of simultaneous
equations. When the design is an aggregation of subsystems, the subsystems
may be connected in ways that result in ambiguity in the computation. For
example, consider a subsystem A with two outputs: one to subsystem B and
one to subsystem C. Subsystem B has an output that feeds C. In this case, we
may evaluate the output of C whenever we have computed one of its inputs.
Assuming that A has been processed, then we have the choice of evaluating
the outputs of B or of C. Depending on the choice of processing B or C,
the outputs of C may have different values! Simultaneous events may yield a
nondeterministic behavior. In fact, both cases are in principle correct behaviors unless we load the presence of connections among blocks with causality
semantics. In this case, B has to be processed before C. Like many other simulators, S IMULINK deals with nondeterminism with scheduling choices that
cannot be but arbitrary unless a careful (and often times expensive) causality analysis is carried out. Even when a causality analysis is available, there
are cases where the nondeterminism cannot be avoided since it is intrinsic in
the model. In this case, scheduling has to be somewhat arbitrary. If the user
knows what scheme is used and has some control on it, he/she may adopt the
scheduling algorithm that better reflects what he/she has in mind. However, if
the choice of the processing order is done inside the simulator according, for
example, to a lexicographical order, changing the name of the variables (or of
the subsystems) may change the behavior of the system itself! Since the inner
workings of the simulation engines are often not documented, unexpected
results and inconsistencies may occur. This phenomenon is well known in
hardware design when Hardware Description Languages (HDLs) are used to
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represent a design at the register-transfer level (RTL) and a RTL simulator is
used to analyze the system. For example, two different RTL simulators may
give two different results even if the representation of the design is identical,
or if it differs solely on the names of the subsystems and on the order in which
the subsystems are entered.
The S TATEFLOW Data Model. S TATEFLOW models the behavior of dynamical systems based on finite state machines. The S TATEFLOW modeling formalism is derived from S TATECHARTS developed by Harel [87]. The
essential differences from S TATECHARTS are in the action language. The
S TATEFLOW action language has been extended primarily to reference M ATLAB functions, and M ATLAB workspace variables. Moreover, the concept of
condition action has been added to the transition expression.
The interaction between S IMULINK and S TATEFLOW occurs at the event
and data boundaries. The simulation of a system consisting of S IMULINK
and S TATEFLOW models is carried out by alternatively releasing the control
of the execution to the two simulation engines embedded in the two tools. In
the hardware literature, this mechanism is referred to as co-simulation. Since
control changes from one engine to the other, there is an overhead that may be
quite significant when events are exchanged frequently. An alternative simulation mechanism would consist of a unified engine. This, however, would
require a substantial overhaul of the tools and of the underlying semantic
models.
3.1.3

Examples

A moving point mass can be modeled in S IMULINK as the subsystem shown
in Figure 3.1. The two accelerations ax and ay are integrated to obtain the
two velocities vx and vy, which are integrated to obtain the positions x and y.
The subsystem has a reset input that forces the integrators to be loaded with
the initial conditions vx0 , vy0 , x0 , y0 provided externally. In order to avoid
algebraic loops through the S TATEFLOW model, outputs are taken from the
integrators’ state ports which represent the outputs of the integrators at the
previous time stamp. The system discussed in Section 2.2.1 can be modeled
by instantiating and coordinating three of the point mass subsystems. The
entire system is shown in Figure 3.2. The Chart block is a S TATEFLOW model
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Fig. 3.1 Model of single moving mass in S IMULINK /S TATEFLOW.

describing the discrete automaton that is shown in Figure 3.3. We assume
m1 = m2 = m3 . The S TATEFLOW chart is a hierarchical state machine.
There are four states:
• allon in which all point masses are on the table. The entry state is
m1moving in which only m1 is moving to the right. The first mass
that falls off the table is m3 because masses are not allowed to
make vertical jumps. In this state two events can take place: m1
collides with m2 or m2 collides with m3 .
• m3off in which m3 has fallen. Transition to this state sets the vertical acceleration ay3 to −9.81m/s2 but does not reset the integrators’ states. In this state either m1 collides with m2 or m3 touches
the ground.
• m23off in which m2 has also fallen. Transition to this state sets
the vertical acceleration ay2 to −9.81m/s2 but does not reset the
integrators’ states. In this state either m3 touches the ground or
m2 does.
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Fig. 3.2 Model of the three point masses in S IMULINK /S TATEFLOW.

• alloff in which m1 has fallen too. In this state any mass can touch
the ground.
The simulation result is shown in Figure 3.4. We set x2,0 = L−0.5, x3,0 = L,
ǫ = 0.9, L = 7 and h = 3.
The simulation result highlights how discrete and continuous states are
updated. There is one integration step between the time when a guard becomes enabled and the time when a transition is taken. The delay is due to
the fact that when a reset of the integrators is needed, S IMULINK blocks are
executed for at least one integration step before passing the control back to
the S TATEFLOW chart. Things are different for the change in the values of
the vertical accelerations. This change requires no reset and transitions can
be taken in the S TATEFLOW model in zero time. The time shift due to the
reset of velocity propagates to the bounces of the two masses that occurs at
two different times, as shown in the enlarged inset on the left of Figure 3.4.
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threemassesparameterized/Chart
/reset1;reset2;reset3;vx10=1;vx20=0;vx30=0;vy10=0;vy20=0;vy30=0;ay1=0;ay2=0;ay3=0
allon

[x1 >= x2 && vx1 > vx2]/reset1;reset2;vx10=vx1*(1−0.9)/2 + vx2*(1+0.9)/2;vx20=vx1*(1+0.9)/2 + vx2*(1−0.9)/2
m1moving

m3off
m3bounce

m1tm2

[y3<=0]/reset3;vy30=−0.9*vy3;vx30=0.9*vx3

[x1 >= x2 && vx1 > vx2]/reset1;reset2;vx10=vx1*(1−0.9)/2 + vx2*(1+0.9)/2;vx20=vx1*(1+0.9)/2 + vx2*(1−0.9)/2
[x2 >= x3 && vx2 > 0]/reset2;reset3;vx20=vx2*(1−0.9)/2 + vx3*(1+0.9)/2;vx30=vx2*(1+0.9)/2 + vx3*(1−0.9)/2
[y3<=0]/reset3;vy30=−0.9*vy3;vx30=0.9*vx3
[x1 >= x2 && vx1 > vx2]/reset1;reset2;vx10=vx1*(1−0.9)/2 + vx2*(1+0.9)/2;vx20=vx1*(1+0.9)/2 + vx2*(1−0.9)/2
[x3 >= 7 && vx3 > 0]/ay3=−9.81

m1tm2

m2tm3

[x2 >= 7 && vx2 > 0]/ay2=−9.81

alloff

[y3<=0]/reset3;vy30=−0.9*vy3;vx30=0.9*vx3

[y2<=0]/reset2;vy20=−0.9*vy2;vx20=0.9*vx2

m3bounce

[y2<=0]/reset2;vy20=−0.9*vy2;vx20=0.9*vx2

m2bounce

m23off
m3bounce

[y3<=0]/reset3;vy30=−0.9*vy3;vx30=0.9*vx3

[y3<=0]/reset3;vy30=−0.9*vy3;vx30=0.9*vx3
[y1<=0]/reset1;vy10=−0.9*vy1;vx10=0.9*vx1

[y3<=0]/reset3;vy30=−0.9*vy3;vx30=0.9*vx3

[y2<=0]/reset2;vy20=−0.9*vy2;vx20=0.9*vx2

[y2<=0]/reset2;vy20=−0.9*vy2;vx20=0.9*vx2
[y3<=0]/reset3;vy30=−0.9*vy3;vx30=0.9*vx3

[x1 >= 7]/ay1=−9.81
m2bounce

m1bounce
[y2<=0]/reset2;vy20=−0.9*vy2;vx20=0.9*vx2
[y1<=0]/reset1;vy10=−0.9*vy1;vx10=0.9*vx1

[y1<=0]/reset1;vy10=−0.9*vy1;vx10=0.9*vx1
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Fig. 3.3 Model of the three point masses automata in S IMULINK /S TATEFLOW.

Another simulation artifact is shown in the in second inset at the right of Figure 3.4 at the end of the simulation. There, we see that masses m1 and m3
fall below the floor. This is because transitions are always interleaved with the
integration step, and one of two events that occur simultaneously may therefore be lost. In this case, the system reacts to the bouncing of mass m2 , by
taking the corresponding transition in state alloff shown in Figure 3.3. Subsequently, control is passed to the continuous time subsystem, which performs
an integration step. Recall that an event is enabled when the evaluation of the
condition changes from false to true. During the integration, the vertical position of masses m1 and m2 remains negative, thus disabling the corresponding
event. Hence, the event, which was enabled at the previous step, is lost. This
problem could be resolved by a more elaborate discrete model that takes into
account the possibility of simultaneous events.
The Full Wave Rectifier Example. Figure 3.5 illustrates a S IMULINK
model of the full wave rectifier system presented in Section 2.2.2. The bottom
part of the figure shows a linearized model of a diode. The switch block has
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Fig. 3.4 Simulation result for the three-mass system.

three inputs: the middle pin controls which of the two other inputs is routed
to the output. If the value of the control input is greater than zero, the output
is proportional to the input voltage by a constant that represents the forward
resistance. If the control input is less than zero then the current is equal to the
reverse bias current. The sum of the currents in the two diodes is equal to the
current through the load which is modeled as a linear dynamical system.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 3.6, where the correct functionality of the model can be validated. When the load is substituted with a
simple constant (that models a pure resistive load), S IMULINK reports an error due to an algebraic loop. There are two possible solutions to this problem.
The easiest one is to add a delay in the loop (right before of after the constant)
so that the algebraic loop is eliminated. This solution is not always possible
especially when adding a delay changes the stability properties of a feedback
system. The other solution is to use an Algebraic Constraint block that can
be found in the Math Operations S IMULINK library. This block has an input
called f (z) and an output called z. The simulator computes z such that f (z)
is equal to zero (for index 1 differential algebraic systems).
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Fig. 3.5 Simulink model of the full-wave rectifier in Simulink.

3.1.4

Discussion

The M ATLAB toolbox with S IMULINK and S TATEFLOW provides excellent
modeling and simulation capabilities for control and data-flow applications
mixing continuous- and discrete-time domains. S IMULINK interfaces very
well with the M ATLAB environment allowing the use of powerful visualization functions for plotting graphs and, more generally, for the post-elaboration
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Fig. 3.6 Simulation results of the rectifier model.

of simulation results. The S IMULINK library is very rich making the language
very expressive. The expressiveness is even enhanced by the possibility of
calling M ATLAB functions and compiled C code.
However, often there is a need to subject the models (developed in
S IMULINK) to a more complex, rigorous, and domain-specific analysis. In
fact, we have seen in Section 3.1.2 that the behavior of the system is sensitive
to the inner working of the simulation engines. Consequently, fully understanding what takes place inside the tools would be important to prevent unpleasant surprises. On the other hand, in most cases users ignore these details
and may end up with an erroneous result without realizing it. Indeed, the lack
of formal semantics of the models used inside this very successful tool set has
been considered a serious drawback in academic circles 3 thus motivating an
intense activity in formalizing the semantics of hybrid systems and a flurry of
3 Some

authors dispute the fact that “S IMULINK has no semantics” by arguing instead that S IMULINK
has a multitude semantics (depending on user-configurable options) which, however, are informally and
sometimes partially documented [48].
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activities aimed at providing translation to and from S IMULINK /S TATEFLOW.
A strong need has been expressed for automatic semantic translators that
can interface with and translate the S IMULINK /S TATEFLOW models into the
models of different analysis and synthesis tools. In [48] Caspi et al. discuss a
method for translating a discrete-time subset of S IMULINK models into L US TRE programs. 4 The proposed method consists of three steps (type inference,
clock inference, and hierarchical bottom-up translation) and has been implemented in a prototype tool called S2L.

3.2 Modelica
M ODELICA is an object-oriented language for hierarchical physical modeling [72, 163] targeting efficient simulation. One of its most important features
is non-causal modeling. In this modeling paradigm, users do not specify the
relationship between input and output signals directly (in terms of a function), but rather they define variables and the equations that they must satisfy.
M ODELICA provides a formal type system for this modeling effort. Two commercial modeling and simulation environments for M ODELICA are currently
available: DYMOLA [69] (Dynamic Modeling Laboratory) marketed by Dynasim AB and M ATH M ODELICA, a simulation environment integrated into
Mathematica and Microsoft Visio, marketed by MathCore Engineering.
3.2.1

M ODELICA Syntax

The syntax of the M ODELICA language is described in [25]. Readers familiar
with object-oriented programming will find some similarities with JAVA and
C++. However, there are also fundamental differences since M ODELICA is
oriented to mathematical programming. This section describes the syntactic
statements of the language and gives some intuition on how they can be used
in the context of hybrid systems. This, of course, is not a complete reference
but only a selection of the basic constructs of the language. A complete reference can be found in [25]. The book by Tiller [163] is an introduction to
the language and provides also the necessary background to develop M OD ELICA models for various physical systems.
4 While

doing so, they also attempt to formalize the typing and timing mechanisms of such discrete-time
subset of S IMULINK.
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M ODELICA is a typed language. It provides some primitive types like Integer, String, Boolean and Real. As in C++ and Java, it is possible to build more
complicated data types by defining classes. There are many types of classes:
records, types, connectors, models, blocks, packages and functions. Classes,
as well as models, have fields (variables they act on) and methods. 5 In M OD ELICA , class methods are represented by equation and algorithms sections. An
equation is syntactically defined as <expression = expression> and an equation
section may contain a set of equations. The syntax supports the ability to describe a model as a set of equations on variables (non-causal modeling), as
opposed to a method of computing output values by operating on input values.
In non-causal modeling there is no distinction between input and output variables; instead, variables are involved in equations that must be satisfied. The
Algorithm sections are simply sequential blocks of statements and are closer to
JAVA or C++ programming from a syntactic and semantic viewpoints. M OD ELICA also allows the users to specify causal models by defining functions.
A function is a special class that can have inputs, outputs, and an algorithm
section which specifies the model behavior.
Before going into the details of variable declaration, it is important to
introduce the notion of variability of variables. A variable can be continuoustime, discrete-time, a parameter or a constant depending on the modifier used
in its instantiation. The M ODELICA variability modifiers are discrete, parameter and constant (if no modifier is specified then the variable is assumed to be
continuous). The meaning is self-explanatory; the formal semantics is given
in Section 3.2.2.
M ODELICA also defines a connect operator that takes two variable references as parameters. Connections are like other equations. In fact, connect statements are translated into particular equations that involve the required variables. Variables must be of the same type (either continuous-time
or discrete-time). The connect statement is a convenient shortcut for the users
who could write their own set of equations to relate variables that are “connected”.
M ODELICA is a typed system. Users of the language can extend the predefined type set by defining new, and more complex, types. The M ODEL 5 C++

or JAVA programmers are used to this terminology, where methods are functions that are part of a
class definition.
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syntax supports the following classes: 6
• record: it is just an aggregation of types without any method definition. In particular, no equations are allowed in the definition or
in any of its components, and they may not be used in connections.
A record is a heterogeneous set of typed fields.
• type: it may only be an extension to the predefined types, records,
or array of type. It is like a typedef in C++.
• connector: it is a special type for variables that are involved in a
connection equation. Connectors are specifically used to connect
models. No equations are allowed in their definition or in any of
their components.
• model: it describes the behavior of a physical system by means of
equations. It may not be used in connections.
• block: it describes an input-output relation. It has fixed causality.
Each component of an interface must either have causality equal
to input or output. It can not be used in connections.
• package: it may only contain declarations of classes and constants.
• function: it has the same restrictions as for blocks. Additional restrictions are: no equations, at most one algorithm section. Calling
a function requires either an algorithm section or an external function interface which is a way of invoking a function described in
a different language (for instance C). A function can not contain
calls to the M ODELICA built-in operators der, initial, terminal, sample, pre, edge, change, reinit, delay, and cardinality whose meaning is
explained in Section 3.2.2.

Inheritance is allowed through the keyword extends like in JAVA. A class can
extend another class thereby inheriting its parent class fields, equations, and
algorithms. A class can be defined as partial, i.e. it cannot be instantiated directly but it has to be extended first. The M ODELICA language provides control statements and loops. There are two basic control statements (if and when)
and two loop statements (while and for).
6 Some

of the constructs mentioned below are explained in Section 3.2.2
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if expression then
equation/algorithm
else
equation/algorithm
end if
For instance, an expression can check the values of a continuous variable.
Depending on the result of the Boolean expression, a different set of equations
is chosen. It is not possible to mix equations and algorithms. If one branch
has a model described by equations, so has to have the other branch. Also
the number of equations has to match. The syntax of the for statement is as
follows:
for IDENT in expression loop
{ equation/algorithm; }
end for
is a valid M ODELICA identifier. A for loop can be used to generate
a vector of equations, for instance. It is not possible to mix equations and
algorithms. The while statement syntax is as follows:

IDENT

while expression loop
{ equation/algorithm; }
end while
A while loop has the same meaning as in many programming languages. The
body of the while statement is active as long as the expression evaluates to
true. Finally, the when statement has the form:
when expression then
{ equation/algorithm; }
end when
when expression then
{ equation/algorithm; }
else when expression then
{ equation/algorithm; }
end when
The body of a when statement is active when the expression changes from
false to true. Real variables assigned in a when clause must be discrete time.
Also, equations in a when clause must be of the form v = expression, where
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v is a variable. Expressions use relation operators like ≤, ≥, ==, ... on continuous time variables, but can be any other valid expression whose result is
a Boolean.
3.2.2

M ODELICA Semantics

The M ODELICA language distinguishes between discrete-time and
continuous-time variables. Continuous-time variables are the only ones
that can have a non-zero derivative. M ODELICA has a predefined operator
der(v) that indicates the time derivative of the continuous variable v. When
v is a discrete time variable (specified by using the discrete modifier at
instantiation time) the derivative operator should not be used even if we
can informally say that its derivative is always zero and changes only at
event instants (see below). Parameter and constant variables remain constant
during transient analysis.
The second distinction to point out is between the algorithm and the equation sections. Both are used to describe the behavior of a model. An equation
section contains a set of equations that must be satisfied. Equations are all
concurrent and the order in which they are written is immaterial. Furthermore, an equation does not distinguish between input and output variables.
For instance, an equation could be i1 (t) + i2 (t) = 0 which does not specify
if i1 is used to compute i2 or vice-versa. The value of i1 and i2 , at a specific
time t0 , is set in such a way that all the equations of the model are satisfied.
An algorithm section is a block of sequential statements. Here, order matters.
In an algorithm section, the user should use the assignment operator := instead
of the equality operator =. Only one variable reference can be used as left
operand. The value of the variable to the left of the assignment operator is
computed using the values of the variables to the right of it.
Causal models in M ODELICA are described using functions. A function
is a particular class that has input and output variables. A function has exactly
one algorithm section that specifies the input/output behavior of the function.
Non-causal models are described by means of equation sections defined in
classes or models. Statements like if then else and for are quite intuitive. In the
case of if clauses in equation sections, if the switching condition contains also
variables that are not constants or parameters then the else branch cannot be
omitted, otherwise the behavior will not be defined when a false expression
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is evaluated.
The when clause deserves particular attention. When the switching expression (see Section 3.2.1) evaluates to true the body of the when clause is
active. The switching expression is considered a discrete-time predicate. If
the body of the when clause is not active, all the variables assigned in the
body should be held constant to their values at the last event instant. Hence,
if the when clause is in an equation section, each equality operator must have
only one component instance on the left-hand side (otherwise it is not clear
which variable should be held). Such component instance is the one whose
value is held while the switching expression evaluates to false. This condition
can be checked by a syntax checker.
Finally, a connect statement is an alternative way of expressing certain
equations. A connect statement can generate two kinds of equations depending
on the nature of the variables that are passed as arguments. In the first case,
the variables v1 , . . . , vn are declared flows at instantiation time (using the
flow modifier) and the connection generates the equation v1 + . . . + vn = 0.
Otherwise, the connection generates the equation v1 = ... = vn . Note that the
term “flow” here should not be confused with the same term used to indicate
a continuous evolution as opposed to a discrete jump (see, e.g., Section 3.5).
Equivalent Mathematical Description of a M ODELICA Program. A program written in the M ODELICA language can be interpreted by defining a
one-to-one mapping between the program and a system of Differential Algebraic Equations (DAE). The first step is to translate a hierarchical M OD ELICA model into a flat set of M ODELICA statements, consisting of the set
of equation and algorithm sections of all the used components. The resulting
system of equations looks like the following:
c := fc (rel(v))

(3.1)

m := fm (v, c)

(3.2)

0 := fx (v, c)

(3.3)

where v := [ẋ; x; y; t; m; pre(m); p]. Here, p is the set of parameters and
constant variables, m is the set of discrete event variables, pre(m) is the value
of discrete events variables immediately before the current event occurred, x
and y are continuous variables, rel(v) is the set of relations on variables in v
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and c is the set of expressions in if statements (including expressions coming
from the conversion of when statements into if). The variables x and y are
distinguished because x variables appear differentiated while y variables do
not. A DAE solver will iterate in the following way:
• Equation 3.3 is solved by assuming c and m constants, meaning
that the system of equations is a continuous system of continuous
variables;
• during integration of Equation 3.3, the conditions in Equation 3.1
are monitored. If a condition changes its status, an event is triggered at that specific time and the integration is halted.
• at the event instant, Equation 3.2 is a mixed set of algebraic equations which is solved for the Real, Boolean and Integer unknowns;
• after the event is processed, the integration is restarted with Equation 3.3.
3.2.3

Examples

We first describe the full wave rectifier example, which shows the usefulness of object orientation and non-causal modeling. The variables are currents through and voltages across each component, whose types are defined
as follows:
type Voltage = Real;
type Current = Real;
Each component in a circuit has pins to connect to other components. A pin is
characterized by a voltage (with respect to a reference voltage) and an input
current. A pin is defined as follows:
connector Pin
Voltage v;
flow Current i;
end Pin;
The connector keyword is used to specify that pins are used in connection
statements. The flow keyword is used to declare that the variable i is a flow,
i.e. the sum of all Current fields of Pins in a connection must be equal
to zero. A generic two-pin component can be described in the following
way [73]:
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partial class TwoPin
Pin p, n;
Voltage v;
Current i;
equation
v = p.v - n.v;
0 = p.i + n.i;
i = p.i;
end TwoPin;
This class defines a positive and a negative pin. Kirchoff’s equations for voltage and current are declared in the equation section. This class is partial and
we extend it to specify two pins components like resistors and capacitors. A
capacitor for instance can be described as follows:
class Capacitor
extends TwoPin;
parameter Real C(unit=”F”) ”Capacitance”;
equation
C * der(v) = i;
end Capacitor;
In the equation section, we need only declare the component constituent equation since the other equations are inherited from a two-pin component. A
parameter is used for the value of capacitance. A diode is modeled as a component with two regions of operation: reverse bias for v < 0 and forward bias
for v ≥ 0:
class Diode
extends TwoPin;
equation
if v ≥ 0 then i = v / 0.1;
else i = -1e-15;
end if;
end Diode;
In the forward-bias region, the diode is a resistor with a very small resistance
while in reverse bias it is basically an open circuit (only a small reverse current flows through it). Each component can be instantiated and interconnected
with others to build a netlist as in the following example:
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class circuit
Resistor R1(R = 10); Capacitor C1(C = 0.01);
Vsin DCp(VA = 5); Vsin DCn(VA = 5);
Diode d1; Diode d2;
Ground G;
equation
connect( DCp.p, d1.p ); connect( d1.n , R1.p );
connect( d1.n , C1.p ); connect( DCp.n, G.gpin );
connect( DCn.p, G.gpin ); connect( DCn.n, d2.p );
connect( d2.n , R1.p ); connect( C1.n, G.gpin );
connect( R1.n, G.gpin );
end circuit;
where Vsin is the sinusoidal voltage source and Ground is a component
that is used to fix the voltage of a node to 0V . Figure 3.7 shows the simulation
result for the two different types of load. The waveforms were obtained by
simulating the M ODELICA models with DYMOLA. DYMOLA is able to solve
the algebraic loop by performing a symbolic manipulation.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.7 Dymola simulation results of the Modelica rectifier example: (a) for an RC load and (b) for a
pure resistive load

The Three-Mass Example. A moving mass is a M ODELICA class that defines a mass moving in a bi-dimensional space with vertical and horizontal
accelerations equal to ax and ay respectively.
class MovingMass
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parameter Real x0, y0, vx0, vy0, ax0, ay0;
Real x, y, vx, vy, ax, ay;
equation
der( x ) = vx; der( vx ) = ax; der( y ) = vy; der( vy ) = ay;
algorithm
when initial( ) then
reinit( x, x0 ); reinit( y, y0 ); reinit( vx, vx0 );
reinit( vy, vy0 ); reinit( ax, ax0 ); reinit( ay, ay0 );
end when;
end MovingMass;
The equations are self-explicative. When the simulation starts, the call to initial() generates an event that executes the when clause. The reinit statements
set each variable to its initial value that is passed as parameter. The system
of three masses is a M ODELICA class that instantiates three moving masses
and defines guards conditions and resets maps. The model is described as
follows:
class ThreeMasses
parameter Real m1 ”Mass1”, m2 ”Mass2”, m3 ”Mass3”;
parameter Real h ”Height”, L ”Lenght”, e ”Restitution”;
MovingMass mass1(x0=0.0,y0=h,vx0=3.0,vy0=0.0,ax0=0.0,ay0=0.0);
MovingMass mass2(x0=6.5,y0=h,vx0=0.0,vy0=0.0,ax0=0.0,ay0=0.0);
MovingMass mass3(x0=7.0,y0=h,vx0=0.0,vy0=0.0,ax0=0.0,ay0=0.0);
equation
if ( (mass1.x >= L) and (mass1.vx > 0 ) ) then
mass1.ay = -9.81; mass1.ax = 0.0;
else
mass1.ay = 0.0; mass1.ax = 0.0;
end if;
if ( (mass2.x >= L) and (mass2.vx > 0 ) ) then
mass2.ay = -9.81; mass2.ax = 0.0;
else
mass2.ay = 0.0; mass2.ax = 0.0;
end if;
if ( (mass3.x >= L) and (mass3.vx > 0 ) ) then
mass3.ay = -9.81; mass3.ax = 0.0;
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else
mass3.ay = 0.0; mass3.ax = 0.0;
end if;
when ( (mass1.y <= 0) and (mass1.vy < 0) ) then
reinit(mass1.vx,e*pre(mass1.vx));reinit(mass1.vy,e*pre(mass1.vy));
end when;
when ( (mass2.y <= 0) and (mass2.vy < 0) ) then
reinit(mass2.vx,e*pre(mass2.vx));reinit(mass2.vy,e*pre(mass2.vy));
end when;
when ( (mass3.y <= 0) and (mass3.vy < 0) ) then
reinit(mass3.vx,e*pre(mass3.vx));reinit(mass3.vy,e*pre(mass3.vy));
end when;
algorithm
when ( (mass1.x >= mass2.x) and ( mass1.vx >= mass2.vx) ) then
reinit(mass1.vx, pre(mass1.vx) * (m1 - e * m2) / (m1 + m2) +
pre(mass2.vx) * m2 * (1 + e) / (m1 + m2));
reinit(mass2.vx, pre(mass1.vx) * (1 + e) * m1 / (m1 + m2) +
pre(mass2.vx) * (m2 - e * m1) / (m1 + m2));
elsewhen ( (mass2.x >= mass3.x) and ( mass2.vx >= mass3.vx) ) then
reinit(mass2.vx, pre(mass2.vx) * (m2 - e * m3) / (m2 + m3) +
pre(mass3.vx) * m3 * (1 + e) / (m2 + m3));
reinit(mass3.vx, pre(mass2.vx) * (1 + e) * m2 / (m2 + m3) +
pre(mass3.vx) * (m3 - e * m2) / (m2 + m3));
end when;
end ThreeMasses;
class ThreeMassSystem
ThreeMasses tms(m1 = 1.0, m2 = 1.0, m3 = 1.0, h = 3, L = 7, e = 0.9);
end ThreeMassSystem;
The code shows two sections: one equation and one algorithm. The semantics is
very different in the two cases: statements in an algorithm section are sequential while equations are constraints that must be satisfied concurrently. The if
statements define regions where the masses are subject to vertical accelera-
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tion. Note that, in order to have the same number of equations independently
of whether the condition holds or not, an if statement in an equation section
must always have an else branch. A set of when statements takes care of resetting the vertical velocity when a mass hits the ground. The order in which
velocities are re-initialized after they hit the ground is immaterial.
We describe the collisions in the algorithm section. The when-elsewhen
statement imposes a priority between the collision of m1 with m2 and the
collision of m2 with m3 . In particular, if x2,0 = x3,0 then the two collisions have the same time stamp and when the algorithm section runs, only
the first branch of the when statement is executed while the second event is
basically lost. The DYMOLA compiler warns the user that some variables
are re-initialized in different parts of the source code which could lead to
non-deterministic behaviors unless the events that are involved in the reinitialization are mutually exclusive.

Fig. 3.8 Modelica simulation result for three-mass system example.
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Figure 3.8 shows the simulation result. The collision of m2 and m3 and
the falling events are exactly located at the same point in time as it can be
deduced by the fact that the two masses bounce together at the same time
(see the larger inset at the left of Figure 3.8). Two effects can be noted. First,
the simulation is non-Zeno. This is because M ODELICA always introduces
a delay when executing a transition. Second, the bouncing balls eventually
fall below the floor, as indicated in the inset at the right of Figure 3.8 at the
end of the simulation. This artifact, that we have already seen in S IMULINK
in Section 3.1.3, is again due to the simulation strategy. However, unlike
S IMULINK, the bouncing event in this case is not lost due to the simultaneity
of two events. Instead, the ball bounces, but the following integration step is
too large, in fact large enough that the ball at the next iteration has already
reached its highest point and fallen again below the floor level. Because the
sign of the vertical position and of the vertical velocity remain negative between the two integration steps, a new bouncing event is not generated, and
the ball keeps falling below the floor level.
3.2.4

Discussion

M ODELICA is an object-oriented language for mathematical programming.
Object orientation is well understood in the software community and is certainly a well accepted programming paradigm. The language is very clean.
There are important features that make building models easy. First of all,
non-causal modeling allows designers to write model equations directly into
the language syntax without any change. Designers do not have to explicitly
define dependent and independent variables. This saves the potential effort of
solving equations or making different models depending on which quantities
are computed and which are used to compute others.
Object orientation helps write reusable models. Inheritance makes it possible to define a basic set of equations that are common to many dynamical systems and then specialize a model depending on the real application.
In modeling a physical system, it is often important to distinguish quantities as “through” and “across”. M ODELICA provides a special keyword to
declare their type. Then, connections are automatically translated into the
correct equation (zero-sum or equality) according to the type of variables involved. M ODELICA doesn’t specify the semantics of algebraic loops. This
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is left to the particular simulation tool, which could simply reject a program
that contains them. For instance, a simple system x = x cannot be simulated in DYMOLA, which reports a cyclic dependency on x, while the system
x2 + x = x2 + x can be simulated and gives the result x = 0.0. This is
because the first is treated symbolically with algebraic manipulations, while
the second, which is more complex, is solved using numerical techniques.
All these features make a M ODELICA model very compact. Modeling
hybrid systems in M ODELICA, however, is not a trivial task. Guard conditions and reset maps can be specified in equation sections or algorithm sections
and they have very different meanings. When described in equation sections,
events cannot be sequentially scheduled because elsewhen are not allowed.
When described in algorithm sections, simultaneous events could be lost.
When such languages are used to describe hybrid systems, the discrete
state at time t is usually not explicit but it is represented by the sequence of
events that happened until t. Continuous state and events are defined by a
set of non-causal equations that model the physical system. These two peculiarities of the M ODELICA modeling paradigm make debugging less intuitive
than other tools like H Y V ISUAL where states and transitions are explicit and
where models are causal.

3.3 HyVisual
The Hybrid System Visual Modeler (H Y V ISUAL) is a block-diagram editor and simulator for continuous-time dynamical systems and hybrid systems [106]. H Y V ISUAL is built on top of P TOLEMY [68, 131], a framework
that supports the construction of domain specific tools, and can be freely
downloaded from http://ptolemy.eecs.berkeley.edu.
3.3.1

H Y V ISUAL Syntax

Like any P TOLEMY model, a H Y V ISUAL model is specified graphically starting from a set of library actors. An actor is a block with typed ports and parameters. Output ports can be connected to input ports by means of relations.
Types are organized in a partial order, where t1 ≥ t2 if a variable of type t1
can be converted into t2 without loss of information. The type of an output
port must be greater than or equal to the type of the input port it is connected
to. While the actor library is rich enough to model most practical systems,
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users have the option to build new actors and redefine relations. A composite
actor encapsulates a subsystem as an interconnection of other actors, thereby
representing a level of the hierarchy. Hierarchy can also be expressed in terms
of a modal model, which represents an actor that has modes of operation. A
modal model is captured as a finite state machine that can be specified by
drawing bubbles (states) and connecting them through arcs (transitions). Each
bubble can be refined into a continuous time system representing a dynamical
system or into another finite state machine.
A hybrid system can be described in H Y V ISUAL as follows. A modal
model is instantiated and its ports are configured. The finite state machine
that describes its mode of operations is represented as a graph. Each state has
a name and each transition is characterized by the following elements:
guard expression: a Boolean expression involving inputs and outputs of the
modal model as well as state variables;
output actions: an assignment of values to the output ports;
set actions: an assignment of values to the state variables;
reset: a Boolean value (either zero or one);
preemptive: a Boolean value (either zero or one);
non-deterministic: a Boolean value (either zero or one).
Each state can be refined into a dynamical system or into another finite state machine. The user describes a dynamical system by using actors
from the built-in libraries. These include actors for standard computation
(like addition, multiplication, etc.), as well as actors to model continuous
dynamics (the dynamics library) like Integrator, LaplaceTransferFunction, LinearStateSpace, DifferentialSystem. When a modal model is created, its ports are
propagated to the state machine diagram and to all its refinements.
A H Y V ISUAL model is saved in XML format. The XML file is a text file
describing the actors used in the model, their ports and parameter configuration, and their graphical properties (shape and position).
3.3.2

H Y V ISUAL Semantics

A complete and clear explanation of the H Y V ISUAL semantics is given
in [129]. Here we briefly summarize the main concepts.
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In H Y V ISUAL, a continuously evolving signal is a function
x:T ×N→V
where T ⊂ R is a connected subset representing the time line, N is the set
of non-negative integers representing an index within a time stamp, and V is
the set of values that the signal can take on. For a fixed time t, the value of
a signal depends on the index, which is used to model simultaneous events.
In order to avoid chattering Zeno conditions, it is required that ∃m ∈ N such
that ∀n > m, x(t, n) = x(t, m). If the system is non-chattering Zeno, then
the least m satisfying the condition above is called the final index. The value
x(t, m) is called the final value of x at t and the value x(t, 0) is called the
initial value at time t. Accordingly, the initial value function xi : T → V and
and the final value function xf : T → V are defined as
∀t ∈ T,

xi (t) = x(t, 0)

and

xf (t) = x(t, m)

where m is the final index. This representation is useful to express functions
that are piecewise continuous, that is functions that are continuous except for
a discrete subset of the timeline. A signal x is piecewise continuous if
(1) the initial value function xi is left continuous;
(2) the final value function xf is right continuous;
(3) x has only one value at all t ∈ T \ D, where D is a discrete subset
of T .
The solution to the dynamical system
ẋ(t) = g(x(t), t),

x(t0 ) = x0

(3.4)

can then be expressed as a piecewise continuous signal. This can be further
discretized by letting D ⊂ T be a discrete set that includes the times at
which signals have more than one value and D ′ a superset that includes D. A
discrete trace of the hybrid system is the set
{x(t, n)|t ∈ D ′ ∧ n ∈ N}

(3.5)

To be a valid trace, it is required that, for each interval between times in D ′ ,
Equation 3.4 have a unique and continuous solution, and that the endpoints
of the solution in the interval be in the trace.
To obtain a discrete trace one can proceed as follows.
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Init: t∗ = t0 , x(t∗ , 0) = x0 ;
Discrete phase: execute the model until xf (t∗ ) is computed;
Continuous phase: compute t1 such that g is continuous and locally Lipschitz on [t∗ , t1 ). Solve Equation 3.4 on the interval [t∗ , t1 ) with initial condition x0 = xf (t∗ );
Iterate: Set t∗ = t1 and iterate from the discrete phase with x(t∗ , 0) equal
to the value of x at t1 computed in the previous step.
Two issues remain open: how to compute t1 and how to execute the model to
compute xf (t∗ ). The first issue reduces to a proper selection of the step size
while the second reduces to the definition of the discrete phase semantics.
To determine the step size, H Y V ISUAL implements both event detection
as well as backtracking. In particular, backtracking is implemented by providing each actor with two functions:
f

: Vdn × T × Σ → Vdm

g :

Vdn

×T ×Σ→Σ

(3.6)
(3.7)

where n is the number of input ports, m the number of output ports, Vd is
the set of all possible values (including the absence of a signal ǫ which is
fundamental for representing discrete signals), T is the time line and Σ is the
state space of an actor. The function f is the output function and g is the state
update function. In H Y V ISUAL, each actor can reject the current step size
decided by the simulator, in which case a new step size must be decided. The
simulator calls the state update function only after all actors have accepted
the current step size.
The second issue is how to compute xf (t∗ ). H Y V ISUAL has a fixed point
semantics to compute the values of signals and state. For an actor, let the input
be x : T × N → Vdn , the output be y : T × N → Vdm and the state be given by
the function σ : T × N → Σ. At time t ∈ T , execution proceeds as follows:
y(t, 0) = f (x(t, 0), t, σ(t, 0))
σ(t, 1) = g(x(t, 0), t, σ(t, 0))
y(t, 1) = f (x(t, 1), t, σ(t, 1))
σ(t, 2) = g(x(t, 1), t, σ(t, 1))
...
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Fig. 3.9 H Y V ISUAL model of the three-mass system.

When (and if) all actors in the model have reached a point where their state
no longer changes, then the final values have been reached for all signals and
the execution at time t is complete.
3.3.3

Examples

The H Y V ISUAL model of the three-mass system is shown in Figure 3.9. Each
state of the state machine is refined into a continuous time system that describes the dynamics of a point mass moving with a constant acceleration.
The accelerations are integrated to obtain the velocities and the velocities are
integrated to obtain the positions. Both horizontal and vertical positions are
used to generate threshold events: the horizontal positions are monitored to
check when a point mass falls off the table and the vertical position is monitored to check when a point mass hits the ground.
The initial state is named Init. From the initial state, the model makes a
spontaneous transition to a state where m1 starts moving with initial velocity
v10 . The state machines implements the one in Figure 2.2.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 3.10 where all three masses
eventually bounce on the ground. In this simulation L = 7, x2,0 = 6.5,
x3,0 = 7 and v1,0 = 3 while yi = 3 for all three masses. When m2 touches
m3 , H Y V ISUAL correctly simulates the collision and the falling events of
m2 and m3 that occur at the same time, but with different indices. When
m2 and m3 touch the ground, multiple output transitions are enabled from
state m2 bounce and the simulator reports an error saying that there are mul-
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Fig. 3.10 H Y V ISUAL simulation result for the three-mass system with x20 = 4.95, x30 = 4.98, L = 5
and h = 7.

tiple transitions enabled but not all of them are marked non-deterministic.
In the lastest version of H Y V ISUAL, each transition has, in fact, a flag nondeterministic that can be marked in situations where multiple transitions could
be enabled at the same time. After this small change has been made to the
model, the simulation can be successfully completed. At the end of the simulation, as shown in Figure 3.10, the three balls fall below the floor level. This
effect is again due to the choice of the duration of the integration step, as
already explained for M ODELICA in Section 3.2.3.
The Full Wave Rectifier Example. The H Y V ISUAL model of the full wave
rectifier is shown in Figure 3.11. A diode is modeled as a hybrid system with
two states: Forward and Reverse. The Forward state is refined into a linear continuous time system whose output current is proportional to the input voltage
by a constant Rf . The Reverse state is refined into a system whose output
current is constant and equal to I0 . The RC load model implements the two
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Fig. 3.11 H Y V ISUAL model of the full wave rectifier.

equations:
Vout (t) =

1
C

Z

t

IC (t)dt

+ Vout (t0 )

t0

IC (t) = Iin (t) − IR (t) = Iin (t) −

Vout
R

The simulation result is shown in Figure 3.12.
When the load is replaced by a simple resistor with Vout = RIin , H Y V I SUAL reports an error for the presence of an algebraic loop.
3.3.4

Discussion

H Y V ISUAL is a graphical environment for modeling hybrid systems. Graphical representations have the advantage of being intuitive and easy to use.
There is a rich library of components making the language expressive enough
to model hybrid systems. Type checking and inference are desirable features
in designing large systems, because they help the users focus on the structure of the system. The implementation of hierarchy in H Y V ISUAL is very
clean and allows the users to encapsulate subsystems into larger blocks. Furthermore, state machines can be hierarchical in the sense that a state can be
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Fig. 3.12 H Y V ISUAL simulation result for the full wave rectifier

refined in other state machines. This feature of grouping states is very important when dealing with systems having a large state-space. It is important to
stress that state and transition refinements can be arbitrary P TOLEMY models.
This is different from S IMULINK, where the states of S TATEFLOW are atomic
objects, and the control they exercise over a continuous-time model is via
continuous-time signals with discontinuities rather than via mode transitions.
Finally, H Y V ISUAL stores the entire design in an XML format, wich can be
easily converted into other XML-based formats using XSL transformations.
H Y V ISUAL is based on a solid operational semantics that is missing in
S IMULINK/S TATEFLOW or even in M ODELICA. H Y V ISUAL formally defines
the trace that results from the execution of a model without assuming any
particular solver. M ODELICA and S IMULINK/S TATEFLOW both rely on the
particular simulator that completes the definition of their operational semantics.
Compared to M ODELICA, H Y V ISUAL can only express causal models
and is based on a graphical syntax that is not always easy to manipulate.
When the model becomes complicated, the number of connections can grow
quadratically with the number of blocks making the diagrams difficult to edit.
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3.4 Scicos
S CICOS (S CILAB Connected Object Simulator) is a S CILAB package for
modeling and simulation of dynamical systems including both continuous
and discrete time subsystems [144]. S CILAB (Scientific Laboratory) is a scientific software package for numerical computations that provides a powerful
open computing environment for engineering and scientific applications [79].
Since 1990 S CILAB has been developed by researchers from INRIA and
ENPC. In May 2003 the newly created S CILAB Consortium took over maintenance and development of S CILAB. Since 1994 S CILAB has been distributed
freely via the Internet and used in educational and industrial environments
around the world. S CICOS has been developed also at INRIA and is freely
available for download at http://www.scicos.org. S CILAB can be seen as similar
to M ATLAB while S CICOS is similar to S IMULINK.
S CICOS users can build models of hybrid systems by composing functional blocks from a predefined library (as well as newly-defined blocks) and
simulate them. This is done within a graphical editor. Additionally, users can
generate executable C code implementing the functionality of some subsystem in the original hybrid system. This is limited to discrete time subsystems, i.e. subsystems that do not include continuous-time blocks. The main
application of S CICOS is embedded control: continuous blocks can be used
to model the physical environment while the discrete subsystems specify the
functionality of the controller. After simulating and refining the design of
the controller, the user can generate C code to be executed on the target
hardware architecture. Finally, for the important case of distributed real-time
applications, the users can rely on the S CICOS-S YN DE X interface [66] to
generate and deploy executable code on multiprocessors architectures. S YN DE X is a system-level CAD software for distributed real-time embedded
systems designed and developed at INRIA that is freely available at “wwwrocq.inria.fr/syndex”.
3.4.1

S CICOS Syntax

A system is modeled in S CICOS by assembling functional components called
blocks that interact by means of signals. Each signal, in turn, is characterized by an activation time set, which determines the intervals in which the
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Fig. 3.13 A generic S CICOS block and its I/O signals.

signal can evolve and change its value. Each system operation in S CICOS is
associated to a block. The activation times of a signal correspond to the activation times of the block that generates it. Figure 3.13 illustrates a generic
block. This can present ports associated to four different signal types: regular input, regular output, activation (event) input, activation (event) output.
By convention these ports are placed respectively on the left, right, top, and
bottom side of the block. The set of signals in S CICOS is partitioned into
two subsets: regular signals and activation signals. Regular signals are used
to exchange data among blocks, while activation signals carry control information. Activation signals are also called event signals or impulses. Regular
inputs are linked to regular outputs via regular paths, while activation inputs are linked to activation outputs via activation paths. Regular paths carry
piece-wise right-continuous functions of time whereas event paths transmit
timing information concerning discrete events (impulses). In particular, an
event signal specifies the time when the blocks connected to the output event
port generating the event signal are updated according to the internal relations
of the block (see Section 3.4.2).
An activation signal causes the block to evaluate its outputs and new internal states as a function of its inputs and previous internal states. A block
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Fig. 3.14 A S CICOS signal remains constant outside its activation time set.

with no input activation port is permanently active (time-dependent block).
The output signals inherit their activation times set from the union of the activation times of the input signals of the generating block. In turn, they can be
used to drive other blocks. The signals leaving the output activation ports are
activation signals generated by the block. For instance, a clock block may generate a periodic activation signal that can be connected to the input of a scope
block to control the sampling of its inputs [144]. There are two general types
of blocks: basic blocks and super blocks. Super blocks are obtained as the hierarchical composition of basic blocks and other super blocks. S CICOS comes
with a library of more than 70 basic blocks [144]. Additionally, the users can
build new basic blocks by defining an interfacing function and a computational function for each of them. The former is always a S CILAB function,
while the latter can also be written in C or Fortran to achieve greater performance in the simulation. Besides defining the graphical aspect of the block,
the interfacing function allows users to define the number and types of ports
and to initialize the state and parameters of the block. The computational
function specifies the dynamic behavior of the block through a set of tasks
and is called by the S CICOS simulator that controls their execution.
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S CICOS Semantics

A signal x in S CICOS is a pair {x(t), T }, where x(t) is a function of time
and T is the associated activation time set on which the signal x can potentially evolve and change its value [35]. The activation time set is the union
of time intervals and isolated points called events. In fact, a generic signal
in S CICOS can be the result of operating on both continuous (time intervals)
and discrete (time events) signals. Outside its activation time set, a signal is
constrained to remain constant as illustrated in Figure 3.14, which shows the
evolution of a hybrid signal x. Activation time sets are used in S CICOS in
the same way as clocks are used in the synchronous programming language
S IGNAL [36, 85], namely as a type checking mechanism. For instance, two
signals can be constrained to have identical time sets. In general, the various S CICOS signal operators induce relations between the corresponding time
sets. Given a generic binary operator f , the activation time set of the resulting
signal is the union of the activation time sets of its operands, i.e.:
f ( {x1 (t), T1 }, {x2 (t), T2 } ) = { f (x1 (t), x2 (t)), (T1 ∪ T2 ) }
It is possible to reason formally on the time sets of S CICOS signals as it is the
case for the clocks of S IGNAL variables. 7 Hence, S CICOS users have a sound
basis for tasks like design optimization and scheduling analysis.
Depending on the type of the block and the directive of the simulator,
the invocation of a computational function may result in various actions like
evaluation of new outputs, state update, or computation of the state derivative.
There are four types of basic blocks in S CICOS: continuous, discrete, zerocrossing, and synchro.
A continuous basic blocks (CBB) can have both regular input (output)
ports and event input (output) ports. CBBs can model more than just continuous dynamics systems. A CBB can have a continuous state x and a discrete
state z. Let the vector function u denote the regular inputs and y the regular
outputs. Then a CBB imposes the following relations:
ẋ = f (t, x, z, u, p)
y = h(t, x, z, u, p)
7 Notice

however that the S CICOS model of computation is not the same as the S IGNAL one.
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where f and h are block specific functions, and p is a vector of constant
parameters. The above relation represents two constraints that are imposed
by the CBB as long as no events (impulses) arrive on its event input ports.
An event input can cause a jump in the states of the CBB. Assume one or
more events arrive on the CBB event ports at time te . Then the states jump
according to the following equations:
−
−
x = gc (te , x(t−
e ), z(te ), u(te ), p, nevprt )
−
−
y = gd (te , x(t−
e ), z(te ), u(te ), p, nevprt )

where gc and gd are block specific functions, nevprt designates the ports
through which the events have arrived, and z(t−
e ) is the previous value of the
discrete state z (which remains constant between any two successive events).
Finally, CBBs can generate event signals on their event output ports. These
events can only be scheduled at the arrival of an input event. If an event has
arrived at time te , the time of each output event is generated according to
tevo = k(te , z(te ), u(te ), p, nevprt )
for a block specific function k and where tevo is a vector of time values, each
entry of which corresponds to one event output port. Normally all the elements of tevo are larger than te . If an element is less than te , it simply means
the absence of an output event signal on the corresponding event output port.
Notice that setting “tevo = t” should be avoided because the resulting causality structure is ambiguous. Also, notice that setting “tevo = t” does not mean
that the output event is synchronized with the input event because two events
can have the same time without being synchronized. The schedule tevo is
recorded inside the CBB in a register that has size equal to the number of
output event ports. The value in the register is used to “fire” the events at the
specified time. This register can be pre-loaded at the beginning of simulation
by setting the corresponding initial firing in the CBB. Because the register
can hold only one value per output event port, only one output event can be
scheduled on each output event port at a time (both at the beginning and in
the course of the simulation). In other words, by the time a new event is ready
to be scheduled, the old one must have been already fired. Another interpretation is that as long as the previously scheduled event has not been fired yet,
the corresponding output port is considered busy, meaning that it cannot ac-
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cept a new event scheduling. If the simulator encounters such a conflict, it
stops and returns the event conflict error message [144].
While a CBB permanently monitors its input ports and continuously updates its output ports and continuous state, a discrete basic block (DBB) only
acts when it receives an input event, and its actions are instantaneous. DBBs
can have both regular and event input and output ports, but they must have
at least one event input port. DBBs can model discrete dynamical systems. A
DBB can have a discrete state z but no continuous state. Upon the arrival of
events at time te , the state and the outputs of a DBB change as follows
−
z = fd (te , z(t−
e ), u(te ), p, nevprt )

y = gd (te , z, u(te ), p)
where fd and hd are block specific functions. The regular output y remains
constant between any two successive events. In fact, the output y and the state
z are piece-wise constant, right-continuous functions of time. Like CBBs,
DBBs can generate output events according to a specific function k and their
events can be pre-scheduled via initial firing. The difference between a CBB
and a DBB is that a DBB cannot have a continuous state and that its outputs remain constant between two events. Although in theory CBBs subsume
DBBs, specifying a block as a DBB has performance advantages since the
simulator can optimize its execution because it knows that the outputs of the
block remain constant between events. Note that the regular output signal of
a DBB is always piece-wise constant. Being piece-wise constant does not
necessarily imply that a signal is discrete. For example, the output of an integrator (which is a CBB with a continuous state) can, in some special cases,
be constant. However, signals that are piece-wise constant can be identified
based solely on the basic properties of the blocks that generate them. In particular, in S CICOS, every regular output signal of a DBB is discrete and every
regular output signal of a state-less time invariant CBB receiving only discrete signals on its inputs is also discrete. Thus, the discrete nature of signals
in a model can be specified statically. Again, the S CICOS compiler relies on
this information to optimize the performance of the S CICOS simulator.
A zero crossing basic block (ZCBB) has regular inputs and event outputs
but no regular outputs, or event inputs. ZCBBs can generate event outputs
only if at least one of their regular inputs crosses zero (i.e., it changes sign).
In such a case, the generation of the event, and its timing, may depend on the
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combination of the inputs which have crossed zero and the signs of the inputs
(just before the crossing occurs). The simplest example of a Surface Crossing
Basic Block is the zcross [144]. This block generates an event if all the inputs
cross simultaneously zero. Inputs of ZCBBs can start off at zero, but cannot
remain equal to zero during the simulation. This is considered an ambiguous
state and is declared as an error. Similarly the input of a ZCBB should not
jump across zero. If it does, the crossing may or may not be detected. ZCBBs
cannot be modeled as CBBs or DBBs because in these blocks, no output event
can be generated unless an input event has arrived beforehand.
Synchro basic blocks (SBBs) are the only blocks able to generate output
events that are synchronized with their input events. These blocks have a
unique event input port, a unique (possibly vector) regular input, no state, no
parameters, and two or more event output ports. Depending on the value of
the regular input, the incoming event input is routed to one of the event output
ports. SBBs are used for routing and under-sampling event signals. Typical
examples are the event select block and the if-then-else block [144].
Synchronization. In S CICOS if two event signals have the same time, they
are not necessarily synchronized. In other words, one is fired just before or
just after the other but not “at the same time”. Two event signals can be synchronized only when they can be traced back to a common origin (a single output event port) through event paths, event additions, event splits, and
SBBs alone. In particular, a basic block cannot have two synchronized output
event ports. This is possible, however, for super blocks like the 2-freq clock
block [144].
3.4.3

Example

S CICOS does not provide a direct way of describing the discrete dynamics of a hybrid automaton as a state machine. Guard conditions have to be
implemented using threshold crossing detectors, and reset maps have to be
implemented using switches that load different initial conditions to dynamical systems. Moreover, changing the continuous dynamics requires switching
outputs and state variables through different integration paths.
Figure 3.15 shows a model of the three-mass system. This model is not
complete and can only simulate correctly if x20 < x30 . Besides the fact that
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Fig. 3.15 S CICOS model of the three-mass system

when x20 = x30 the model described in Section 2.2 gives an incorrect answer,
the model implemented in S CICOS does not guarantee that vx2 is reset before
vx3 . An explicit serialization of the two events should be implemented. Also
we assume that mi = 1 and ǫ = 0.9. The three coordinates xi and yi are
computed by double integration of axi and ayi respectively. Each integrator
has three input ports: the input function to integrate, the initial condition and
a reset event. When the reset is present, the integrator is reset with the current
value on the initial condition input. The horizontal acceleration is always 0
but the initial velocities are determined by selectors whose selection inputs
depend on discrete events. For instance, the horizontal velocity of m2 is reset
to (1 − 0.9)vx2 if m2 hits m3 (i.e. x2 − x3 crosses zero), to (1 + 0.9)vx1 if
m1 hits m2 (i.e. x1 − x2 crosses zero) and to 0.9vx2 if m2 hits the ground
(i.e. y2 crosses zero).
The reason why this model simulates correctly only for x20 < x30 is that
in the case of events that happen at the same time stamp, their order is not
specified. If x20 = x30 then the two events indicating the collision of m1
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Fig. 3.16 S CICOS simulation result of the three-mass system.

with m2 and m2 with m3 are not sequentially ordered and, therefore, the
reset conditions are not guaranteed to be sequentially ordered, either. In order
to have a correct simulation, it would be necessary to further complicate the
model by implementing a priority scheme on the reset actions. The simulation
results are shown in Figure 3.16.
The Full Wave Rectifier Example. The rectifier example is shown in Figure 3.17. Similarly to S IMULINK, S CICOS users can organize designs hierarchically by grouping blocks into super-blocks. A diode is a super-block
(shown by the sub-figure in Figure 3.17)composed of a switch that selects
the output current between two inputs: one proportional to the input voltage
and the other constant and equal to −I0 . The selection criteria is based on the
value of the input voltage: the first input is selected if it is greater than zero,
the second otherwise.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 3.18. As in the case of
S IMULINK and H Y V ISUAL, the circuit cannot be simulated for a pure resistive load due to an algebraic loop error reported by the simulator.
3.4.4

Discussion

S CICOS provides a graphical environment for modeling hybrid systems. Differential equations are described using integrators and other math operators.
Even if S CICOS can model only causal systems, it is conceptually closer to
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Fig. 3.17 S CICOS model of the full wave rectifier.

Fig. 3.18 S CICOS simulation result of the full wave rectifier.

M ODELICA than H Y V ISUAL. A system, in fact, is modeled by specifying
constraints on continuous states and events acting on them. However, S CI COS does not provide a graphical tool for the specification and refinement
of hybrid automata like the finite state machine editor of H Y V ISUAL. Instead, the discrete dynamics must be described using threshold blocks and
switches. Building hybrid system models becomes tedious for designers and
reverse-engineering a model to its specification could be very difficult. Moreover, adding a state or changing an invariant condition could require major
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changes in the model netlist.
On the other hand, the S CICOS-S YN DE X Interface [66] allows users to
pair up S CICOS and S YN DE X, thereby deriving a design flow for distributed
real-time embedded control applications that leverages the hybrid systems
approach. S YN DE X is a system level CAD software for rapid prototyping
and optimizing the implementation of distributed real-time embedded applications onto “multi-component” architectures. It is based on the “algorithmarchitecture adequation” (AAA) methodology [80, 158]. The AAA methodology aims at finding the best match between an algorithm and an architecture
while satisfying real-time constraints. This is formalized in terms of graph
transformations. The algorithm is specified with a data-flow graph while the
architecture is capture via a multiprocessor hyper-graph. Then, an implementation is derived by distributing and scheduling the former on the latter. The
result of the graphs transformations is an optimized Synchronized Distributed
Executive (a S YN DE X), which is automatically built from a library of architecture dependent executive primitives composing the executive kernel [80].
These primitives support boot-loading, memory allocation, interprocessor
communications, sequencing of user supplied computation functions and of
interprocessor communications, and inter-sequences synchronizations. The
users are provided with a library of executive kernels for various supported
processors, while kernels for other processors can be ported from the existing ones. Based on this methodology, S YN DE X enables rapid prototyping
of complex distributed real-time embedded applications. This is centered on
automatic code generation, which is performed in three steps: (1) implementation onto a single-processor workstation for simulation; (2) implementation
onto a multi-processor system in order to study parallelism benefits and accelerate simulation; (3) real-time execution on the targeted multi-component
architecture which may include programmable components (processors) as
well as non-programmable components like application-specific integrated
circuits (ASICs). The main feature of the S YN DE X software is the seamless environment that guides the user from the specification level (functional
specification, distributed hardware specifications, real-time and embedding
constraints) to the distributed real-time embedded code level, through (multi)processor simulations. In particular, it automatically generates, distributes
and schedules real-time embedded code.
By relying on the S CICOS-S YN DE X Interface [66], users can model an
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Fig. 3.19 Modeling embedded control as a hybrid system.

embedded control application in S CICOS as it is described in Figure 3.19: a
model for the physical plant (the environment) is obtained using continuoustime blocks while the controller is designed by assembling discrete-time
blocks. The users can perform the “high-level” simulation of the entire hybrid system to reach a first-cut design of the controller. Then, the discrete
subsystem modeling the controller is transfered into S YN DE X via the provided interface to generate the embedded code for the targeted distributed
architecture. This step is simplified by the following facts: (1) S CICOS and
S YN DE X share the same model of computation for the discrete subsystem
(a data flow graph) and (2) the I/O interface of the functional discrete blocks
is the same. 8 Also, S YN DE X tries to take advantage of the parallelism intrinsically captured by the data flow model to match the parallelism offered
by the target architecture, thereby obtaining an implementation that satisfies
the real-time constraints. Notice that the interface has been specifically developed for this kind of application and does not support the translation of
continuous-time basic blocks and zero-crossing basic blocks.
8 In

fact, it may be the case sometimes that a single S CICOS block is translated into a group of S YN DE X blocks. For further details see [66].
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3.5 Shift
S HIFT is a modeling language developed at U.C. Berkeley for the description
of networks of hybrid automata [63, 64, 152]. The name S HIFT is a permutation of HSTIF: Hybrid Systems Tool Interchange Format.
The main difference between S HIFT and other modeling paradigms is
that the overall hybrid system in S HIFT has a dynamically changing structure. More precisely, the entire system in S HIFT is called the world. The world
consists of a certain number of hybrid components that can be destroyed or
created in real-time as the system evolves. Therefore the S HIFT language is
mainly used for the description and simulation of highly complex hybrid systems whose configuration varies over time. The conception of S HIFT was
motivated by the specification and analysis of designs for the automatic control of vehicles and highway systems (AHS) [16, 61, 62, 78, 170]. The research area involved in this approach is quite rich, going from the design and
validation of communication protocols [76, 105] to the verification of safe
design [65, 84, 116, 148], and including the development of suitable implementation methodologies [70, 77]. Hence the need of a modeling framework
that is general enough to capture all these distinct issues, while staying at a
low level of complexity to facilitate learning and formal analysis.
At the time S HIFT was developed, other modeling paradigms for the composition of multiple concurrent agents included extended FSMs [109], Communicating Sequential Processes [102], DEVS[104], SDL [108] and also the
models of computation described in [107, 140, 176]. However none of them
had the feature to model dynamic configurations of hybrid components. The
characteristic of being able to describe dynamic networks of hybrid systems
makes S HIFT quite unique as a modeling and simulation tool. Areas of application possibly include, together with the mentioned AHS, air traffic control
systems, robotics shop-floors, and coordinated robotic agents with military
applications, like Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) (see [110, 111, 160] and
the references contained therein).
3.5.1

S HIFT Syntax

A world in S HIFT is a set:
W = {h1 , · · · , hw }
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where hi is called the i-th hybrid component in the world. A hybrid component can be viewed as a hybrid automaton AH having Q as the set of discrete
states. In each state q ∈ Q the continuous state x follows a continuous evolution determined by the flow Fq , which can be of the form of a differential
constraint or even a simple algebraic definition. An instantiation of a hybrid
component is called a type. A type is a tuple: H = (q, x, C, L, F, T ), where:
• q ∈ Q is the discrete state variable;
• x ∈ Rn is the continuous state variable;
• C = (C0 , · · · , Cm ) with each Ci ⊂ W is the configuration state
variable;
• L = {l1 , · · · , lp } are the event labels;
• F = {Fq | q ∈ Q} are the flows;
• T are the transition prototypes.
Each component h is, at a specified time, in a particular configuration Ch .
Hence the configuration (or discrete state) of the world is given by the tuple:
CW = (Ch1 , · · · , Chw )
The continuous state x can be constrained in one of the following ways:
D (x, x ) for differential constraints;
a) ẋi = Fi,q
C0
A (x, x ) for algebraic constraints;
b) xi = Fi,q
C0

where xC0 is a vector containing the continuous state variables of all the
elements of C0 . The set of transitions T is a set of tuples δ of the form:
δ = (q, q ′ , g, E, a)
where:
• q, q ′ ∈ Q are respectively the source and sink (discrete) states of
the transition.
• g is a guard condition: it takes the form of a (possibly quantified)
Boolean expression. It can assume one of two forms:
(1) g(x, xC0 ) (Boolean predicate);
(2) ∃c ∈ Ci : g(x, xC0 ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m (Boolean predicate).
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• E is a set of event labels whose purpose is to synchronize the current component with the rest of the world. An “internal” transition, i.e., a transition which does not synchronize with transitions
occurring in the other components of the world, is specified in
S HIFT by leaving E empty.
• a is an action that modifies the state of the world. An action may
also create or destroy new components.
In the rest of this section, we give the precise syntax definition of components and transitions and we will omit parts that are not essential for understanding the language semantics. In the following syntactic definitions,
non-terminals are in italics. Keywords and other literal tokens are in sansserif. Braces indicate repetition: {X}∗ means zero or more repetitions of X,
{X}+ means one or more repetitions. Brackets indicate optional parts, that
is [X] stands for zero or one instances of X. The vertical bar (‘|’) denotes
alternation.
A S HIFT specification is a sequence of definitions:
specification
definition

⇒
⇒
|
|
|
|

{ definition }+
component-type-definition
external-type-definition
global-variable-decl
external-function-decl
global-setup-clause

A component type definition describes a set of components with common
behavior.
component-type-definition

⇒

type-clause

⇒
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

type-name [: parent]
{ { type-clause ; }+ } [;]
state state-declarations
input input-declarations
output output-declarations
export export-declaration-list
setup setup-clause
flow flow-list
discrete discrete-state-list
transition transition-list

type
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Each type can have inputs, outputs and states. Output variables can be written
to and are visible outside the component and can be used by other components. Input variables are defined as external to the component while states
are not visible outside. Exported events can be used to synchronize discrete
state transitions among components. The keyword flow is used to define differential and algebraic constraints on variables. Each flow is a set of equations
and is identified by a name. The keyword discrete is used to define a discrete
state with an associated name, flow and list of synchronization labels:
discrete-state-clause { , discrete-state-clause }∗
state-name [ { equation-list } ] [ invariant expression ]

⇒
⇒

discrete-state-list
discrete-state-clause

A transitions is defined as follows:
transition-list
transition
from-set
to-state
event-list
event
external-event
set-sync-rule
transition-clauses

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
|
⇒
⇒
|
⇒

transition { , transition }∗
from-set -> to-state event-list transition-clauses
set-of-states
state-name
{ [ event {, event}∗ ] }
local-event
external-event
link-var : exported-event [ ( set-sync-rule ) ]
one [: temporary-link]
all

[ when expression ] [ action-clause ]

A transition specifies the source and target states, a list of synchronization
events and a set of actions to be taken depending on some conditions. Events
in the event list can be locally defined (i.e., local-events) and exported or can
be events defined and exported by other components (i.e., external-events).
Events can be of type open or closed. An action is a set of reset assignments,
creation of components and connection of components.
3.5.2

S HIFT Semantics

A S HIFT system starts by executing all initializations of global variables, at
time t = 0. Then, the system evolves by alternating discrete and continu-
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ous phases, starting with a discrete phase. In the discrete mode, all possible transitions are taken, in some serial order unless explicitly synchronized.
Time does not pass in the discrete mode. The system switches to continuous mode when no more transitions are possible. The system evolves in continuous mode according to the flow associated to the discrete state of each
component. As soon as it becomes possible for one or more components to
execute a transition, time stops again. A component synchronizes its state machine with other state machines by labeling its own edges with local-events
and external-events. Local events are exported; they can be used as external
events by other components, and they can appear in connection actions. Each
label of an edge E establishes conditions under which a transition may be
taken along E. When all conditions are satisfied, and the guard, if present,
evaluates to true, and the component is in a state that has E as an outgoing
edge, then the transition along E is taken simultaneously with other transitions as required by the conditions. The conditions associated with each label
are as follows. Let x and y be components, and Z a set of components. Let c
be a single-valued link, and C a set-valued link. Let ey be a local event for y,
and ez a local event for all components in Z.
• If c evaluates to nil, an edge labeled c:ey may not be taken.
• If c evaluates to y, an edge E labeled c:ey must be taken simultaneously with an edge E ′ labeled ey in y.
• If ey is of type open then an edge E ′ labeled ey in y requires that
there exists a component x with an edge E labeled y:ey and E ′
must be taken simultaneously with E. However, if ey is of type
closed then:
– if there is no other component x with an edge E labeled
c:ey , where c evaluates to y, then E ′ may be taken alone.
– if there is at least one other component x with an edge E
labeled c:ey , where c evaluates to y, then E ′ must be taken
simultaneously with E.
• If C evaluates to the empty set, the edge labeled C:ez may not be
taken if set-sync-rule is one. Otherwise it may be taken.
• If C evaluates to Z then an edge labeled ez in any z ∈ Z may only
be taken simultaneously with an edge labeled C:ez . The following
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also applies.
– If the synchronization rule is one, then an edge labeled
C:ez may only be taken simultaneously with an edge labeled ez in a single component z ∈ Z. If a temporary link
is specified, it is assigned the component z. The scope of
the temporary link is the action list for the transition.
– Otherwise, if the rule is all, an edge labeled C:ez must
be taken simultaneously with an edge labeled ez in every
z ∈ Z.
Actions are executed in phases as follows.
(1) All components specified by create-expressions are created.
(2) The right-hand sides and the destinations of resets are evaluated,
and so are the component initializers.
(3) The previously computed values for resets and link actions and
component initial values are assigned to their destinations.
(4) Connection actions are executed.
3.5.3

Examples

The point masses m1 , m2 and m3 are modeled in SHIFT as instantiations of
a type “pointmass”. A pointmass exposes many variables to the other components of the world and exports a collision event. It also has a “connection”
with the mass to its right and the one to its left:
type pointmass {
output continuous number hvelocity, hposition;
output continuous number L, h;
output continuous number x,vx,y,vy;
state continuous number ay:=0.0;
output pointmass rightmass := nil;
output pointmass leftmass := nil;
export collisiontoright;
flow default {
x’ = vx;
vx’ = 0.0;
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y’ = vy;
vy’ = ay;
hvelocity = vx;
hposition = x;
};
discrete
on ,
off ;
transition
on − > on {collisiontoright} /*This mass collides with another one*/
when ( rightmass /= nil and x >= hposition(rightmass) and vx > hvelocity(rightmass))
do {
/*Reset my velocity*/
vx := vx*(1-0.9)/2 + hvelocity(rightmass)*(1-0.9)/2;
},
on − > on {leftmass:collisiontoright} /*Another mass collides with
this one*/
do {
/*Reset my velocity*/
vx := hvelocity(leftmass)*(1+0.9)/2 + vx*(1-0.9)/2;
},
on − > off {} /*Falling*/
when ( x >= L and vx > 0 and y >= h )
do {
ay := -9.81;
},
off − > off {} /*Bouncing*/
when ( y <= 0 and vy < 0)
do {
vx := 0.9*vx;
vy := -0.9*vy;
};
}
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A point mass has two states: on and off. In the on state, it can collide with
the mass to its right or can be hit by the mass to its left. When the point
mass mi collides the mass to its right mj , the collision event collisiontoright
is notified. Mass mj has a transition that is synchronized with the event leftmass:collisiontoright. The two on− >on transitions in mi and mj are then taken
together at precisely the same time. Note that discrete states do not specify a
flow, i.e., the same flow, denoted by the keyword default, is assumed to define
the dynamics in each discrete state. Instantiation, creation and interconnection of types is done by the following code:
global threemass t := create(threemass);
type threemass {
output pointmass m1 := create( pointmass , L := 7.0 , h := 3.0 , x := 0.0
, vx := 3.0 , y := 3.0 , vy :=0);
output pointmass m2 := create( pointmass , L := 7.0 , h := 3.0 , x:= 6.5,
vx:=0.0,y:=3.0,vy:=0);
output
pointmass
m3
:=
create(
pointmass
,
L
:=7.0,h:=3.0,x:=7.0,vx:=0.0,y:=3.0,vy:=0);
discrete a;
setup
do{
rightmass(m1) := m2;
leftmass(m2) := m1;
rightmass(m2) := m3;
leftmass(m3) := m2;
};
}
The three masses are created and initialized. The threemass type has only
one discrete state. Before entering state a the setup clause is executed and
connections among components are established.
The S HIFT source code is compiled into standard C code which is used,
together with other libraries, to generate an executable simulation file. The
user can choose between a command line and a graphical interface for debugging the code. Since we could not compile the graphical user interface,
we had to rely on the textual printing ability of the S HIFT executable simulation in order to show the correctness of the model.
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The Full Wave Rectifier Example.
set of components:
type diode {
output continuous number i;
input source s;
flow
res {
i = 10.0 * v(s) ;
},
zeroi {
i = 0.0;
};
discrete
forward {res},
reverse {zeroi};
transition
forward − > reverse {}
when ( v(s) < 0.0 ) ,
reverse − > forward {}
when ( v(s) >= 0.0 ) ;
}
type source {
output continuous number v;
output continuous number vsd;
output continuous number vs;
input load l;
input continuous number w0;
flow default {
vsd’ = -w0*w0*vs;
vs’ = vsd;
v = vs - v(l);
}
discrete a;
}
type load {

The full wave rectifier is modeled as a
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output continuous number v;
input diode d1;
input diode d2;
flow default {
v’ = - v*10.0 + (i(d1)+i(d2))*10000.0;
}
discrete a;
}
A diode is a type with two states: forward and reverse. When in forward state,
the flow that defines the output current is the Ohm’s law. When in reverse
state, the output current is set to zero. The input voltage to the diodes is generated by two sources. A source generates an output voltage equal to the difference of an internally generated sinusoidal waveform and the output voltage
of a load component.
The creation and interconnection of all the components is carried out by
the following S HIFT program:
global rectifierRC r := create(rectifierRC);
type rectifierRC {
output source s1 := create( source , vs := 0.0, vsd := 4.0*314.0, w0 :=
314.0 );
output source s2 := create( source , vs := 0.0, vsd := -4.0*314.0,
w0:=314.0 );
output diode d1 := create(diode, i := 0.0);
output diode d2 := create(diode, i := 0.0);
output load l := create(load, v := 0.0);
discrete a;
setup
do {
l(s1) := l;
l(s2) := l;
s(d1) := s1;
s(d2) := s2;
d1(l) := d1;
d2(l) := d2;
};
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}
Notice that the two sources are initialized with different values in order to
generate a sine wave and its opposite respectively for s1 and s2.
3.5.4

Discussion

S HIFT is a modeling paradigm for the description of dynamic networks of
hybrid components. The major distinction with respect to other modeling languages for hybrid systems (like C HARON, or M ASACCIO) is that in S HIFT the
configuration of the examined system (called world in the S HIFT jargon) is
dynamic, meaning that it results from the continuous creation/destruction of
objects, each modeling a distinct hybrid sub-system. This description of networks of hybrid automata, which is intrinsic to S HIFT, can in principle also
be carried out using other modeling languages, but it would require additional
effort because languages like C HARON or M ASACCIO are oriented towards a
static description of the modeled system.
A S HIFT component can export events. Components can label their transitions with events exported by other components. Since such events can be
emitted on automata transitions, S HIFT allows composition of hybrid systems
both in the continuous and discrete domains. The automata synchronization
feature eases the composition of models and results in compact specification
as it the case for the three mass systems.
S HIFT is both a programming language and a run-time environment for
the simulation of dynamic networks of hybrid automata [155]. A compiler for
translating a S HIFT program to a C program is also available. More recently a
new language has been developed by the research group that created S HIFT.
Its name is λ-S HIFT [156]. Like its predecessor, λ-S HIFT is a language for the
specification of dynamic networks of hybrid components and it is designed to
provide a tool to simulate, verify and generate real-time code for distributed
control systems arising in applications like AHS and the other mentioned
above. What really distinguishes λ-S HIFT from its predecessor is the syntax:
λ-S HIFT is an extension of the Common Lisp Object System (CLOS) [39,
159]. In particular, in order to provide a better use of the CLOS capabilities,
the Meta-Object Protocol (MOP) [38] has been extended to provide an open
and specializable implementation of the λ-S HIFT specification language.
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3.6 Charon
C HARON, an acronym for coordinated control, hierarchical design, analysis and run-time monitoring of hybrid systems, is a high-level language for
modular specification of multiple, interacting hybrid systems developed at
the University of Pennsylvania [3, 4, 5, 8]. C HARON is implemented and
distributed in a toolkit that includes several tools for the specification, development, analysis and simulation of hybrid systems. The C HARON toolkit
is entirely written in JAVA and features: a graphical user interface (GUI), a
visual input language (similar to S TATEFLOW), an embedded type-checker,
and a complete simulator. The graphical input editor converts the specified
model into C HARON source code, using an intermediate XML format. The
plotter is based on a package from the modeling tool Ptolemy, developed at
U.C. Berkeley. It allows the visualization of system traces as generated by
the simulator. The C HARON toolkit is also fully compatible with external
programs written in JAVA; the simulator itself is an executable Java program.
The C HARON toolkit Version 1.0 is freely distributed and can be downloaded
from http://www.cis.upenn.edu/mobies/charon.
3.6.1

C HARON Syntax

The C HARON language enables specification of architectural as well as behavioral hierarchies and discrete as well as continuous activities.
The architectural hierarchy reflects the composition of distinct processes
working in parallel. In this framework, the basic building block is represented
by an agent. Agents model distinct components of the system whose executions are all active at the same time. They can be of two types: primitive and
composite. Primitive agents are the primitive types or basic building blocks
of the architectural hierarchy. Composite agents are derived by parallel composition of primitive agents. Other main operations supported by agents are
variable hiding and variable renaming. The hiding operator makes a specified set of variables private or local, that is other agents cannot access private
variables for read/write operations. Variable hiding implements encapsulation for data abstraction. Variable renaming is for supporting instantiation of
distinct components having the same structure. Agents communicate among
themselves and with the external environment by means of shared variables,
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which represent input/output/state signals of the overall hybrid system.
The behavioral hierarchy is based on the sequential composition of system components acting sequentially in time. Such components are called
modes. Modes represent the discrete and continuous behaviors of an agent.
Each agent consists of one or more distinct modes that describe the flow of
control inside an agent. Modes can contain the following elements: control
points (entry points, exit points), variables (private, input, output), continuous dynamics, invariants, guards, and nested submodes. Control points are
where the flow of control enters or exits the given mode. The execution of
the mode starts as soon as the flow of control reaches an entry point and ends
when it reaches an exit point. A guard condition can be associated to each
control point (entry point or exit point). A guard condition is a rule or a set
of rules enabling the control flow to actually go trough a given entry or exit
point, i.e. enabling the hybrid systems to make a jump or discrete transition.
As for agents, variables in a mode represent discrete or continuous signals. Input and output variables represent respectively input and output signals of the
agent, while private variables either represent state signals, which are not visible externally, or true auxiliary variables such as those necessary to perform
some functional computation. Modes can be atomic or composite; composite modes contain nested submodes which can themselves be composite or
atomic. Modes can have three types of constraints:
• invariants: the flow of control can reside in a mode as long as
an inequality condition, called the invariant, is satisfied (e.g. if x
and y are two variables, an invariant can be of the form |x − y| ≤
ǫ). When invariants are violated the flow of control must exit the
active mode from one of its exit points.
• differential constraints: these are used for modeling continuous
dynamics evolving in the current mode (e.g. by differential equations, like: ẋ = f (x, u)).
• algebraic constraints: algebraic equations model resets of variables occurring during discrete transitions of the hybrid system.
The values of the variables are reassigned using an algebraic expression, such as y = g(x, u).
Agents and modes are represented as tuples. If T = (t1 , . . . , tn ) is a tuple
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then the element ti of T is denoted as T.ti . This notation can be extended to
collection of tuples, so that if ST is a set of tuples, then:
[
ST.ti =
{T.ti }
T ∈ST

Variables should be formally distinct from their valuations: given a set V of
variables a valuation is a function mapping variables in V to their respective
values. QV denotes the set of all possible valuations over V . If s is a valuation
of variables in V and W ⊆ V , then s[W ] is the restriction of the valuation
s to variables in W . Continuous-time behaviors of modes are modeled by
flows. A flow is a differentiable function f : [0, δ] → QV , where δ is called
the duration of the flow.
A mode is a tuple (E, X, V, SM, Cons, T ) where:
• E is a set of entry points and X is a set of exit points. There are
two particular control points: a default entry de ∈ E and a default
exit dx ∈ X.
• V is a set of variables, which can be analog or discrete (characterizing signals for flows and jumps of the hybrid system, respectively). Variables can also be local, their scope being limited only
to the active mode, or global, if they can be accessed externally.
• SM is a finite set of submodes.
• Cons is a set of constraints, which can be of three types: differential, algebraic and invariant, as described above.
• T is a set of transitions of the kind (e, α, x), where: e ∈ E∪SM.X
and x ∈ X ∪ SM.E; α, called the action associated to the current
transition, is a relation from QV to QV and it updates variables
(analog or discrete and global or local) when the mode undergoes
the transition T .
A mode with SM = ∅ is called atomic. Top-level modes are composite modes
that are not contained in another mode (they can only be contained in agents);
they have only one non-default entry point and have no default exit points.
The syntax of agents is simpler than that of modes. An agent is formally
defined as a tuple (T M, V, I), where V is a set of variables, I is a set of initial
states and T M is a set of top level modes. The set of variables V results from
the disjoint union of the set of global variables Vg and local variables Vl ;
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formally: V = Vg ∪ Vl with Vg ∩ Vl = ∅. The set I of initial states can specify
a particular initialization of the variables in the agent. The elements of an
agent can be accessed through the “dot” operator: for example, A.Vg is the
set of global variables of the agent A.
Intuitively, top-level modes in T M describe the behavior (i.e., execution
in time) of the agent. As for modes, variables in agents can be local or global.
Primitive agents have only one top-level mode, while composite agents contain several top-level modes and can be obtained as the parallel composition
of primitive agents.
The execution of an agent can be derived from those of its top-level
modes. A primitive agent has a single top-level mode, while composite agents
have several top-level modes (each possibly containing submodes) and results from the parallel composition of other agents. Execution trajectories
start from the specified set of initial states and consist of a sequence of flows
interleaved with jumps, defined by the modes associated to the agent. In particular, the jumps correspond to discrete transitions of the environment or of
one of the modes of the agent, while flows are concurrent continuous executions of all the modes of the agent. Traces are obtained similarly by projecting
onto the global variables.
Agents can be combined using the operators of variable hiding, variable
renaming and parallel composition. The hiding operator makes a set of variables in an agent private. Given an agent A = (T M, V, I), the restriction to
Vh is the agent A\{Vh } = (T M, V ′ , I) with Vl′ = Vl ∪Vh and Vg′ = Vg −Vh .
The renaming operator makes a replacement of a set of variables inside an
agent with another set of variables. This is useful for interfacing the agent
with its external environment (i.e. with other agents). Let V1 = {x1 , . . . , xn }
and V2 = {y1 , . . . , yn } be indexed sets of variables with V1 ⊆ A.V . Then
A[V1 := V2 ] is an agent with the set of global variables (A.Vg −V1 )∪V2 . Parallel composition is used to combine agents to form a hierarchical structure.
The parallel composition A1 || A2 of the two agents A1 and A2 is an agent A
defined by the following relations:
• A.T M = A1 .T M ∪ A2 .T M
• A.Vg = A1 .Vg ∪ A2 .Vg and A.Vl = A1 .Vl ∪ A2 .Vl
• if s ∈ A.I then s[A1 .V ] ∈ A1 .I and s[A2 .V ] ∈ A2 .I
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C HARON Semantics

Modes can exhibit both a continuous and discrete behavior, but not at the
same time: this implies that a mode undergoes a sequence of jumps (discrete transitions) and flows (continuous executions). During a flow the mode
follows a continuous trajectory subject to the corresponding differential constraints. As soon as the trajectory no longer satisfies the invariant constraints,
the mode is forced to make a discrete transition.
A jump is a finite sequence of discrete transitions of submodes and transitions of the mode itself that are enabled by the corresponding guards. Any
discrete transition starts in the current active state of the mode and terminates
as soon as either a regular exit point is reached or the mode yields control to
its external environment via one of its default exit control point.
Formally, the semantics of a mode is represented by its set of executions.
An execution is a path through the transition graph induced by the mode and
its submodes of the form
λ

λ

1
2
(e0 , s0 ) −→
(e1 , s1 ) −→
· · · λn (en , sn ),

where ei is a control point and si a state in the form of a variable evaluation. The transitions λi represent either discrete jumps or flows. Jumps can
be taken by the mode, in which case they are denoted by a circle o, or by the
environment (changes to the global variables of the mode by other components while the mode is inactive), denoted by ǫ. The initial and final state si
and si+1 of a jump, as well as the corresponding control points must be consistent with the transitions and the corresponding action labels of the mode.
Otherwise, λi is a flow fi of si−1 defined over [0, t] (the duration of the flow),
and such that fi (t) = si . Externally, the semantics of a mode is represented
by its set of traces, which are obtained by projecting the executions onto the
global variables of the mode. That is, a trace is obtained from each execution
by replacing every si with si [Vg ], and every f in transition labels with f [Vg ].
Compositionality. The semantics of C HARON is compositional in the sense
that the semantics of one of its components (possibly the entire hybrid system) is entirely specified in terms of the semantics of its subcomponents.
Compositionality holds for both agents and modes. Indeed, the set of traces
of a given mode is determined by the definition of the mode itself and by
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the semantics of its submodes. For a composite agent the set of traces can be
reconstructed from the traces of its top-level modes.
Compositionality results can be extended to the operators on agents by
introducing a refinement relation on modes and agents. A mode M refines
a mode N , written M  N , if it has the same global variables and control
points, and every trace of M is a trace of N . The compositionality properties
implies that if M.SM  N.SM , then M  N .
Similarly, an agent A refines an agent B if A.Vg = B.Vg , and every
trace of A is a trace of B. Compositionality results holding for modes can
be naturally extended to agents because an agent is basically a collection of
modes with synchronized flows and interleaving jumps. In particular agent
operators are compositional with respect to refinement. Formally, the result
states that the operations on agents are monotonic relative to the refinement
order. Thus, assume A  B, A1  B1 and A2  B2 are agents, V1 =
{x1 , . . . , xn } and V2 = {y1 , . . . , yn } are indexed sets of variables with V1 ⊆
A.V , and let Vh ⊆ A.V . Then, A \ {Vh }  B \ {Vh }, A[V1 := V2 ] 
B[V1 := V2 ] and A1 || A2  B1 || B2 . This result is particularly useful to help
reduce the complexity of refinement verification by applying compositional
techniques. In practice, refinement can be verified at the component level
using predicate abstraction (to reduce the complexity to a finite state model),
and can be extended to the entire system using the compositionality result [4].
3.6.3

Examples

The C HARON distribution comes with a graphical user interface for the specification of agents, modes and their interconnection. C HARON V ISUAL is a
Java front-end that can be used to input a hybrid system specification. In addition, C HARON V ISUAL can generate a C HARON netlist that can be compiled
and simulated. Figure 3.20 shows a model of the full wave rectifier circuit.
The system is composed of four agents: two diodes, a load and a source block.
A diode has two modes: forward and reverse. A project is stored in an XML
file with all the model as well as graphical information. The diode agent contains a top mode defined by the following code snippet:
mode DiodeTop()
read analog real vin;
readWrite analog real iout;
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Fig. 3.20 C HARON model of the full-wave rectifier circuit.

mode FInst = forward();
mode RInst = reverse();
trans start from default to FInst when true do { }
trans F2R from FInst to RInst when (vin < 0) do { }
trans R2F from RInst to FInst when (vin > 0) do { }
The forward mode is described as follows:
mode forward()
readWrite analog real iout;
read analog real vin;
inv Finv { vin >= 0 }
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Fig. 3.21 C HARON simulation results of the full-wave rectifier with RC load.

alge Outeq { iout == vin }
In forward mode the diode’s output current is proportional to the input voltage
by a constant that in this case we assume to be equal to one. The relation between input voltage and output current is declared in an algebraic constraint.
The invariant constraint declares that a diode stays in forward mode as long
as the input voltage is greater than or equal to zero. When the invariant is
violated, the output transition F2R is enabled and the diode switches to the
reverse mode whose output current is equal to −I0 .
The load is modeled as a dynamical system:
agent RCload()
read analog real i2;
read analog real i1;
readWrite analog real vl;
init { vl = 0 }
mode top = RCloadTopMode(0.00001, 1000);
mode RCloadTopMode(real C, real R)
read analog real i2;
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read analog real i1;
readWrite analog real vl;
diff Loadeq { d(vl) == -vl/( R * C) + (i1 + i2)/C }
It has one mode of operation that declares one differential constraint for the
load voltage. Simulation results are shown in Figure 3.21.
The Three-Mass Example. We model the three-mass system with only one
agent in order to show how modes can be hierarchically organized. The hybrid
system model is very similar to the S IMULINK /S TATEFLOW one. The minor
differences concern the invariant specification. Figure 3.22 shows the complete model. Each mode is characterized by the same differential constraint
that specifies the motion of the three masses:
diff motion {
d(vx1) == 0.0 ; d(x1) == vx1 ; d(vy1)==ay1 ; d(y1)==vy1;
d(vx2) == 0.0 ; d(x2) == vx2 ; d(vy2)==ay2 ; d(y2)==vy2;
d(vx3) == 0.0 ; d(x3) == vx3 ; d(vy3)==ay3 ; d(y3)==vy3
}
Differently from S IMULINK /S TATEFLOW and other tools like H Y V I SUAL that have triggering transition semantics, C HARON has enabling semantics meaning that a system is allowed to stay in a mode as long as the
invariant constraint is satisfied (even if a guard on a transition is also satisfied). Therefore, we must declare in each mode an invariant constraint that is
the conjunction of the complement of the guards on the output transitions. To
this end, we have to distinguish, for instance, mode m3bounce (where m2
and m1 are still on the table) from mode m3purebounce (where all masses
have fallen from the table). The reason is that in the first case m1 and m2
can still collide, thereby requiring a transition to mode m1tm2, while in the
second case the collision cannot happen. Figure 3.23 shows the simulation
result. First we note that, in the simulation, the balls keep moving to the right,
despite the fact that, because the system is Zeno, they shouldn’t move past
a certain point. This artifact is a consequence of the minimum time imposed
by C HARON in traversing each state, a condition that causes time to always
progress. Second, the balls (correctly) do not fall below the floor level, contrary to the other tools that we have evaluated. This is because the transitions
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Fig. 3.22 C HARON model of the three-mass system.

are not only sensitive to events, i.e., changes in the values of the variables
that may go undetected because of the size of the integration step, but are
also forced by the violation of the state invariants, which are static constraints
evaluated on the present value of the variables.
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Fig. 3.23 C HARON simulation result of the three-mass system.

3.6.4

Discussion

By combining the notions of agent and mode the language C HARON supports the hierarchical modeling of hybrid systems both at the architectural
and behavioral level. For the hierarchical description of the system architecture, C HARON provides the operations of instantiation, hiding, and parallel
composition on agents, which can be used to build a complex agent from
other agents. Modes are used to describe the discrete and continuous behaviors of an agent. For the hierarchical description of the behavior of an agent,
C HARON supports the operations of instantiation and nesting of modes. The
description of complex discrete behaviors is facilitated by the availability of
features such as weak preemption and history retention, as well as by the possibility of invoking externally defined JAVA functions. Continuous behaviors
can be specified using differential as well as algebraic constraints, and invariants restricting the flow spaces, all of which can be declared at various levels
of the hierarchy. Guard conditions in C HARON are enabling and not triggering
like, for instance, in H Y V ISUAL. This means that an enabled guard condition
may or may not necessarily be taken. This is an important point to keep in
mind when one builds a C HARON model that uses triggering transitions as
in the case of the three-mass example. Invariants are checked at run-time and
an error is reported when an invariant is violated and no transition is enabled.
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Unfortunately, this is one of the few debugging features offered by the current
implementation of C HARON.
The modular structure of the language is not merely syntactic, but it is
exploited by analysis tools and it is supported by a formal semantics with
an accompanying compositional theory of modular refinement [6, 7]. Compositionality is obtained by restricting the way in which a hybrid system is
specified. In general, every tool that targets verification and synthesis imposes
restrictions on the input specification, while more freedom is left to the designers by those tools that target simulation like S IMULINK /S TATEFLOW and
M ODELICA.

4
Tools for Formal Verification

This chapter is dedicated to the tools (all coming from academia) for the formal verification of hybrid systems. Formal verification is very appealing as a
concept since it avoids the pitfalls of simulation that cannot guarantee design
correctness. Formal verification is intended to prove that some properties hold
for all admitted modes of operation of the system under analysis. Its power
is limited by the complexity of the analysis that grows very large as the size
of the system increases beyond fairly simple designs. The best way to use
formal verification is by leveraging abstraction to build models that have few
variables but do not lose the accuracy necessary to model the phenomena of
interest.
Formal verification amounts to an intelligent exhaustive search in the input space of the designs. Intelligence lies in the exploration mechanisms and
in avoiding searches in uninteresting parts of the input space. Formal verification allows one to identify errors by backtracking mechanisms in the search
space that provide an example of faulty behavior and that can be used to debug the system.
For dynamical systems, safety properties [126] are the easiest to check.
Safety is related to the impossibility of the system to enter a “bad” set of
states. To check for this condition, all the formal verification tools reviewed
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here use some sort of reachability analysis, i.e., they identify the set of states
that can be reached from a set of initial conditions under a set of allowable
inputs.
We begin our review with H Y T ECH, the first tool to be developed for the
formal verification of a class of hybrid systems. We follow with an analysis of M ASACCIO, a language that was developed by the same investigators
as H Y T ECH, but that addresses a very important topic in formal methods:
compositionality. Compositionality makes it possible to infer properties of
an ensemble from the properties of its components, thus decreasing the complexity of the overall analysis. C HECK M ATE, developed at CMU, is likely
the most used tool for formal verification of hybrid systems. One of the most
interesting features of C HECK M ATE is its input language, a subset of the
S IMULINK language, hence offering a nice environment where simulation,
carried out with a popular tool, and formal verification can go hand-in-hand.
If there is indeed a chance that the system may enter a bad state, then formal verification tools can be used to synthesize a controller that, if it exists,
keeps the system away from the bad states. H YSDEL and d/dt are both controller synthesis tools and, for this reason, are of particular interest for the development of embedded controllers. In particular, H YSDEL is appealing since
it is based on well-developed piecewise-linear techniques and mathematical
programming. However, H YSDEL requires an initial discretization step left
to the user that converts continuous dynamics into a discrete one. The discretization step requires choosing the sampling time that has to be selected
depending on the fastest dynamics of the system even if in some region the
system evolution is much slower. d/dt even though it uses the most advanced
techniques known today, still suffers from limitations in expressive power and
high complexity. We conclude the chapter with a description of the toolboxes
that have been recently developed based on the use of the ellipsoidal calculus
to compute approximations of continuous sets.
Reachability analysis has been the suject of much research work in the
recent past and several toolboxes have been developed to compute reachable
sets efficiently. Among these, MATISSE [74, 75] is of particular interest for
hybrid systems. Given a constrained linear system, MATISSE computes a
lower dimensional approximation of the system, and provides error bounds
for this approximation using an approximate bisimulation relation that captures the most significant characteristics of the system dynamics. The preci-
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sion of the bisimulation provides a bound of the distance between the trajectories of the system and of its abstraction. The toolbox checks if the distance
of the unsafe set from the reachable set of the abstraction of the system is
greater than the precision of the approximate bisimulation. If that is the case,
then the original system is safe. Because these toolboxes are not specific to
hybrid systems, we will not cover them here in detail, and refer the interested
reader to the rich literature covering the topic [138].
An excellent review of the state-of-the-art tools for formal verification of
hybrid systems was published in 2001 by Silva et al [154]. The tools reviewed
included H Y T ECH, C HECK M ATE, d/dt, UPPAAL (an integrated tool environment for modeling, validation and verification of real-time systems that
are modeled as networks of timed automata, extended with data types such as
bounded integers, arrays, etc.) [34, 58], and V ERDICT (a framework for the
modeling of hybrid systems described as Hybrid Condition/Event Systems
(HCES) in the C ELESTE language that provides translation from C ELESTE
to the input format of other tools such as H Y T ECH) [161]. These tools were
compared and analyzed using a simple digital-control problem: a chemical
batch reactor that became the workhorse example for formal verification. The
comparison was made on the basis of expressive power and features such as
the capability of running simulations, the possibility of specifying constraints
in temporal logic and the presence of a graphical user interface. The paper
contains also a section discussing the features that these tools must offer in
order to reach industrial success for the design of embedded control systems.
In particular the authors advocate that
• developers of formal verification tools enable the reuse of existing
models of plant and controllers;
• tools for interactive model building and analysis interpretation be
provided since, as we also argued, complexity can be beaten only
by using appropriate abstractions of detailed models;
• aids be given to translate informal requirement specifications into
formal specifications, since formal specifications are quite difficult
to write for practicing engineers.
We agree with most of the conclusions of the authors and we chose not to
repeat their analysis. Our review focuses on bona fide hybrid-system tools.
Hence, we do not consider all timed-automaton-only tools such as UPPAAL,
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K RONOS (a model checker for hybrid automata) [43, 60] and TAXYS (an extension of K RONOS with a compiler for programs written in the synchronous
language E STEREL) [37, 53]. Since we focus in this chapter on environments
that offer verification algorithms, we also excluded V ERDICT from consideration.
We tried several formal verification tools on realistic hybrid examples in
the automotive domain. We have concluded that without significant effort in
abstraction and modeling, the tools would simply not be adequate for industrial strength examples. Much research is needed to bring the tools and the
frameworks to a degree of maturity that will make them usable by design
engineers.

4.1 Introduction to Verification Methods
A simulator for hybrid systems solves the following problem: given an initial
discrete location (or state) and an initial value for the continuous variables,
compute a temporal sequence of hybrid states that complies with the specification of the system and its semantics. At each point in time, a simulator
computes one location and one value for all the variables. In presence of
non-determinism or uncertainty, a simulator has to make a choice in order
to produce a unique value. For deterministic systems, and for a unique (or a
limited set) of initial condition, simulation could be a good analysis tool. In
many cases, the initial condition belongs to a set and simulating the system
for all possible initial conditions is not possible. Moreover, due to abstraction
and parameters that are not known in the early design stage, the system is
non-deterministic. Simulation is not the right tool to use for analysis in these
cases because the ability of discovering corner cases is left to the experience
of the designer. One would like to know if it is possible, for any of the system
behavior, to reach a state in the system that leads to undesirable events. This
requires to check whether a hybrid state is reachable for all initial conditions
and all possible choices of non-deterministic values.
The reachability problem can be stated as follows (and its formulation is
independent of the discrete, continuous or hybrid nature of the system): given
two states σ and σ ′ of a system, is σ ′ reachable from σ?
For discrete time systems, the reachability problem has been extensively
investigated. There is a conspicuous set of powerful tools for verification of
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discrete systems like SMV [44] and SPIN [103].
Verification for continuous and hybrid systems is particularly challenging
because the reachable set of states is uncountable. Continuous variables, in
fact, range over intervals of real numbers. As in the case of discrete systems,
where reachable states are implicitly represented for example using binary decision diagrams, a suitable representation for sets of states has to be chosen.
Such representation must be compact and have an efficient implementation.
The choice depends on many factors, but the most important are the complexity of the operations to be performed on sets of states and the memory space
needed to store the representation.
Consider affine hybrid systems. The dynamics, in each discrete location
l, are equations of the form ẋ = Al x + Bl u. Let l0 be the initial location and
X0 ⊆ Rn be the set of initial states for the continuous vector of n variables x.
Intuitively, one would let time elapse while in location l0 and compute the set
of reachable states until the invariant Inv(l0 ) is violated. In order to compute
such set, one has to be able to perform the following sequence of operations:
(1) rotate a set to compute X ′ = {Al0 x|x ∈ X0 };
(2) compute the geometric sum of two sets
X ′′ = X ′ + {Bl0 u|u ∈ U };
(3) perform the intersection X ′′′ = X ′′ ∩ Inv(l0 );
(4) check if X ′′′ is empty.
Once the set of reachable states has been computed in one location, it has
to be intersected with the guards of the outgoing transitions to determine the
reachable locations.
The complexity of the four operations on sets introduced above depends
on how such sets are represented. While various representations based on different geometric primitive objects are possible, the two most important ones
are based on polyhedra (e.g.[13] and [97]) and ellipsoids [41, 113]. Depending on the dynamics of a system, the reachable set can be represented exactly
using unions of polyhedra (as in the case of constant rate systems) or it can
just be over-approximated.
Consider the case where we want to check if a system can reach a state
that belongs to a set of bad states Sbad . This problem can be solved by computing the reachable set R and checking if R ∩ Sbad 6= ∅. For general dynamics, however, we can only compute R′ ⊇ R, an over-approximation of
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the reachable set. Consequently, if the verification result is that the overapproximated system is safe then we can also claim that the system is safe
because R′ ∩ Sbad 6= ∅ ⇒ R ∩ Sbad 6= ∅. If, instead, we determine that the
over-approximated system is not safe, then we cannot make any claim on the
safety of the actuall system and the over-approximation must be refined in
order to improve its accuracy. Unfortunately, for general dynamics the reachability problem is undecidable [99], therefore a verification algorithm based
on successive refinement is not guaranteed to terminate.
4.1.1

The Full-Wave Rectifier Revisited

In this section we revisit the full-wave rectifier example already introduced
in Section 2.2. We want to verify that for a given input voltage vin = A ·
sin(2πf0 t) with A ≈ 4V and f0 ≈ 50Hz, and an initial condition vout (0) ≈
4V , at any time t the output voltage vout (t) does not drop below a certain
threshold vmin .
Since most of the verification tools only allow linear dynamics, we use a
second order differential equation to model the sinusoidal input. Also, we use
two state variables x0 and x1 such that:

 


0
1
x0
ẋ0
=
x1
−(2πf0 )2 0
ẋ1
with initial conditions x0 = −A/(2πf0 ) and x1 = 0. The solution of this system gives x1 = A · sin(2πf0 t). The uncertainty on the oscillation frequency
translates into an uncertainty on the initial condition and the system matrix.
The uncertainty on the amplitude translates into an uncertainty on the initial
condition only.
If we model the sinusoidal input, the system becomes autonomous. Even
if some of the tools also allow the specification of bounded inputs, we explicitly model the voltage source.
We also eliminate the onon discrete state. This choice is motivated by the
fact that, in order to have both diodes on, we must have vin ≥ vout ∧ −vin ≥
vout which implies vout ≤ 0 that, in our circuit, is never true. The hybrid
automaton that models the full-wave rectifier is shown in Figure 4.1 where
we renamed vin to x1 and vout to x2 .
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Fig. 4.1 Hybrid automaton of the revisited full-wave rectifier

4.2 Hytech
H Y T ECH is a symbolic model checker for linear hybrid automata, a subclass of hybrid automata that can be analyzed automatically by computing
with polyhedral state sets [10, 11, 90, 91, 98]. The development of H Y T ECH,
a joint effort by T. Henzinger, P. Ho and H. Wong-Toi, went through three
phases [91]. The earliest version of H Y T ECH, developed at Cornell University, was built on top of the commercial tool M ATHEMATICA [174] and linear predicates were represented and manipulated as symbolic formulas [10].
Based on the observation that a linear predicate over n variables defines a
union of polyhedra in Rn , the second generation of H Y T ECH [90] combined
a M ATHEMATICA main program with calls to a library of efficient routines
for polyhedral operations [86]. This change provided a speed-up of one order of magnitude with respect to the first prototype. The third generation of
H Y T ECH is a fully-rewritten C++ program that is two to three orders of magnitude faster than the previous one. This implementation of H Y T ECH, however, uses exact arithmetic and suffers from overflow errors. It’s successor,
H YPERT ECH, uses interval arithmetic and is able to model more complicated
dynamics. A detailed guide to the last version as well as to H Y T ECH-related
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papers is given in [91].
H Y T ECH takes two inputs: a hybrid system description and a set of analysis commands. The hybrid system, which is modeled as a collection of linear
hybrid automata, is specified textually using the H Y T ECH system description
language [91]. A linear hybrid automaton consists of a finite control graph
whose nodes are called control modes and whose edges are called control
switches together with a set X of continuous variables. The continuous dynamics within each control mode are subject to a constant polyhedral differential inclusion, while the discrete dynamics are modeled by the control
switches each of which has a guard condition and a reset condition over X.
A state is a pair consisting of a control mode and a vector of variable values. Before drafting the textual description, the users of H Y T ECH must (1)
identify the concurrent components of the system (and the communication
mechanisms between the components), (2) model each component using a
hybrid automaton, and (3) conservatively approximate each hybrid automaton with a linear hybrid automaton. While (1) and (2) are common to most
of the tools that we take into account (if they support composition), the last
step is required in order to model complex continuous dynamics using linear
dynamics. H Y T ECH processes the textual specification and derives a model
for the whole system by performing a parallel composition as the product of
these automata. The analysis commands are given using a simple command
language that allows the specification of iterative programs for performing
formal verification tasks such as reachability analysis and error-trace generation.
4.2.1

H Y T ECH Syntax

H Y T ECH models a hybrid systems as the parallel composition of linear hybrid automata (LHA). A LHA uses an ordered set X = {x1 , x2 , ..., xn }
of real-valued variables to model continuous activities. All variables in the
system are global and declared at the beginning of a hybrid system description and can be of type discrete, clock, stopwatch, parameter, or
analog. A valuation V(X) is a function that associates a point in Rn to X.
A linear expression over X is a linear combination of variables in X with
rational coefficients. A linear inequality is an inequality between two linear
expressions and a convex predicate is a finite conjunction of linear inequali-
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ties. A predicate is a finite disjunction of convex predicates, defining a set of
valuations.
An linear hybrid automaton is defined by a set of discrete states or locations, initial conditions, invariant conditions, transitions and rate conditions
where:
• locations are control modes that are used to define the discrete
states of the automaton. Let V = {v1 , v2 , ..., vl } be the set of
locations;
• the initial condition is a predicate over X;
• invariant conditions are convex predicates over X. For a location
v, inv(v) is the invariant associated with that location;
• transitions are labeled edges between locations. Let E ⊆ V × V
be the set of edges. An edge is labeled with an update set and a
jump condition. The update set Y is a subset of X and the jump
condition is a convex predicate over X ∪ Y ′ , where primed variables refers to the value of the variables after the transition. For a
transition e = (vi , vj ) from location vi to location vj , label act(e)
denotes the condition associated to the transition;
• rate conditions are convex predicate over Ẋ where for a variable
x ∈ X, ẋ ∈ Ẋ denotes the rate of change of x. For a location v,
dif (v) is the rate condition associated to that location;
• synchronization labels is a finite set L of labels. A labeling function syn assigns a subset of labels from L to each edge. Synchronization labels are used to compose automata.
Commands are built using objects of two basic types: region expressions
for describing regions of interest, and boolean expressions that are used in the
control of command statements. Regions may be stored in variables, provided
the region variables are declared via a statement such as
var init reg, final reg: region;

which declares two region variables called init reg and final reg. H Y T ECH provides a number of operations for manipulating regions, including computing the reachable set, successor operations, existential quantification, convex
hull, and basic boolean operations. For added convenience, there are built-
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in macros for reachability analysis, parametric analysis, the conservative approximation of state assertions [89], and the generation of error trajectories.
Parametric Analysis. An important feature of H Y T ECH is the ability to
perform parametric analysis, i.e. to determine the values of design parameters
for which a linear hybrid automaton satisfies a temporal-logic requirement.
With parametric analysis, model checking can be used to go beyond the mere
confirmation that a system is correct with respect to certain requirements.
While completing the specification of a system, the users can decide to introduce some parameters as symbolic constants with unknown, fixed values.
These values will be defined only later at the design implementation stage.
Meanwhile, parametric analysis makes it possible to determine necessary and
sufficient constraints on the parameters under which safety violations cannot
occur. Common uses for parametric analysis include determining minimum
and maximum bounds on variables, and finding cutoff values for timers and
cutoff points for the placement of sensors.
4.2.2

H Y T ECH Semantics

At any time instant the state of a hybrid automaton is defined by a control
location and a valuation of all variables in X. The state can change because
of a location change or because time elapses. A data trajectory (δ, ρ) of a
linear hybrid automaton consists of a non-negative duration δ ∈ R≥0 and
a differentiable function ρ : [0, δ] → Rn . A data trajectory (δ, ρ) is a vtrajectory for a location v, if for all reals t ∈ [0, δ], ρ(t) satisfies inv(v)
and ρ̇(t) satisfies dif (v). A trajectory of a hybrid automaton is an infinite
sequence:
(v0 , δ0 , ρ0 ) → (v1 , δ1 , ρ1 ) → (v2 , δ2 , ρ2 ) → ...
of locations vi and v-trajectories (δi , ρi ) such that ∀i ≥ 0, there is a transition
ei = (vi , vi+1 ) and (ρi (δi ), ρi+1 (0)) satisfies act(ei ).
A hybrid system is modeled in H Y T ECH as a composition of linear hybrid automata that coordinate through variables and synchronization labels. Let A1 = (X1 , V1 , inv1 , dif1 , E1 , act1 , L1 , syn1 ) and A2 =
(X2 , V2 , inv2 , dif2 , E2 , act2 , L2 , syn2 ) be two linear hybrid automata of dimension n1 and n2 , respectively. The product A1 × A2 is a linear hybrid
automaton A = (X1 ∪ X2 , V1 × V2 , inv, dif, E, act, L1 ∪ L2 , syn) such that:
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• for each location (v, v ′ ) ∈ V1 × V2 , inv(v, v ′ ) = inv1 (v) ∧
inv2 (v ′ ) and dif (v, v ′ ) = dif1 (v) ∧ dif2 (v ′ ) ;
• E contains the transition e = ((v1 , v1′ ), (v2 , v2′ )) if and only if
(1) v1 = v1′ and there is a transition e2 = (v2 , v2′ ) ∈ E2 with
L1 ∩ syn(e2 ) = ∅ ; or
(2) there is a transition e1 = (v1 , v1′ ) ∈ E1 with syn(e1 ) ∩
L2 = ∅, and v2 = v2′ ; or
(3) there are transitions e1 = (v1 , v1′ ) ∈ E1 and e2 =
(v2 , v2′ ) ∈ E2 such that syn(e1 ) ∩ L2 = syn(e2 ) ∩ L1 .
In case (1), act(e) = act2 (e2 ) and syn(e) = syn2 (e2 ). In case
(2), act(e) = act1 (e1 ) and syn(e) = syn1 (e1 ). In case (3), act(e)
has the update set equal to Y1 ∪ Y2 , the jump condition that is
the conjunction of the jump conditions, and syn(e) = syn(e1 ) ∪
syn(e2 ).
Symbolic Model Checking. Model checking-based formal verification is
performed by considering the state space of the system model and automatically checking it for correctness with respect to a requirement expressed in
temporal logic [51]. In particular, symbolic model checking makes it possible to do so more efficiently by using constraints that represent state sets,
thereby avoiding the full enumeration of the entire state space [44, 52, 139].
Whenever a system fails to satisfy a temporal-logic requirement, a model
checking tool generates an error trajectory, i.e. a time-stamped sequence of
events that leads to the requirement violation. This is an important feature
because designers can use error trajectories for debugging the system. The
model-checking approach has been extended to several classes of infinite
state-transition systems, including timed automata [1, 93]. The symbolic representation of state sets is necessary for timed automata due to the presence
of real variables that have infinite domains.
Timed Automata and Linear Timed Automata. With symbolic model
checking, timed automata can be effectively analyzed by manipulating sets of
linear constraints. For timed automata, these linear constraints are typically
disjunctions of inequalities whose components are bounded, e.g., x − y ≤ b
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where x, y are real vectors and b is a constant integer vector. Time automata
have a finite bisimilar quotient meaning that it is possible to partition the state
space in a finite number of regions and obtain a finite transition system where
transitions are in bijection with transitions of the original system. Therefore,
the quotient system is safe if and only if the original system is safe. This property allows one to perform verification on a finite automaton. Linear hybrid
automata [11] are an extension of timed automata where the linear constraints
can be disjunctions of inequalities of the form Aẋ ≤ c where A is a constant
matrix and c a constant vector. The consequence of this extension, however, is
that the bisimilar quotient transition system could have an infinite number of
states. Therefore, model checking is no longer guaranteed to terminate. Still
termination occurs often in practice and, when it does not, it can be enforced
by considering the system behavior over a bounded interval of time [98].
Linear hybrid automata are more expressive compared to other formalisms for which model checking is possible, such as finite automata and
timed automata. That notwithstanding, there are still many embedded applications that do not satisfy the linearity requirement. In these cases, it is possible to derive a conservative approximation of the system in terms of linear
hybrid automata, so that the satisfaction of the correctness requirement by
the approximated model guarantees the correctness of the original system as
well [92]. On the other hand, when the approximate system violates the requirement it is necessary to (1) check if the generated error trajectory belongs
to the original system and (2) refine the approximation whenever this is not
the case.
4.2.3

Example

In order to model the full-wave rectifier in H Y T ECH we have to approximate
its behavior. The approximation is required because the circuit dynamics cannot be written as convex predicates on Ẋ. For instance, when diode D1 is in
the on state and D2 is in the off state, the dynamics describing the continuous
evolution of the output voltage is v̇out = (vin − vout )/(Rf C) − vout /(RC)
that is a linear expression over both the variables and their first derivatives.
We approximate the circuit as follows. The sinusoidal voltage source is
approximated by a triangular voltage source as shown in Figure 4.2. Between
the two bounds, we select the one that is indicated as lower in the figure.
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Fig. 4.2 Upper and lower bound lines for the approximation of the sinusoidal voltage source.

The state variables are the input voltage vin , the output voltage vout and
a clock variable p that is used to switch the voltage source between positive
and negative first derivative.
var
x, – vin
v : analog; – vout
p : clock;

The voltage source is described by the following automaton:
automaton voltagesource
synclabs: ;
initially up & x = -4 & p = 0;
loc up: while p < 1/100 wait { dx = 800 }
when p= 1/100 do { p’= 0} goto down;
loc down: while p< 1/100 wait { dx = -800 }
when p= 1/100 do { p’= 0} goto up;
end –voltagesource

the clock variable p switches the sign of the derivative every half period.
The rest of the circuit is modeled by the following automaton:
automaton circuit
synclabs:;
initially offoff & v = 4;
loc onoff: while x >= v & v + x >= 0 wait { dv= 800 }
when x <= v & v + x <= 0 do { v’ = v } goto offon ;
when x <= v & v + x >= 0 do { v’ = v } goto offoff ;
loc offon: while x <= v & x + v <= 0 wait { dv= 800}
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when x >= v & v + x >= 0 do { v’ = v } goto onoff ;
when x <= v & v + x >= 0 do { v’ = v } goto offoff ;
loc offoff: while x <= v & v + x >= 0 wait { dv= −40}
when x >= v & v + x >= 0 do { v’ = v } goto onoff ;
when x <= v & v + x <= 0 do { v’ = v } goto offon ;
end –circuit

We have done two approximations:
• we have considered ideal diodes meaning Rf = 0, therefore the
capacitor charges at the same rate as the input;
• in the of f of f state we consider a discharge current equal to the
maximum current of 4/(R ∗ C) (where 4V is the peak voltage,
R = 1KΩ and C = 100µF ).
The hybrid system description is followed by the analysis description:
var init reg, final reg, reached: region;
init reg := loc[voltagesource]=up & x=-4 & p=0 & loc[circuit]=offoff & v=4;
final reg := loc[circuit] = offoff & v¡=4-1/2;
reached := reach forward from init reg endreach;
print reached;
if empty(final reg & reached)
then prints ”Rectifier is SAFE”;
else prints ”Rectifier is UNSAFE”;
endif;

The analysis section declares the initial set as a region init reg defined by the
initial discrete locations for the automaton and the values for the variables.
The initial set is the conjunction of discrete locations and polyhedral regions
in the state variables space. In the analysis commands, the symbol & refers to
set intersection ∩. The verification checks whether the output voltage drops
below 3.5V and also prints the set of reachable states. The output looks as
follows:
Location: down.offoff
x + 800p = 4
& 20v = x + 76
& x <= 4
|
x + 800p = 4
& x + v = 0
& x + 4 >= 0
Location: down.offon
x + 800p = 4
& x + v = 0
& x + 4 >= 0
Location: down.onoff
x = 4
& v = 4
& p = 0
Location: up.offoff

& 21x + 76 >= 0
& 0 >= 21x + 76
& 0 >= 21x + 76
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& 21x <= 76

|
800p = x + 4
& v = x
& x <= 4
Location: up.offon
x + 4 = 0
& v = 4
& p = 0
Location: up.onoff
800p = x + 4
& v = x
& x <= 4
Rectifier is SAFE

& 21x >= 76

& 21x >= 76

For each location, the set of reachable states is reported as a disjunction
of convex polyhedra (described as a conjunction of inequalities).
H Y T ECH also supports parametric analysis. Parameters cannot be used in
the definition of the dynamics. In our case, this means for example that it is
not possible to directly parameterize the load resistor. It is possible, though, to
define different locations for the of f of f state each with a different discharge
rate and check the safety property for a discrete number of possible loads.
H Y T ECH supports differential inclusions. It would be possible, for instance, to define the input voltage rate condition to be an inclusion like dx
in [800,900]. Unfortunately the exact arithmetic used by H Y T ECH leads to an
overflow error.
4.2.4

Discussion

H Y T ECH can efficiently analyze systems modeled with linear hybrid automata, either directly or through conservative approximations. H Y T ECH
uses exact arithmetic that gives exact answers to the reachability question. On
the other hand, it is difficult to find accurate enough polyhedral abstractions
for many systems without computational bottlenecks. A detailed discussion
of some of the lessons learned from developing H Y T ECH is provided by its
authors in [94].
H Y T ECH users must minimize the number of continuous variables in their
models and avoid models whose neighbouring control modes present very
different rate conditions. In other words, H Y T ECH is better suited to highlevel system descriptions where the continuous variables have either simple dynamics or can be adequately abstracted to ones with simple dynamics, e.g. rate-bounded systems. Parametric analysis with a limited number
of parameters is reported to be often successful, but the analysis of systems
with complex relationships between multiple parameters and timing constants
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generally leads to arithmetic overflow, due to algorithm implementation. In
practice, users must use H Y T ECH iteratively to refine their model by further
abstracting each system component or merging multiple components into a
single one. As recognized by its authors, “it is a fine art to choose a level of
abstraction that is simple enough for H Y T ECH to complete and yet accurate
enough for properties to be proven” [94]. We found that this statement applies
not only to H Y T ECH but also to all formal verification frameworks we have
worked with.

4.3 PHAVer
The Polyhedral Hybrid Automaton Verifier, PHAV ER [71], is a tool for the
safety verification of hybrid systems with piecewise-constant bounds on the
derivatives. PHAV ER uses exact arithmetic whose robustness is guaranteed
by the use of the Parma Polyhedral Library [26]. Safety verification reduces
again to the reachability problem, which is decidable only for a subclass of
hybrid systems called initialized rectangular hybrid automata. PHAV ER uses
an on-the-fly over-approximating algorithm to approximate piecewise affine
dynamics with the decidable subclass. Moreover, a set of algorithms have
been developed to reduce the number of bits and number of constraints that
are needed to represent polyhedral regions, improving the overall efficiency
of the verification algorithm. PHAV ER has also the capability of computing simulation relations and of deciding equivalence and refinement between
hybrid automata.
4.3.1

PHAV ER Syntax

PHAV ER syntax is similar to the one of H Y T ECH. PHAV ER uses hybrid I/O
automata. Given a set of variables V , a valuation is a function v : V → R
and V(V ) is the set of all possible valuations of V . An activity is a function
f : R+ → V(V ) and act(V ) is the set of activities on V . Also, a set of
activities S is time-invariant if forall activities f ∈ S and for all d ∈ R+ , the
function defined as fd (t) = f (t + d) is also in S (i.e., S is closed under time
shift).
Definition 5. A Hybrid Input/Output Automaton is a tuple H
(L, VS , VI , VO , L, →, Act, Inv, Init) where:

=
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• L is a finite set of locations;
• VS and VI are finite and disjoint sets of controlled and input variables, respectively. VO ⊆ VS is the set of output variables. Let
V = V I ∪ VS ;
• L is a finite set of synchronization labels;
• →⊆ L × L × 2V(V )×V(V ) × L is a finite set of discrete transitions;
• Act : L → 2act(V ) is a mapping that associates to each location a
set of time-invariant activities;
• Inv : L → 2V(V ) is a mapping that associates to each location a
domain;
• Init ⊆ L×V(V ) is a set of initial states such that (l, v) ∈ Init ⇒
v ∈ Inv(l).

The concrete syntax used to specify a hybrid automaton is also very similar to the one used by H Y T ECH. The general structure of a hybrid automaton
is specified as follows:
automaton aut
state var: var ident, var ident,... ;
input var: var ident,var ident,... ;
parameter: var ident,var ident,... ;
synclabs: lab ident,lab ident,... ;
loc loc ident: while invariant wait { derivative };
when guard sync label ident do { trans rel } goto loc ident;
when ...
loc loc ident: while ...
end
The main difference is that PHAV ER distinguishes between input and
controlled variables, whereas in H Y T ECH all variables are global. This distinction is important for equivalence checking. The derivative, invariant, and
guard can be linear formulæ over the controlled and input variables, which
increases the expressive power of PHAV ER with respect to H Y T ECH.
As in H Y T ECH, PHAV ER defines a set of analysis commands for the
verification of a hybrid system, which are described in the next section.
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PHAV ER Semantics and Verification Strategy

The semantics of hybrid automata is described in [2]. At any time instant the
state of a hybrid automaton is a pair (l, v) of a location and a valuation of
the controlled variables. The state can change because of a discrete transition
or because time elapses. A run of a hybrid system is then an infinite or finite
sequence of states:
σ0 7→tf00 σ1 7→tf11 σ2 7→tf22 7→ ...
where σi = (li , vi ), ti ∈ R+ , fi ∈ Act(li ), such that:
• fi (0) = vi
• for all 0 ≤ t ≤ ti , fi (t) ∈ Inv(li )
αi
• σi →
σi+1 , i.e., ∃µ : (vi , vi+1 ) ∈ µ ∧ (li , αi , µ, li+1 ) ∈→
Notice that a system may stay in a location only if the location invariant is
true. Composition of hybrid automata is defined as in Section 4.2.2.
The type of activities that can be modeled in PHAV ER are conjunction
of linear expressions over the variables and their derivatives. These kind of
hybrid systems are called affine. Unfortunately, for affine hybrid systems the
reachability analysis is undecidable [99]. PHAV ER computation is based on
Linear Hybrid Automata (LHA) that is a subclass of hybrid systems already
defined in Section 4.2. The idea is to over-approximate affine hybrid systems
with an LHA.
PHAV ER implements an on-the-fly over-approximation algorithm that is
based on the following principle. Consider a location l with invariant Inv(l)
and activity specified by the conjunction of linear expressions:
m
^

aTi ẋ + bTi x ⊲⊳i ci

,

⊲⊳i ∈ {<, ≤}

i=1

Then it is possible to approximate each linear expression with the following
simple rule:
∀i = 1, ..., m

aTi ẋ ⊲⊳i ci − di

di =

inf

x∈Inv(l)

bTi x

If the approximation is too coarse, a location is split in order to improve accuracy. We illustrate this algorithm with a simple example, which is graphically
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Fig. 4.3 PHAV ER approximation example.

rendered in Figure 4.3. Consider the equation
v̇ = −δv
that can be written as v̇ ≤ −δv ∧ −v̇ ≤ δv. Let the invariant be β ≤ v ≤ α.
For the two linear equations we can compute the bounds as prescribed by the
algorithm:
inf δv = −δα
inf −δv = −δβ
v∈[β,α]

v∈[β,α]

We obtain the approximation −δα ≤ v̇ ≤ −δβ. Starting from a single point
as initial condition, we can compute the reachable set, shown in Figure 4.3,
as the area enclosed by the two lines v = −δαt and v = −δβt. If this
approximation is too coarse, we can split the location into two locations along
the hyperplane v = γ. The new locations have invariants β ≤ v ≤ γ and
γ ≤ v ≤ α, respectively. The reachable set is the area enclosed by the dotted
lines that refines the previous approximation. The hyperplanes along which a
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Fig. 4.4 Invariant region that confine the sinusoidal waveform.

location is split can be specified by the users who can guide the refinement
process by relying on their knowledge of the system. For a more detailed
explanation we refer the reader to [71].
4.3.3

Example

The full-wave rectifier model consists of two hybrid automata: a voltage
source and a circuit. The system of differential equations that generates the
sinusoidal waveform is marginally stable, therefore any over-approximation
would accumulate. In order to avoid this problem, an invariant can be added
to confine the input voltage in an octagon as in Figure 4.4. The code that
implements the voltage source is the following:
al := 0.01272; // lower bound on intersection with x0-axis
au := 0.01274; // upper bound on intersection with x0-axis
bl := 4; // lower bound on intersection with x1-axis
bu := 4; // upper bound on intersection with x1-axis
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cu := 1.4143; // upper bound on sqrt(2)
al := 0.0127; // lower bound on intersection with x0-axis
au := 0.0128; // upper bound on intersection with x0-axis
bl := 4; // lower bound on intersection with x1-axis
bu := 4; // upper bound on intersection with x1-axis
cu := 1.42; // upper bound on sqrt(2)
x1min := -bu;
x1max := bu;
x0min := -au;
x0max := au;
automaton voltagesource
state var: x0, x1;
synclabs: B ;
loc l0x0: while
x0min <= x0 & x0 <= x0max &
x1min <= x1 & x1 <= x1max &
x1 >= bl-bl/al*x0 &
x1 <= cu*bu-bl/au*x0 &
0 <= x0 & x0 <= x0max &
0 <= x1 & x1 <= x1max
wait { x0’ == x1 & x1’ == -98596*x0 };
when true sync B goto l0x1;
when true sync B goto l1x0;
loc l0x1: while
x0min <= x0 & x0 <= x0max &
x1min <= x1 & x1 <= x1max &
x1 >= bl-bl/al*(-x0) &
x1 <= cu*bu-bl/au*(-x0) &
x0min <= x0 & x0 <= 0 &
0 <= x1 & x1 <= x1max
wait { x0’ == x1 & x1’ == -98596*x0 }
when true sync B goto l0x0;
when true sync B goto l1x1;
loc l1x1: while
x0min <= x0 & x0 <= x0max &
x1min <= x1 & x1 <= x1max &
-x1 >= bl-bl/al*(-x0) &
-x1 <= cu*bu-bl/au*(-x0) &
x0min <= x0 & x0 <= 0 &
x1min <= x1 & x1 <= 0
wait { x0’ == x1 & x1’ == -98596*x0 }
when true sync B goto l0x1;
when true sync B goto l1x0;
loc l1x0: while
x0min <= x0 & x0 <= x0max &
x1min <= x1 & x1 <= x1max &
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-x1 >= bl-bl/al*x0 &
-x1 <= cu*bu-bl/au*x0 &
0 <= x0 & x0 <= x0max &
x1min <= x1 & x1 <= 0
wait { x0’ == x1 & x1’ == -98596*x0 }
when true sync B goto l1x1;
when true sync B goto l0x0;
initially: $ & x0 == -0.01273 & x1 == 0;
end

The rest of the rectifier is described by the following automaton:
automaton circuit
state var: x2;
input var: x1;
synclabs: A ;
loc onoff: while
x2min <= x2 & x2 <= x2max &
x1 - x2 >= 0 & -x1 -x2 <= 0
wait { x2’ == 100000*x1- 100000*x2-10*x2 }
when x1 -x2 <= 0 & -x1-x2 >= 0 sync A do {x2’==x2} goto offon;
when x1 - x2 <= 0 & -x1 -x2 <= 0 sync A do {x2’==x2} goto offoff ;
loc offon: while
x2min <= x2 & x2 <= x2max &
-x1 - x2 >= 0 & x1 - x2 <= 0 wait { x2’ == -100000*x1 - 100000*x2-10*x2 }
when x1 - x2 >= 0 & -x1 - x2 <= 0 sync A do {x2’==x2} goto onoff ;
when x1 - x2 <= 0 & -x1 - x2 <= 0 sync A do {x2’==x2} goto offoff ;
loc offoff: while
x2min <= x2 & x2 <= x2max &
x1 -x2 <= 0 & -x1 - x2 <= 0 wait { x2’ == -10*x2}
when x1 - x2 >= 0 & -x1 - x2 <= 0 sync A do {x2’==x2} goto onoff ;
when x1 - x2 <= 0 & -x1 - x2 >= 0 sync A do {x2’==x2} goto offon ;
initially: offoff & x2 == 4;
end

The circuit model is described as an affine hybrid system. The synchronization labels are not really needed. We included them only because they are
preently required by the parser, although they have no effect on this model.
PHAV ER provides a set of analysis commands to compute an overapproximation of the reachable set of states. In the full-wave rectifier case,
we use the following commands:
sys=voltagesource&circuit;
sys.add_label(tau);
sys.set_refine_constraints((x0,au/8),(x1,bu/8),(x2,1/32),tau);
reg=sys.reachable;
reg2=reg;
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reg.remove(x0); // project to x1 and x2
reg.print("out_reach",2); // save for plots
reg=reg2;
reg.remove(x2); // project to x0 and x1
reg.print("out_reach_x0x1",2); // save for plots
reg2.print("out_x0x1x2",1); // save for 3D plot

The first line defines a system as the composition of the voltage source and
the circuit automata. The following two lines are used to guide the location
splitting. The set refine constraints command declares a list of elements of the
form (linear expr,min). A location is split by a hyperplane of the form linear expr
≤ c where c is the center of the location. The parameter min is the minimum
extent of a location.
The command reg.reachable computes the set of reachable states of the
system reg. It is then possible to project away some variables and generate
the results. The reachable set (where x0 has been projected away) is shown in
Figure 4.5.
4.3.4

Discussion

PHAV ER is a very promising verification tool. It has some unique features:
among others, the ability of computing simulation relations and deciding
equivalence and refinement between hybrid automata. The verification algorithm is very efficient: the full-wave rectifier is verified in 1748s on a Pentium
4 processor running at 2.8GHz.
PHAV ER allows to compose hybrid systems preventing the number discrete states to grow exponentially. The class of models that can be described
is the class of affine hybrid systems. Thanks to the rich command language,
the user can guide PHAV ER in splitting locations by defining splitting hyperplanes. This is extremely important in order to tune the verification process
and reach a useful answer in a short time.

4.4 HSolver
HS OLVER is a tool for the safety verification of hybrid systems [149] developed at the Max-Planck-Institut für Informatik in Saarbrücken, Germany.
HS OLVER uses the general idea of reducing the infinite state space of a hybrid system to a finite one by partitioning the continuous space into boxes.
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Fig. 4.5 Reachable set generated by PHAV ER.

The basic reachability analysis is hence approximate. If the algorithm returns
a negative answer, then the verification tool should refine the partition to make
sure that indeed the set of “bad” states is not reachable.
HS OLVER approaches this problem by using the information of the continuous evolution inside the boxes to prune the search space from unreachable
regions. Therefore, the refinement process does not always have to split boxes
but can also rely on the efficient pruning algorithm.
4.4.1

HS OLVER Syntax

The syntax of the HS OLVER input language can be understood on the basis
of the following model [149]. Let s ∈ {s1 , ..., sn } be a variable that takes values from a finite set of of discrete modes, and x1 , ..., xk be variables ranging
over closed intervals I1 , ..., Ik , respectively. Let Φ denote the resulting state
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space {s1 , ..., sn } × I1 × ... × Ik . The derivative of a variable xi is denoted
by ẋi and the targets of the jumps are denoted by primed variables. A constraint is an arbitrary Boolean combination of equalities and inequalities over
terms that may contain function symbols like +, ×, exp, sin and cos. A state
space constraint is a constraint on the variables x1 , ..., xk . A flow constraint
is a constraint on the variables s, x1 , ..., xk , x˙1 , ..., x˙k . A jump constraint is
a constraint over the variables s, x1 , ..., xk , s′ , x′1 , ..., x′k . The description of a
hybrid system consists of a flow constraint, a jump constraint, a state space
constraint describing the set of initial states, and a state space constraint describing the set of unsafe states. For instance, consider the full wave rectifier.
The set of discrete states is {onof f, of f on, of f of f } and there are two continuous variables vin and vout . A flow constraints for the entire circuit can be
described as follows:


s = onof f → v̇out =



vin − vout
vout
−
∧ vin ≥ vout ∧ −vin ≤ vout
Rf C
RC

vout
−vin − vout
−
∧ vin ≤ vout ∧ −vin ≥ vout
Rf C
RC

vout
∧ vin ≤ vout ∧ −vin ≤ vout
=−
RC

s = of f on → v̇out =



s = of f of f → v̇out

^
^

Notice that in this formulation jumps are forced by not allowing a flow in a
certain region. In our example, we have included the invariants in the definition of the flow constraint.
Each constraint (flow, jump, initial states and unsafe states) is satisfied by a set of values, drawn from the corresponding domain of the constraint. Thus, the hybrid system can be equivalently described by the tuple
(F low, Jump, Init, U nsaf e) where
F low ⊆ Φ × Rk
Jump ⊆ Φ × Φ
Init ⊆ Φ
U nsaf e ⊆ Φ
The input language of HS OLVER allows the description of hybrid
systems by specifying modes, continuous variables, and the tuple
(F low, Jump, Init, U nsaf e). A hybrid system description has the following declarations:
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• a list of the names of the variables spanning the continuous state
space: VARIABLES
[x1,...,xn] ,
• a list of the names of the discrete modes:
MODES
[m1,...,ms] .
• For each mode, the hyper-rectangle spanning the corresponding
continuous state space:
STATESPACE
m1[[l1,u1],..,[ln,un]]
...
ms[[l1,u1],..,[ln,un]]

where [li,ui] denote the lower and upper bound for variable xi.
• For each mode, a constraint describing the set of initial states in
this mode:
INITIAL
m1 { constraint }
...
ms { constraint }

.

• For each mode, a constraint describing the continuous evolution
in this mode:
FLOW
m1 { constraint }
...
ms { constraint }

The constraint may contain the variables as specified using the
keyword VARIABLES, and these variables followed by d to represent the corresponding derivatives.
• For each pair of modes, a constraint describing discontinuous
jumps of trajectories:
JUMP
mi − > mj { jump constraint }
...
mk − > ml { jump constraint }

The constraint may contain the variables as specified using the
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keyword VARIABLES and their primed versions. The unprimed
versions describe the jump source and the primed versions the
jump target.
• For each mode, a constraint describing the set of unsafe states in
this mode:
UNSAFE
m1 { constraint }
...
ms { constraint } .

4.4.2

HS OLVER Semantics

The semantics of a hybrid system in HS OLVER is defined by the set of admissible trajectories. For a function r : R≥0 → Φ, let limt′ →t− r(t′ ) = (φ, f )
denote the left limit of r at t, where f is the left limit of the real-valued component of r and φ is the discrete state when, for taking the limit, the state
variable is considered as a piecewise constant and left-continuous function.
Definition 6. A continuous time trajectory is a function in R≥0 → Φ. A
trajectory of a hybrid system (F low, Jump, Init, U nsaf e) is a continuous
time trajectory r such that:
• if the real-valued component f of r is differentiable at t,
and limt′ →t− r(t′ ) and r(t) have an equal mode s, then
((s, f (t)), f˙(t)) ∈ F low,
• otherwise (limt′ →t− r(t′ ), r(t)) ∈ Jump.
A trajectory from a state x to a state y is a trajectory r such that r(0) = x and
∃t ∈ R≥0 such that r(t) = y.
The semantics of a hybrid system is the collection of its trajectories. Note
how these definitions represent essentially a simplification of the general definition that was given in Section 2.1, Definition 3. In particular, one could
derive an equivalent hybrid time basis (Definition 2) by partitioning the real
line into intervals over which the mode remains constant.
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HS OLVER Safety Verification

HS OLVER builds an abstraction of a given hybrid system by decomposing the
state space into boxes. Then it uses the observation that a point in a box B
can be reachable only if it fulfills one of the three following conditions:
• it is reachable from an initial point in B via a continuous flow;
• it is reachable from a jump to B via a continuous flow;
• it is reachable from the boundary of B via a continuous flow;
The approach formalizes these three conditions in the first-order predicate
language (i.e., as constraints that do not contain any differentiation symbols),
and then uses the interval constraint propagation-based solver RS OLVER to
remove points from boxes that do not fulfill any of these conditions.1 If this
is not sufficient to verify the safety of the input system, then the abstraction
is refined by splitting boxes into pieces, and further pruning the state space
using the approach above. Due to the fact that the constraint solver allows
non-linear constraints as input, and that it is completely rigorous (i.e., the
correctness of the results is not affected by rounding errors), HS OLVER inherits these properties.
4.4.4

Examples

In this section we show how the full-wave rectifier can be described and verified. The set of modes of the rectifier is {m1, m2, m3, m4} denoting the
states onof f , of f on, of f of f and onon, respectively. The HS OLVER hybrid system description of the full-wave rectifier is as follows:
VARIABLES [ x0,x1,x2]
MODES [ m1,m2,m3 ]
STATESPACE
m1[[-5,5],[-5,5],[0,4]]
m2[[-5,5],[-5,5],[0,4]]
m3[[-5,5],[-5,5],[0,4]]
INITIAL
m1{x0<=-0.0121/\x0>=-0.0134/\x1=0/\x2=4}
FLOW
m1{x0 d=x1}{x1 d=-98596*x0}{ x2 d=100000*(x1-x2) - 10*x2}
m2{x0 d=x1}{x1 d=-98596*x0}{x2 d=-100000*(x1-x2) - 10*x2}
m3{x0 d=x1}{x1 d=-98596*x0}{x2 d=-10*x2}
1 RS OLVER is

available at http://rsolver.sourceforge.net
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JUMP
m1− >m2{x1<x2/\-x1>=x2}
m2− >m1{x1>=x2/\-x1<x2}
m1− >m3{x1<x2/\-x1<x2}
m3− >m1{x1>=x2/\-x1<x2}
m2− >m3{x1<x2/\-x1<x2}
m3− >m2{x1<x2/\-x1>=x2}
UNSAFE
m3{x2<3.5}

The input voltage peak amplitude A ranges between 3.8V and 4.2V , Rf =
0.1Ω, R = 1KΩ, C = 100µF and f0 = 50Hz. The threshold voltage is set
to vmin = 3.5.
The verification could not terminate. In this example, extremely fast
movement happens near the mode switches in a very small area. HS OLVER
needs a huge number of abstract states to achieve the necessary separation in
this small area. Moreover, HS OLVER cannot exploit the fact that the problem
is linear and deterministic.
4.4.5

Discussion

HS OLVER uses a traditional interval method for the verification of hybrid
systems in an abstraction-refinement framework. When the verification algorithm finds that a system is unsafe, the over-approximation is refined by
reducing the grid size. HS OLVER improves this traditional method by implementing a pruning algorithm that removes uninteresting parts of the state
space before reducing the grid size. Consequently, the refinement of the overapproximation can be obtained even without increasing the number of grid
locations, one of the causes of exponential blowout in the verification algorithms for hybrid systems.
The language for describing hybrid systems is very easy to understand.
There are no limitations in describing a single automaton and the limited
number of statements in the language makes it simple to use. HS OLVER does
not support hierarchy and composition of hybrid automata.

4.5 Masaccio
As we have already seen in the previous sections, the concept of hierarchy for
the specification of complex systems is quite consolidated. We now point our
attention to the possible ways of nesting components in hierarchical systems,
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since -as we will see below- M ASACCIO offers the greatest flexibility in this
sense.
We already mentioned the concurrent and sequential hierarchies of some
modeling tools like S TATECHARTS [87], UML [40] and Ptolemy [59]. Other
languages, like C HARON, also address specifically the issue of hierarchical
modeling for hybrid systems. However, all these modeling formalisms focus
on simulation rather than formal analysis.2 Tools that support compositional
verification are some variants of S TATECHARTS, hierarchical modules and
hybrid I/O automata. S TATECHARTS has been extended in [168] with variants
that allow compositional verification, but still suffers of some major limitations, most notably the absence of support for assume-guarantee reasoning.
Hierarchical modules [6] provide both serial and parallel composition and
support assume-guarantee, but components can be only discrete, thus there is
no way of characterizing continuous-time behavior. On the other hand hybrid
I/O automata [133] can also model continuous-time components but serial
composition is not supported.
M ASACCIO is a modeling formalism for compositional verification of hybrid systems that goes a step further. Hybrid systems described in M ASAC CIO result from a hierarchical specification made of components [96, 100].
M ASACCIO supports both discrete and continuous time components that can
be arbitrarily nested and composed via both parallel and serial operators.
Moreover, M ASACCIO offers support for assume-guarantee reasoning, a compelling example of which is provided in [100].
4.5.1

M ASACCIO Syntax

Hybrid systems in M ASACCIO are built out of components that are defined in
terms of interfaces (describing the syntactic structure) and executions (defining the semantics). The interface of a component A consists of:
• A finite set VAi of input variables.
• A finite set VAo of output variables.
• A dependency relation ≺ ⊆ VAi × VAo between input/output variables.
2 Actually,

as discussed in Section 3.6, some latest results allow some kind of formal analysis also in
C HARON.
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• A finite set LA of interface locations. Locations are points through
which the control flow enters/exits the component.
For variables, the following condition must hold: VAi ∩ VAo = ∅. The state
of component A is an assignment of values to the set of variables VA = VAi ∪
VAo . All variables in M ASACCIO are typed, so assignment must be consistent
with variable types. The set of all possible state assignments to the variables
in VA is denoted by [VA ].
The meaning of the dependency relation is the following: assume x ≺ y,
then the value of y depends without delay on the value of x. Specifically, for
jumps, the value of y after the discrete transition takes place, depends on the
value of x also after the jump. For flows, the value of the derivative ẏ depends
instantaneously on the value of ẋ. M ASACCIO requires that the dependency
relation be acyclic in order to guarantee the existence of input/output values
(for jumps) or curves (for flows). This condition may seem too restrictive,
since input/output values or curves can exist also if some cyclic dependency
exists, but has the obvious advantage of avoiding expensive fixed-point calculations. This eliminates some of the potential sources of non-determinism
in the behavior of the hybrid systems.
For each location a ∈ LA , the interface specifies a jump entry condition Ψjump
(a) and a flow entry condition ΨfAlow (a). The component can be
A
entered through a given (jump or flow) location if the corresponding entry
condition is satisfied by the current I/O state. Control can exit the component
at any location. Typically, exit points are locations with unsatisfiable entry
conditions. Therefore, we see that, unlike C HARON, which separates entry
from exit locations, in M ASACCIO there is no syntactical distinction between
entry and exit points of the component.
4.5.2

M ASACCIO Semantics

The semantics of M ASACCIO is specified in terms of behaviors of single components. Given a generic component A its behavior is defined by a set EA of
finite executions. Infinite executions in finite time, i.e., Zeno behaviors, are
not allowed in M ASACCIO. Zeno behaviors have been thoroughly addressed
in [95], and conditions are available for hybrid systems that prevent Zeno behavior. The user should verify whether one of these conditions apply for the
description that he/she describes in M ASACCIO.
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An execution is a tuple of the form:
• (a, w, b)
• (a, w)
where a ∈ LA is an entry location, b ∈ LA is an exit location and w
is a sequence of execution steps, i.e. either flows or jumps, as described below. The location a is called the origin of the execution, b (if present) is the
destination, while w is called the trace.
A jump is a pair (p, q) ∈ [VA ] × [VA ] of I/O states; state p is called the
source of the jump, while q is called the sink. A flow is a pair (δ, f ), where
δ is a non-negative number and f : R → [VA ] is a function differentiable
on the closed interval [0, δ]. The quantity δ is called the duration of the flow,
while f (0) is the source and f (δ) is the sink. Intuitively f (t) describes the
state trajectory for the whole duration of the flow. For consistency, the sink
state of a step must be the same as the source state of the following step in
the sequence.
Atomic components (discrete or continuous) contain only one origin and
destination. Traces can only be single jumps for discrete components or single flows for continuous components. For discrete components, the allowed
jumps are defined in terms of a jump predicate, which constrains the values of
I/O states before and after a jump. Usually, such constraints are expressed in
terms of difference equations. For continuous components, the allowed flows
are determined by a flow predicate, usually defined by differential equations
on I/O signals; clearly the causality property must hold: if u is the vector of
input signals and y is the vector of outputs, then u ≺ y.
The semantics of M ASACCIO is made complete with the interpretation of
jump or flow entry conditions, as explained in the previous section. We recall
that executions can start only if the corresponding entry condition is satisfied,
and they terminate when there is no entry condition which can be satisfied.
Generic components are defined by nested compositions of atomic components. M ASACCIO supports two basic composition operators: parallel composition and serial composition.
Parallel Composition. Given two components A and B their parallel composition is denoted by A||B. The corresponding execution starts at a common
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location in LA ∩ LB , and it is synchronous for both components: every jump
in A takes place at exactly the same time of a corresponding jump in B, and
similarly flows in A are matched by flows in B having the same duration.
M ASACCIO supports preemption: when one of the two components reaches
an exit location, the execution of the other component is halted and the control
flow exits from A || B.
Serial Composition. Serial composition represents sequencing of behaviors. Given A and B, their serial composition is denoted by A+B. Executions
of A + B are either executions of A or B. The set of control flow locations is
the union of those of the two individual components, i.e. LA+B = LA ∪ LB .
Also the set of variables is the union of the sub-components’ variables:
VA+B = VA ∪ VB . The triple (a, w, b) is an execution of A + B if and
only if either (a, w[A], b) is an execution of A or (a, w[B], b) is an execution
of B.
In addition to the above operations, in M ASACCIO it is possible to re-assign
variables names in order to enable the sharing of information among the different components. Variables having the same names refer to the same signal.
M ASACCIO also supports variable hiding and location hiding to provide the
language with the property of encapsulation. However, in order to prevent
deadlocks, locations can be hidden only if their corresponding entry condition
is satisfied so that the control flow can never halt at those locations. Hidden
variables have local scope, meaning that their values are re-initialized each
time the control flow enters into the corresponding component.
Assume-Guarantee. M ASACCIO supports the technique of assumeguarantee reasoning. For this, we need to discuss the refinement relationship
and the compositionality properties of the model.
Intuitively, if component A refines component B, we can think of A as
being “more specific” than B; from the point of view of observational semantics, all the traces of A are also traces of B (the converse is in general not
true). From an operational point of view component A may result from B by
adding some constraints on it, e.g. A = B || C for some other component C.
Formally, component A refines component B if the following conditions are
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satisfied:
(1) every input (output) variable of A is an input (output) variable of
B and the dependency relation of B is a subset of the dependency
relation of A. In symbols: ≺B ⊆≺A .
(2) every execution of (a, w, b) ∈ EA is such that (a, w[B], b) ∈ EB ,
that is every execution of A is an execution of B provided traces
are restricted to only variables belonging to B.
Compositionality means that the operators are monotonic relative to the
refinement relationship. In other words, if A refines B then A || C refines
B || C (for a generic component C), A + C refines B + C and the application
of the variable renaming and variable/location hiding operators does not alter
the refinement relation between components A and B.
Under these and other assumptions on the scope of the variables, M ASAC CIO supports the assume-guarantee principle. Intuitively, one can separately
verify the correctness of each component A (i.e., that A refines its specification), assuming that the rest of the components of the system behave according to their specification. Then, the correctness of the components implies
the correctness of the whole system (for details see [100]). By using this
technique, a large verification problem can be decomposed into many smaller
verification problems, which are typically much easier to solve, as the complexity of verification grows more than linearly (often exponentially) in the
size of the system. The approach, however, can only be applied under certain
conditions. We refer the reader to the literature for more details [100].
4.5.3

Discussion

M ASACCIO is a formalism that is intended to study the theoretical implications of certain verification techniques, and therefore does not provide any
practical support for the implementation of the models and for their verification. For this reason, we were unable to implement the examples in this
case. The strength of M ASACCIO lies in its formal definition of the semantic
domain, which makes it an ideal denotational framework to develop techniques for the analysis of hybrid systems. In particular, the assume-guarantee
and other compositional techniques are required, together with abstraction, to
address the complexity of verification in hybrid systems.
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4.6 CheckMate
C HECK M ATE is a hybrid system verification toolbox for M ATLAB that has
been developed at Carnegie Mellon University. This section reviews how
modeling and verification of hybrid systems is performed in this environment
and is based on [153].
C HECK M ATE supports simulation and verification of a particular class
of hybrid dynamic systems called threshold event-driven hybrid systems
(TEDHS) [95]. A verification procedure for these systems was proposed
in [50]. In a TEDHS, the changes in the discrete state can occur only when
continuous state variables encounter specified thresholds. Thresholds in the
TEDHS model are hyperplanes. In the language of the general hybrid system
model presented in Section 2.1, guards and invariants are linear function of
states and are complementary, i.e., when invariants are not satisfied, an appropriate guard must be satisfied. This guarantees that when the system has to
jump because the invariant is not satisfied at a given state, there is a transition
that it can take and, therefore, the behavior is non blocking.
Hybrid system models in C HECK M ATE have continuous dynamics described by standard differential state equations (possibly nonlinear), planar
switching surfaces, and discrete dynamics modeled by finite state machines.
The key theoretical concepts used in C HECK M ATE are described in [49].
4.6.1

C HECK M ATE Syntax

A very interesting feature of C HECK M ATE is the use of standard industrial
tools to enter the description of hybrid systems. C HECK M ATE models are
constructed using custom and standard S IMULINK and S TATEFLOW blocks.
The continuous state equations, parameters and specifications (the properties
to be verified) are entered using the S IMULINK GUI and user-defined M ATLAB m-files. Specifications express properties of trajectories of the C HECK M ATE model. The C HECK M ATE verification function determines if the given
specifications are true for all trajectories starting from a polyhedral set of initial continuous states. Note that the semantics of the design must be the one
understood by C HECK M ATE. For this reason, the tool uses the syntax of the
S IMULINK environment but restricts its semantics so that a formal approach
can be used.
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C HECK M ATE models are built with the S IMULINK GUI using two customized S IMULINK blocks along with several of S IMULINK standard blocks.
To build the model from scratch, the user must enter the command cmnew
at the M ATLAB command prompt. This will open the C HECK M ATE library
from which the user can construct the system model. Currently, the set of
blocks used in C HECK M ATE are:
(1) Switched Continuous System Block (SCSB). The custom SCSB
represents a continuous dynamic system with state equation ẋ =
f (x, σ), where σ is a discrete-valued input vector to the SCSB and
the continuous state vector x is the block’s output. Currently, three
types of dynamics can be specified in an SCSB for each value of
the input vector σ: clock dynamics ẋ = c, where c is a constant
vector, linear dynamics ẋ = Ax + b, where A is a constant matrix and b is a constant vector, and nonlinear dynamics ẋ = f (x).
The switching function is a m-file that provides the information
about the dynamics of the system. The variable σ selects which
dynamics should be used.
(2) Polyhedral Threshold Block (PTHB). The other custom block in
C HECK M ATE is the PTHB, which represents a polyhedral region
Cx ≤ d in the continuous space of the continuous-valued input
vector x. The PTHB output is a binary signal indicating whether x
is inside the region or not, i.e. whether or not the condition Cx ≤ d
is true. The initial condition, the analysis region, and the internal
region hyperplane are defined as linearcon object.
(3) Finite State Machine Block (FSMB). Discrete dynamics are modeled using a FSMB. FSMBs are regular S TATEFLOW blocks that
conform to the following restrictions:
• no hierarchy is allowed in the S TATEFLOW diagram;
• data inputs must be Boolean functions of PTHB and
FSMB outputs only;
• event inputs must be Boolean functions of PTHB outputs
only, i.e. events can only be generated by the continuous
trajectory leaving or entering the polyhedral regions;
• only one data output is allowed;
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• every state in the S TATEFLOW diagram is required to have
an entry action that sets the data output to a unique value
for that state;
• no action other than the entry action discussed above is
allowed in the S TATEFLOW diagram.
Some of these restrictions are rather severe from an ease-of-use
point of view. For example, hierarchy is a much used feature of
S TATEFLOW. Barring its use may force the designer to enter an
unwieldy number of states. Event inputs are in general used to represent disturbances as well as control. Restricting events to represent jumps due to the evolution of the continuous state may again
create inconveniences to the user. The other restrictions are made
to guarantee deterministic execution of the hybrid automaton.
There are some parameters the user must enter in order to give C HECK M ATE all the necessary details about the verification process. These parameters, as well as any variables used in the S IMULINK /S TATEFLOW front-end
model, are defined and stored in the M ATLAB workspace. Parameters and
variables can be defined manually or through the use of M ATLAB m-files.
4.6.2

C HECK M ATE Semantics

A threshold-event-driven hybrid system is a combination of a switched continuous system (SCS), a threshold event generator (TEG), and a finite state
machine (FSM). The SCS takes the discrete-valued input σ and produces its
continuous state vector x as the output. The continuous dynamics for x evolve
according to the differential equations or differential inclusions selected by
the discrete input σ. The output of the SCS is fed into the TEG, which produces an event when a component of the vector x crosses a corresponding
threshold from the specified direction (rising, falling, or both). The event signals from the TEG drive the discrete transitions in the FSM whose output, in
turn, drives the continuous dynamics of the SCS.
C HECK M ATE converts the TEDHS into a polyhedral invariant hybrid automaton (PIHA). PIHA are a subclass of hybrid automata as presented in [95].
Recalling the definitions in Section 2.1, each discrete state in the hybrid automaton is called a location. Associated with each location is an invariant, the
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condition which the continuous state must satisfy while the hybrid automaton
resides in that location, and the flow equation representing the continuous dynamics in that location. Transitions between locations are called edges. Each
edge is labeled with guard and reset conditions on the continuous state. The
edge is enabled when the guard condition is satisfied. Upon the location transition, the values of the continuous state before and after the transition must
satisfy the reset condition. In general, the analysis of hybrid automata can be
very difficult. In C HECK M ATE, the attention is restricted to PIHA. A PIHA
is a hybrid automaton with the following restrictions:
• the continuous dynamics for each location is governed by an ordinary differential equation (ODE);
• each guard condition is a linear inequality (a hyperplane guard);
• each reset condition is an identity;
• for the hybrid automaton to remain in any location, all guard conditions must be false. This restriction implies that the invariant
condition for any location is the convex polyhedron defined by the
conjunction of the complements of the guards. This is the origin
of the name polyhedral-invariant hybrid automaton.
These restrictions are needed to simplify the formal verification task and
to allow the simulation of the hybrid system in S IMULINK /S TATEFLOW, but
they certainly reduce the application range.
Formal Verification. In C HECK M ATE, formal verification is performed by
computing the set of states that are reachable given the initial conditions. Deriving the set of reachable states is computationally very hard even for linear
time-invariant continuous-time systems. Hence there is a strong incentive for
approximating the problem in a way that makes it computationally feasible. In
C HECK M ATE, formal verification is performed using finite-state approximations known in the literature as quotient transition systems [125]. A quotient
transition system (QTS) is a finite state transition system that is a conservative approximation of the hybrid system. The states of a QTS correspond to
the elements of a partition of the state space of the hybrid system. There is
a transition between two states P1 and P2 of the QTS if and only if there is
a transition between two states p1 ∈ P1 and p2 ∈ P2 in the original hybrid
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system. Thus, for every trajectory in the original hybrid system there is a corresponding trajectory in the QTS. However, the converse is not true, i.e., there
may be trajectories in the QTS that do not correspond to any trajectory in the
original hybrid system. The approximation is conservative in the sense that
it captures all possible behaviors of the hybrid system, and possibly more.
Therefore, if all trajectories in the QTS satisfy some property, then we can
conclude that all trajectories in the hybrid system also satisfy the same property. If a negative result is found (the property is not verified), the verification
of the original hybrid system is inconclusive and the user is given the option
to refine the current approximation and attempt the verification again.
C HECK M ATE only pays attention to the behavior of the hybrid system at
the switching instants. Thus, C HECK M ATE approximates the QTS for the hybrid system from the partition of the switching surfaces, which are the boundaries of the location invariants in the PIHA, and the set of initial continuous
states.
The verification method in the QTS is based on reachability analysis and,
therefore, requires a very expensive computation for continuous-time dynamical systems. To reduce the computational complexity, reachability analysis
is not performed on the original system, but using an approximation method
called flow-pipe approximation [50]. The flow-pipe approximation is used to
define transitions in the quotient transition system for the PIHA as follows.
A state in the quotient transition system is a triple (π, p, q) where π is a polytope in location (p, q) of the PIHA. For each state in the quotient transition
system, the flow pipe is computed for the associated polytope under the associated continuous dynamics. The mapping set, i.e. the set of states on the
invariant boundary that can be reached from π, is computed. A transition is
then defined from (π, p, q) to any other state whose polytope overlaps with
the mapping from π. C HECK M ATE then performs model checking on this
transition system to obtain a verification result for the desired specification.
If the verification returns a positive result, then the program informs the user
and terminates. If a negative result is returned, then the user is given the option of quitting or allowing C HECK M ATE to refine the approximation and
repeating the verification. This process continues until a positive verification
result is obtained, or the user decides to quit.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.6 Checkmate model of the three-mass system

4.6.3

Examples

The three-mass system has no inputs and is characterized by twelve state
variables: vertical positions, vertical velocities, horizontal positions and horizontal velocities. The block diagram for the three-mass system is shown in
Figure 4.6. The switched continuous system, the PTHB blocks and the finite state machine are provided as a C HECK M ATE block-set in S IMULINK. A
PTHB block has a Polyhedron parameter that must be set to a variable defined
in the M ATLAB workspace. Such a variable is defined by calling the function
linearcon(CE,dE,CI,dI) provided with the C HECK M ATE package. The linearcon
function generates a data structure that represents the set of linear constraints
CE = dE and CI ≤ dI. The output of a PTHB block is equal to zero when
such constraints are violated and equal to one when they are satisfied.
Figure 4.6-b shows the state machines that represents the discrete part of
the model. Arcs are labeled by events that are generated on the raising edge of
the output of PHTB blocks. Each state is encoded with an integer. When the
discrete automaton enters a state, it outputs the integer that corresponds to that
state. The state number is used by the SCSB that is linked to a M ATLAB function. Depending on the state, the M ATLAB function selects a corresponding
dynamical system and a set of reset maps.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 4.7. The critical case when
x3,0 = L cannot be correctly simulated by C HECK M ATE. The figure also
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Fig. 4.7 C HECK M ATE simulation results of the three-mass system.

show the sequence of events that happen during the simulation. Event m2f ,
which indicates that m2 starts falling, becomes enabled before event m3f
which indicates that m3 starts falling. The reason is that in order for vx3 to be
greater than zero, one integration step is required which delays the enabling
of m3f . This kind of situation makes simulation inadequate for the analysis of hybrid systems and this is why model checkers like C HECK M ATE are
essential tools for researchers in the hybrid system community.
The Full Wave Rectifier Example. Figure 4.8 shows a model of the fullwave rectifier in C HECK M ATE. The structure is obviously identical to the
three-mass system. C HECK M ATE does not allow a dynamical system to have
an external input (only the discrete input from the state machine is allowed).
The sinusoidal voltage source has to be internally generated by the SCSB.
If we want to keep the system linear we can use a second order equation
d2 vin /dt = −ω0 vin to generate the input voltage. Simulation results are
shown in Figure 4.9. Algebraic loops are avoided by construction in C HECK M ATE. In fact, only systems of the form ẋ = f (x, u) can be described.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.8 Checkmate model of the full-wave rectifier.

Fig. 4.9 C HECK M ATE simulation results of the full wave rectifier.

4.6.4

Discussion

C HECK M ATE has several interesting aspects. First of all, it uses a very popular tool suite to capture the design specifications and to simulate the system.
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Second, it uses a particular restriction of the general hybrid system model
presented in Section 2.1 that allows carrying out formal verification. Third,
it uses conservative approximations to reduce the computation costs of formal verification for hybrid systems. From a practical viewpoint, the approximation scheme yields computational problems that remain prohibitive when
the number of variables is more than five (due to the high cost of reachability analysis). A C HECK M ATE model implements a hybrid system as a
differential equation ẋ = f (x, u) with one discrete input u coming from
a Moore-type state machine (implemented by a S TATEFLOW chart). With
C HECK M ATE it is possible to specify dynamics that are more complex than
the ones allowed by H Y T ECH. On the other hand, H Y T ECH provides a set of
language features for the composition of hybrid automata, an operation which
is not possible in C HECK M ATE.
It was not possible to verify our models using C HECK M ATE due to execution errors. We think that the errors arise from an incompatibility between the
current version of M ATLAB and the version upon which C HECK M ATE was
originally developed. Unfortunately C HECK M ATE is no longer supported
and, therefore, it hasn’t been possible to ask for an updated version.

4.7 Ellipsoidal Calculus for Reachability
In recent years various researchers in the control community have investigated ellipsoids as a tool to compute approximations of continuous sets.
S. Veres has developed the G EOMETRIC B OUNDING T OOLBOX - currently
available in the release GBT 7.3 [172] - as a M ATLAB toolbox that supports
numerical computations with polytopes and ellipsoids in the n-dimensional
Euclidean space for n ≥ 1. The toolbox includes procedures for convex hull
determination (both vertex enumeration and facet enumeration), polytope addition and difference in the Minkowski sense 3 , intersections, hyper-volumes,
surface-areas, orthogonal projections. affine transformations. The operations
available for ellipsoids include: smallest volume ellipsoid covering a polytope, interior and exterior approximations to the, difference and intersection
of ellipsoids.
and Y in Rn , the Minkowski sum is the set X+Y = ∪x∈X ∪y∈Y
{x + y}, where x + y is the vector sum of points x and y; similarly, the Minkowski difference is the set
X − Y = ∩y∈Y ∪x∈X {x − y}, where x − y is the vector sum of points x and −y.

3 Given the convex and compact sets X
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The most systematic contributions to ellipsoidal calculus for representing
reached sets are due to the research group of A.B. Kurzhanskiy, active both
in Moscow and at UC Berkeley (with P. Varaiya). In a long sequence of papers [114, 116, 115, 119, 117, 118, 120], A.B. Kurzhanskiy and P. Varaiya
developed techniques for approximating the reached sets of dynamical systems. They addressed the general problem: given the differential equation
ẋ(t) = f (x(t), u(t), v(t)), x(0) ∈ X0 , where x(t) ∈ Rn is the state,
u(t) ∈ U is the control, v(t) ∈ V is the disturbance, and X0 is the set of
initial states, calculate (an approximation of) the set of states X(t, X0 ) that
can be reached at time t, by choosing an appropriate control, whatever is the
disturbance. In particular they studied how to approximate the reached sets
externally and internally by ellipsoids and developed an ellipsoidal calculus.
A collection of M ATLAB procedures to support the ellipsoidal calculus
has been made available recently by A.A. Kurzhanski as the E LLIPSOIDAL
T OOLBOX [123]. It implements the core procedures of ellipsoidal calculus and its application to the reachability analysis of continuous-time and
discrete-time linear systems, and linear systems with disturbances. The main
advantages of ellipsoidal representations are:
• their complexity grows quadratically with the dimension of the
state space and remains constant with the number of time steps;
• it is possible to converge exactly to the reached set of a linear
system through external and internal ellipsoids.
•
A couple of recent papers [122, 121] extended the analysis to hybrid systems under piecewise open-loop controls restricted by hard bounds, where
the system equations may be reset when crossing some guards in the state
space, and so there is an interplay between continuous dynamics governing
the motion between the guards and discrete transitions determining the resets.
They address the verification problem of intersecting or avoiding a target set
at a given time or at some time within a given time interval, and propose
computational strategies based on the ellipsoidal calculus.
Ellipsoidal calculus was applied in V ERI SHIFT, a package for safety
verification of systems modeled by hybrid automata, developed by O.
Botchkarev and S. Tripakis [41]. The authors worked out a reachability procedure for systems of hybrid automata with linear dynamics, expressed as
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differential inclusions of the form ẋ ∈ Ax + U ; reachability analysis is performed for a bounded time ∆ supplied as a parameter by the user. The algorithm over-approximates: (1) intersections, unions, linear transformations
and geometric sums of convex sets; (2) the reachable set of a linear differential inclusion over time. It deploys new methods for over-approximating
the unions of ellipsoids and intersections of ellipsoids and polyhedra. V ER I SHIFT accepts systems of hybrid automata communicating by input/outpur
variables and synchronous message passing and supports dynamic creation
and reconfiguration of automata.
An improved version of Botchkarev’s algorithm has been presented
in [46], by avoiding in the reachability computation the approximations
caused by the union operation in the discretized flow tube estimation. Therefore, the new algorithm may classify correctly as unreachable states that are
reachable according to the original version of Botchkarev’s algorithm, due
to the loose over-approximations introduced by the union operation. The revised reachability algorithm was implemented inside V ERI SHIFT and tested
successfully on a real-life case study modeling a hybrid model of a controlled
car engine. Some new theoretical results on termination of restricted classes
of automata were also provided. 4
An open research problem is how to integrate representations based on
ellipsoids with those based on polyhedra to achieve the tighter approximation
of a given set. A step in this direction has been recently taken with the A RI ADNE project [29]. A RIADNE provides an environment in which algorithms
for computing with hybrid automata can be developed based on representations of sets as unions of ellipsoids as well as unions of cuboids, zonotopes,
simplices and polyhedra. A RIADNEdiffers from other tools in that it uses a
rigorous theory of computable analysis [173, 54] to specify a sound semantics
for representations and computations involving points, sets, maps and vector
fields. Using this semantics, optimal provably correct error bounds can be obtained. Currently the geometry module, providing various representations of
sets, has been completed, and work is in progress on the evaluation module,
providing algorithms for evaluating functions on sets and integrating vector
fields. Interfaces to these kernel modules are available through P YTHON and
4 The
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M ATLAB, allowing scripts for safety verification by reachability analysis to
be written. The A RIADNE package will soon be released as an open source
distribution, so that different research groups may contribute new data structures, algorithms and heuristics.

4.8 d/dt
d/dt is a tool for the reachability analysis of continuous and hybrid systems
with linear differential inclusions developed at Verimag [23, 24, 56]. Designers can use d/dt to solve the following problems:
• reachability: given an initial set F of states, compute an over approximation of the set of all the states reachable by the system
from F .
• safety verification: given a set Q of bad states, check whether the
system can reach Q.
• safety switching controller synthesis: given a safety property
specified as a set S of safe states, synthesize a switching controller
so that the controlled system always remains inside the safe set S
by computing an under approximation of the maximal invariant
set.
The algorithms implemented in d/dt are discussed in detail in [21, 22, 56].
4.8.1

d/dt Syntax

The input to d/dt is a hybrid automaton where:
• continuous dynamics are linear with uncertain, bounded input defined by a differential equation of the form f (x) = Ax + Bu,
where u is an input taking values in a bounded convex polyhedron
U.
• all the invariants and transition guards are defined by convex polyhedra which are specified as conjunctions of linear inequalities.
• the resets associated with discrete transitions are affine, set-valued
maps of the form R(x) = Dx + J where D is a matrix and J is a
convex polyhedron.
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Besides the hybrid automaton, the users of d/dt provide as input a safety
specification and, optionally, some approximation parameters such as the
time step or the granularity of the orthogonal approximations. Then, d/dt can
process the input data in one of the three different modes mentioned above:
reachability, safety verification, and controller synthesis. The safety specification is typically expressed as the set Q of bad states that should not be reached
by the system under any possible evolution. The safety verification algorithm
relies on forward reachability analysis to compute the over-approximation C
of the reachable set. After checking whether C intersects with Q, d/dt outputs
either the confirmation that the system is safe or a set of bad states that the
system has reached.
4.8.2

d/dt Semantics

Under the continuous dynamics of the form f (x) = Ax + Bu, the time successors of a reachable set usually form curved objects that in general cannot
be computed exactly [24, 125]. d/dt relies on a conservative approximation
based on polyhedral approximation and an extension of numerical integration
from point-to-polyhedral sets:
(1) given a time step r and an initial polyhedron F , the tool computes another polyhedron C that approximates the set Fr of states
reachable from F during the time interval [kr, (k + 1)r];
(2) reachable sets are represented by non-convex orthogonal polyhedra [42] because the accumulation of reachable states typically
forms a highly non-convex set.
Although the same research group has presented a method for computing these approximations for an arbitrary differential function f (x) in [57],
d/dt only handles linear continuous dynamics. For systems with continuous dynamics of the form f (x) = Ax, i.e. without input disturbances,
the set of reachable states Fr is approximated by the convex hull C =
conv(F ∪ Fr ), which is first enlarged by an appropriate amount to ensure over-approximation and then approximated by a non-convex orthogonal polyhedron [24]. For systems with continuous dynamics of the form
f (x) = Ax + Bu, i.e. with uncertain bounded input disturbances, Fr is computed by simulating the evolution of the faces of F . This is done by relying
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on the maximum principle from optimal control to find the inputs that cover
all possible reachable states [22, 171].
Switching Controller Synthesis Algorithm. d/dt can also be used to synthesize a controller that switches the system between continuous modes to
avoid some states that belong to a set Q of bad states specified as an input
by the users. The synthesis process is based on the derivation of the maximal invariant set, i.e. the set of states from which the controller by switching
properly can avoid to enter into any element of Q. In fact, d/dt relies on the
computation of an under-approximation of the maximal invariant set which
is obtained through the application of the reachability techniques for hybrid
automata and the use of the one-step predecessor operator π: given a set F
of safe states, the set of states πF is derived by iteratively removing from F
all those states that will leave F after no more than one switching, until convergence [21, 22, 56]. Then, from the maximal invariant set, d/dt derives the
switching control laws that restrict the invariants and transition guards of the
original hybrid automaton so that the resulting automaton meets the desired
safety specification.
4.8.3

Example

The full-wave rectifier example is modeled as a dynamical system with three
states:
dimension: 3;
constants:
R = 1000,
C = 0.0001,
Rf = 0.1,
w0 = 314.16,
epsilon = 0.01;
initloc: 2;
initset:
type rectangle
-0.01272 -0.01274,
-0.00001 0.00001,
3.99999 4.00001;
badset :
loc id: 2 /* offoff */
type convex constr
0.0 0.0 1.0 3.5;

4.8. d/dt
location : 0; /*onoff*/
matrixA:
0.0 1.0 0.0,
[-w0*w0] 0.0 0.0,
0.0 [ 1.0 / ( Rf * C ) ] [ - ( 1.0 / ( R * C ) + 1.0 / ( Rf * C ) ) ];
scalB: 0.0;
inputset: ;
stayset:
type convex constr
0.0 -1.0 1.0 0.0, /* vin - vl >= 0*/
0.0 -1.0 -1.0 0.0; /* -vin - vl <= 0*/
transition:
label nfff: /* onoff − > offoff */
if in guard:
type convex constr
0.0 1.0 -1.0 [ epsilon ]; /* vin - vl <= 0*/
goto 2;
label nffn: /* onoff − > offon*/
if in guard :
type convex constr
0.0 1.0 -1.0 [ epsilon ], /* vin - vl <= 0*/
0.0 1.0 1.0 [ epsilon ]; /*-vin - vl >= 0*/
goto 1;
location: 1; /*offon*/
matrixA:
0.0 1.0 0,
[-w0*w0] 0.0 0.0,
0.0 [ - 1.0 / ( Rf * C ) ] [ - ( 1.0 / ( R * C ) + 1.0 / ( Rf * C ) ) ];
scalB: 0.0;
inputset: ;
stayset:
type convex constr
0.0 1.0 -1.0 0.0, /*vin - vl <= 0*/
0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0; /*-vin - vl >= 0 */
transition :
label fnff: /*offon − > offoff*/
if in guard :
type convex constr
0.0 1.0 -1.0 0.0, /*vin - vl <= 0*/
0.0 -1.0 -1.0 0.0;/*-vin - vl <= 0*/
goto 2;
label fnnf: /*offon − > onoff*/
if in guard :
type convex constr
0.0 -1.0 1.0 0.0, /*vin -vl >= 0*/
0.0 -1.0 -1.0 0.0; /*-vin -vl <= 0*/
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goto 0;
location: 2; /*offoff*/
matrixA:
0.0 1.0 0,
[-w0*w0] 0.0 0.0,
0.0 0.0 [-1.0/(R*C)];
scalB: 0.0;
inputset: ;
stayset:
type convex constr
0.0 1.0 -1.0 0.0, /*vin - vl <= 0*/
0.0 -1.0 -1.0 0.0; /*-vin - vl <= 0*/
transition :
label fffn: /*offoff − > offon*/
if in guard :
type convex constr
0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0; /*-vin -vl >= 0*/
goto 1;
label ffnf: /*offoff to onoff*/
if in guard :
type convex constr
0.0 -1.0 1.0 0.0; /*vin - vl >= 0*/
goto 0;
;
limits:
x[0] <= 10.0 and
x[0] >= -10.0 and
x[1] <= 10.0 and
x[1] >= -10.0 and
x[2] <= 10.0 and
x[2] >= -10.0

We wish to verify that the output voltage does not drop below 3.5V . This
condition is described by the badset, which lists a set of regions that are considered unsafe. In our case, the region is characterized by location 2 where
both diodes are off and the output voltage is less than 3.5V . The rest of the
code describes the hybrid automaton with three states. In each location the
invariant is declared as a set of convex constraints on the state variables while
the dynamics is specified as ẋ = Ax+Bu where u is an external disturbance.
Each location includes a list of its output transitions whose guards conditions
are specified as convex regions. A parameter file is associated to the hybrid
system model in order to tune the verification algorithm to the specific model
and improve the verification efficiency.
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Unfortunately, d/dt has problems in computing the over-approximation
because of the marginally stable set of equations. As in the case of PHAV ER,
we could use the same method and confine the input voltage to an octagon
by adding states. Since d/dt does not support composition, we would have
to write explicitly the cross product of the input voltage source described
in PHAV ER and the circuit automaton. The composition would then have
twelve states.
4.8.4

Discussion

The features of d/dt are certainly very interesting. In particular, the capability
of using the results of formal verification to synthesize a controller is quite
appealing in embedded system design. Its limitations are similar to those of
other formal verification tools: limited expressiveness, complex ways of specifying dynamics and properties, and high computational costs.

4.9 Hysdel
H YSDEL is a hybrid systems description language publicly distributed by the
Automatic Control Laboratory of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
Zurich [165, 166]. H YSDEL can be used to describe discrete hybrid automata
(DHA). DHA result from the connection of a finite state machine, which provides the discrete part of the hybrid system, with a switched affine system
(SAS), which provides the continuous part of the hybrid dynamics. DHAs are
formulated in discrete-time and, therefore, Zeno behaviors cannot appear. The
Multi-Parametric Toolbox that is based on H YSDEL allows users to describe
the hybrid dynamics in a textual form, perform reachability analysis and, ultimately, synthesize an optimal piecewise affine (PWA) controller [157].
The H YSDEL compiler is available at http://control.ee.ethz.ch/ hybrid/hysdel. Additional related software in M ATLAB is available at
http://www.dii.unisi.it/hybrid/tools.html

4.9.1

H YSDEL Syntax

A H YSDEL netlist has the following structure:
SYSTEM <name> {
/* C-style comments */
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INTERFACE {
}
IMPLEMENTATION {
}
}
The interface section describes the following properties of a system:
• STATE, INPUT, OUTPUT: these denote the state variables, inputs
and outputs subsections, respectively. State, input and output variables are declared by the type specifier (REAL for real-valued variables, or BOOL for Boolean-valued variables) that is followed by
the variable name. 5 For real variables an optional interval can be
specified by using the suffix [min,max] to denote the minimum and
maximum value that the variable can assume, respectively.
• PARAMETER: In the parameter subsection, a parameter can be
specified in one of the following ways:
– BOOL name=value; where value is either TRUE or FALSE.
– REAL name=value; where value is a real number.
– REAL name; where the parameter is treated symbolically.
In the IMPLEMENTATION section, the user describes the behavior of the
hybrid system using mainly the following subsections:
• CONTINUOUS : it contains the description of the dynamics of an
affine discrete time dynamical system through equations of type
var = affine-expression where var is a discrete time variable.
• AD : it is used to define Boolean variables from continuous ones
using statements of type var = affine-expression <= real-number or
var = affine-expression >= real-number. This section can be seen as
an analog to a digital converter.
• DA : it is used to generate continuous variables from Boolean ones
using the following statements: var = IF boolean-expr THEN affineexpr ; or var = IF boolean-expr THEN affine-expr ELSE affine-expr.
A variable is assigned to an affine expression depending on the
5 In

the sequel we shall indicate Boolean signals with a b subscript and real signals with an r subscript.
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value of the Boolean expression. Sampling could be one example
of DA section where the Boolean expression is a clock signal.
AUTOMATA : it specifies the state transition equations of the discrete automata of the hybrid system through Boolean expressions
of the form var = boolean-expression. A Boolean expression can use
logic operators like & (AND), | (OR) and ∼ (NOT).
OUTPUT : it defines the output functions of the hybrid system
through static linear and logic relations.
LOGIC : it is used to define internal Boolean variables.
LINEAR : it is used to define real valued variables and algebraic
expressions over them.
MUST: it describes constraints on continuous and Boolean variables through expressions of the form: boolean-expression,
affine-expression >= affine-expression, or
affine-expression <= affine-expression

4.9.2

H YSDEL Semantics

H YSDEL systems semantics is defined in terms of discrete hybrid automata
(DHA) (see Figure 4.10). The SAS block contains a set of discrete affine
systems characterized by the following set of equations:
x′r (k) = Ai(k) xr (k) + Bi(k) ur (k) + fi(k)

(4.1)

yr (k) = Ci(k) xr (k) + Di(k) ur (k) + gi(k)

(4.2)

where x′r (k) = xr (k +1), xr ⊆ Rnr is the continuous state vector, ur ⊆ Rmr
is the external input, yr ⊆ Rpr is the continuous output vector and, finally, {Ai(k) , Bi(k) , Ci(k) , Di(k) }i∈I are matrices of appropriate dimension.
Depending on the value of k, index i(k) selects a different set of matrices, and
hence a different affine system. This means that i(k) represents a mode of operation characterized by different discrete dynamics. The mode is computed
by a logic function of the Boolean state and input variables, as described below. The finite state machine, in turn, represents the hybrid automata whose
state transitions depend on the external Boolean input ub , the previous state
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Fig. 4.10 Block diagram of a discrete hybrid automata.

and the Boolean variable δe (k),
x′b (k) = fB (xb (k), ub (k), δe (k))

(4.3)

yb′ (k)

(4.4)

= gB (xb (k), ub (k), δe (k))

δe (k) is true when some particular conditions on the continuous variables are
satisfied. In particular:
δe (k) = fH (xr (k), ur (k), k)
δe (k) is a vector of boolean variables and we use the superscript i to denote
the i-th component of the vector. In particular, time events are modeled as
δei (k) = 1 ⇐⇒ kTs ≥ t0 (where Ts is the sampling time), and threshold
events are modeled as δei (k) = 1 ⇐⇒ aT xr (k) + bT ur (k) ≤ c.
The mode selector is a logic function i(k) = fM (xb (k), ub (k), δe (k)). In
this setting, reset maps can be considered as special dynamics acting for a
one sampling step. During this step, variables are set to a specific value.
A H YSDEL program has a natural interpretation as a DHA. The CONTINUOUS sections are used to describe affine systems in the SAS block. The
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sections are used to generate δe (k) while the DA sections are used to
switch among several affine systems depending on the value of some Boolean
variables. Finally, the AUTOMATA section is used to describe the finite state
machine. The use of LINEAR sections could lead to the presence of algebraic loops. Algebraic loops are statically detected and reported by the H YS DEL compiler. Notice that the discrete nature of a H YSDEL program makes it
impossible to describe Zeno automata.
AD

4.9.3

Examples

H YSDEL only models discrete time dynamics with fixed sampling time.
Hence, testing event detection and exploiting Zeno executions is not possible, and we therefore do not present the example of the three-mass system.
We model the full-wave rectifier and synthesize a controller that selects a
value of the capacitance to limit the output ripple.
SYSTEM RectifierRC {
INTERFACE {
STATE {
REAL vc[−10.0, 10.0];
BOOL onon, onoff, offon, offoff; }
INPUT {
REAL vin[−10.0, 10.0]; }
PARAMETER {
REAL T = 0.000001;
REAL Rf =0.1;
REAL R = 1000;
REAL C = 0.0001; }
} /* end interface */
IMPLEMENTATION {
AUX {
BOOL d1on,d2on;
REAL i1,i2; }
CONTINUOUS {
vc = vc − vc ∗ T /(R ∗ C) + (i1 + i2) ∗ T /C;
}
AUTOMATA {
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onon = (onon & d1on & d2on) | (onoff & d1on & d2on) | (offon &
d1on & d2on) | (offoff & d1on & d2on);
onoff = (onoff & d1on & ∼d2on) | (onon & d1on & ∼d2on) | (offoff
& d1on & ∼d2on);
offon = (offon & ∼d1on & d2on) | (onon & ∼d1on & d2on) | (offoff
& ∼d1on & d2on);
offoff = (offoff & ∼d1on & ∼d2on) | (onoff & ∼d1on & ∼d2on) |
(offon & ∼d1on & ∼d2on) | ( onon & ∼d1on & ∼d2on );
}
AD{
d1on = vin − vc >= 0.0;
d2on = −vin − vc >= 0.0;
}
DA{
i1 = { IF (onon | onoff) THEN (vin-vc)/Rf ELSE 0.0 };
i2 = { IF (onon | offon) THEN (-vin-vc)/Rf ELSE 0.0 };
}
} /* end implementation */
}
The H YSDEL model has several states: vc is a continuous state representing
the output voltage while onon, onoff, offon, offoff are discrete states representing
a one-hot encoding of the four states in Figure 2.4. There is one input vin that
represents the external voltage source. The CONTINUOUS section implements
the time discretized version of the differential equation vc
˙ = −vc/(RC) +
(i1 + i2 )/C, where ii is the current flowing through diode di . Such current
depends on the voltage difference across the diode.
The AUTOMATA section implements the logic of the state machine in Figure 2.4 and uses two auxiliary boolean variables indicating the region of operation of each diodes. Those variables are defined in the AD section. A diode
is on when the voltage across its pins is positive which translates into a linear
inequality in the variables of the model. The DA section computes the two
currents i1 and i2 depending on the current state of the automaton.
After a model is described using the H YSDEL language it can be compiled with the H YSDEL compiler in order to generate an input file for a M ATLAB simulation (it is also possible to generate a mixed logical dynamical de-
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Fig. 4.11 H YSDEL simulation result of the rectifier example

scription of the same system). The M ATLAB simulation file has the following
interface:
function [xn, d, z, y] = circuit(x, u, params)
It simulates one step starting from the initial conditions x, with input u
and parameters params. It returns the new state xn, the output y, and
some auxiliary variables used in the internal representation of a DHA. The
H YSDEL toolkit provides also a wrapper function with the following interface:
function [XX,DD,ZZ,YY] = hybsim(x0,UU,sys,params,Options)
where U U is an input vector, x0 is the initial condition, sys is the M ATLAB simulation file. The hybsim function simulates the system sys for all
samples in U U . This is the reason why even if a system has no inputs it is
still necessary to have at least the time-line as input. Simulation results are
shown in Figure 4.11.
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Controller Synthesis: the Multi-Parametric Toolbox

Optimal controller synthesis. In [32] the authors propose a framework for
modeling systems where physical laws, logic rules and constraints are interdependent. Models in the proposed formalism are denoted mixed logical
dynamical (MLD) systems. An MLD description consists of a set of linear
dynamic equations subject to linear inequalities involving real and integer
variables. Using the MLD formulation, the authors give an algorithm for the
synthesis of optimal control laws of a given discrete time hybrid system.
The proposed method to control hybrid systems is called Model Predictive Control and it is based on the receding horizon philosophy. At each given
time when a measurement of the system’s state is available, a sequence of input actions is computed based on the prediction of the future evolution of the
system. Such a sequence is applied to the plant until a new measurement is
available. At that time, a new sequence is computed. Computing the sequence
of control actions is equivalent to solving a mixed-integer quadratic (MIQP)
or linear (MILP) problem (depending on the norm used in the cost function).
This technique requires the on-line solution of mixed-integer programs, a task
that is typically very computationally intense. In [30] the same authors propose a new method based on multi-parametric programming that moves all
the computation off-line. Since the MLD representation has been proved to be
equivalent to the piecewise affine (PWA) representation [88], we describe the
optimal control problem formulation and the main results for PWA systems
as it is done in [31, 124].
Consider a PWA system of the form:
x(k + 1)

=

Ai x(k) + Bi u(k) + fi

s.t.

Li x(k) + Ei u(k) ≤ Wi

if

[x′ (k)u′ (k)]′ ∈ Di ,

(4.5)
(4.6)
i∈I

(4.7)

where x ∈ Rn , u ∈ Rm , Di is a polyhedral set, I is an index set and the
matrices are of suitable dimensions. Let’s denote Equation 4.5 to Equation 4.7
with x(k + 1) = fP W A (x(k), u(k)). The constrained finite-time optimal
control problem can be formulated as follows:
∗
JN
(x(0)) =

min

u0 ,...,uN−1

||Qf x(N )||l +

N
−1
X
k=0

||Ru(k)||l + ||Qx(k)||l

(4.8)
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subject to
x(k + 1) = fP W A(x(k), u(k))
x(N ) ∈ Xset
if l = 2, then Q = Q′  0,

Qf = Q′f  0,

R = R′  0

Let XfN be the N-step feasible set, i.e. the set of initial states x(0) for which
the constrained finite-time optimal control problem is feasible. Then the following theorem holds:
Theorem 1. Consider the constrained finite-time optimal control problem.
∗ :
Then, the set of feasible parameters XfN is convex and the optimizer UN
XfN → RN m is continuous and piecewise affine, i.e.
∗
UN
(x(0)) = Fr x(0) + Gr

if

x(0) ∈ Pr = {x ∈ Rn |Hr x ≤ Kr },
r = 1, ..., R

The theorem says that the optimal controller generates a sequence of input
actions as an affine function of the plant’s state. The controller is indeed PWA.
This problem can be solved as a multi-parametric program where the partition
XfN = {Pr }R
r=1 is computed and for each partition the optimal Fr and Gr is
given. The algorithms are implemented in a M ATLAB toolbox called MultiParametric toolbox [124].
The Multi-Parametric Toolbox. The multi-parametric toolbox (MPT) is
available for download at http://control.ee.ethz.ch/ mpt/downloads/. It is shipped
together with a set of additional packages like CDD for polytope manipulation and an H YSDEL interface that reads an H YSDEL specification and generates a M ATLAB structure that is used as internal representation by the MPT.
For the purpose of illustrating how the MPT works, we show how a
PWA model is described directly in M ATLAB. The system that we want to
control (the plant) is illustrated in Figure 4.12. The voltage vin is a triangular waveform. Depending on the value of the input u it is possible to
decide whether the load is connected to R1 , R2 or disconnected from the
sources (we assume that R1 and R2 are equal, and denote their value with
Rf ). The system has three state variables: vc is the voltage across the load
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Fig. 4.12 The system under control (here R||C denotes the parallel connection of the load resistor and
capacitor).

which is the parallel connection of a resistor and a capacitor; vin is the input voltage; s is a Boolean variable indicating if the input voltage has a
positive or a negative slope. The plant is specified as a M ATLAB structure
sysStruct that lists the matrices Ai , Bi , Ci , Di , the vectors fi and gi , and
the bounds on the state and input variables. The polyhedral set Di must be
specified for each dynamic i and is described in additional fields of the same
data structure by the matrices guardXi , guardUi and guardCi such that
guardXi x + guardUi u ≤ guardCi . For instance, if u = 0 then the state
update equations are:
(Rf + R)
T
) + vin (k)
Rf RC
Rf C
vin (k + 1) = vin (k) + d ∗ T
vc (k + 1) = vc (k)(1 − T

s(k + 1) = s(k)
that are active in a polyhedral region defined respectively
s = 1 ∧ vin ≤ 1 ∧ u ≤ 0 if

d > 0,

s = 0 ∧ −vin ≤ 1 ∧ u ≤ 0 if

d < 0.

where d is the derivative of the input voltage.
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Parameter

Meaning

probStruct.N

Prediction horizon
Weights on the states
Weights on the inputs
1 or Inf for linear problem, 2 for quadratic problem
Level of optimality, either 0, 1 or 2
A polytope describing the terminal set Xset

probStruct.Q
probStruct.R
probStruct.norm
probStruct.subopt lev
probStruct.Tset

Table 4.1 Parameters of the controller synthesis algorithm.

The M ATLAB structure probStruct is used for setting up the synthesis problem aimed to automatically derive the controller. Table 4.1 describes the most
important parameters that are stored in probStruct. There are three possible
levels of optimality that can be specified:
• 0 seeks the cost-optimal solution that minimizes the cost function
in Equation 4.8;
• 1 seeks a time-optimal solution where the controller pushes a
given state to an invariant set around the origin as fast as possible;
• 2 is used for a low-complexity control scheme.
After the two M ATLAB structures sysStruct and probStruct have been defined, a controller can be synthesized with the command
ctrl = mpt control(sysStruct,probStruct),
where ctrl is a M ATLAB structure representing the synthesized controller.
The MPT offers a rich set of features for debugging and optimizing the
final result. It is possible to visualize the regions of the synthesized controller with the command plot(ctrl). Furthermore, a S IMULINK library is provided to instantiate and connect a plant and a controller in closed loop. The
S IMULINK blocks read the plant and controller structures from the M ATLAB workspace and a simulation can be run to check if the controller performances are as expected. In our case we want to synthesize a controller
that selects u in such a way that the state vc is close to the input peak voltage, which is equal to one. For this purpose, we set the plant output y equal
to the state vc and set the parameter probStruct.yref = 1 which means that the
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Fig. 4.13 Simulation of the closed loop system.

controller has to minimize the distance of the plant output from the reference
output. We also choose probStruct.subopt lev = 0, probStruct.N = 2. The resulting controller, which has 27 regions, is shown in Figure 4.13 together with
the S IMULINK model. The simulation trace was obtained using the command
mpt plotTimeTrajectory(ctrl,x0,horizon,Options)

that simulates the closed loop system for a number of steps specified by horistarting from xo . The resulting controller behaves like expected, i.e. it
rectifies the input voltage in order to minimize the error with respect to the
given yref .
zon

4.9.5

Discussion

H YSDEL is a language for the description of discrete hybrid automata. The
language was developed targeting the modeling of discrete-time, affine dynamical systems. There are important features that are missing from the language. First of all hierarchy: H YSDEL programs are flat, i.e., it is not possible
to instantiate subsystems and compose them (not even the syntax supports
it). Features like declaration, instantiation, hiding, and object-orientation are
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also missing. In fact, it is not possible to declare objects of any sort and then
instantiate them to compose a system of more complex objects.
The possibility of linking a H YSDEL description to a synthesis flow is a
unique feature. The MPT is in a very advanced stage of development and has
been used in industrial applications for synthesizing controller and generating
code. It suffers from the intrinsic complexity of the synthesis algorithm but
it provides a very powerful infrastructure for debugging and post-processing
synthesis results. Being embedded in the M ATLAB environment it provides a
user friendly and familiar interface.

5
Comparative Summary

In this section we give a comparative summary of the design approaches,
languages, and tools presented in this paper.
An important, and expected, conclusion of our analysis is that no single
tool covers all the needs of designers that use hybrid system as models to
solve their problems. While being able to capture the behavior of the system
under study in an intuitive and compact way and simulating it is an important feature for any design framework, formal analysis and synthesis tools
have a much higher potential in delivering a substantial productivity gain and
error-free designs. These tools rely upon abstraction and hierarchy to solve
industrial-strength problems. The choice of abstraction levels and of decompositions into parts is not unique and it is rare that a designer can find the right
solution at the first try. Hence, interactive environments where simulation is
used to guide the selection of the appropriate abstractions and decompositions
are indispensable to advance the state of the art in the design and verification
of hybrid systems.
To build this kind of environment, it is essential to provide a common
ground for the different tools to integrate. When models are as complex as
hybrid systems, defining this common ground is by no means trivial.
Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 summarize the distinctive features of the various
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Name
C HARON
C HECK M ATE
d/dt
HSOLVER
H YSDEL
H Y T ECH
H Y V ISUAL
M ASACCIO
M ODELICA
PHAV ER
SCICOS
SHIFT
SIMULINK
STATEFLOW
SYN DE X

Main Purpose
formal semantics for hierarchy, concurrency, refinement
formal semantics (TEDHS) for simulation and verification
safety verification of hybrid systems with linear continous dynamics
safety verification of hybrid systems
modeling of discrete-time affine dynamical systems
modeling and verification of linear hybrid automata
modeling and simulation of hybrid systems, hierarchy support
support for concurrent, sequential, and timed compositionality
object-oriented modeling of heterogeneous physical systems
safety verification of affine hybrid systems
modeling and simulation of hybrid systems
modeling of dynamic networks of hybrid automata
analysis and simulation, hierarchy support, model discretizer
FSM, statechart formalism, hierarchy support.
real-time code generation, distribution and scheduling

Table 5.1 Main purpose of the various languages, modeling approaches, and toolsets.
Name
C HARON
C HECK M ATE
d/dt
HSOLVER
H YSDEL
H Y T ECH
H Y V ISUAL
M ASACCIO
M ODELICA
PHAV ER
SCICOS
SHIFT
SIMULINK
STATEFLOW
SYN DE X

Nature
modeling language
verification toolbox
verification tool
verification tool
modeling language
symbolic modele checker
visual modeler
formal model
modeling language
verification tool
hybrid system toolbox
programming language
interactive tool
interactive tool
system-level CAD

Additional Features
simulator, type checker, interface to JAVA
integrated with M ATLAB SIMULINK /S TATEFLOW
synthesis of safe switching controllers
accepts non-linear input constraints
generation of input for M ATLAB simulation
support for parametric analysis
PTOLEMY II-based block-diagram editor
enables assume-guarantee reasoning
M ODELICA standard library, commercial tools
support for equivalence/refinement between hybrid automata
C code generation, interface to SYN DE X
C code generation, λ-SHIFT for real-time control
M ATLAB-based, library of predefined blocks
chart animation, debugger
HW/SW codesign support, formal verification

Table 5.2 Nature and features of the various languages, modeling approaches, and toolsets.

modeling and design environments, programming languages, simulators and
tools for hybrid systems that we have discussed in the previous sections.
Table 5.3 shows the approaches adopted by each language for modeling the basic hybrid system structure. The first column shows how the discrete automata are described in the respective languages. While most of them
provide support to describe finite state machines, discrete states cannot be
clearly distinguished in S IMULINK /S TATEFLOW, M ODELICA and S CICOS.
In S IMULINK /S TATEFLOW the discrete automata can be described using a
S TATEFLOW chart but it is also possible to use S IMULINK blocks to encode
state (as we did in the case of the full-wave rectifier). M ODELICA does not
define locations and transitions. It is up to the user to define discrete states
and derive a finite state machine using the statements that the language provides. S CICOS follows an approach similar to S IMULINK as it offers a library
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Name

Automata
Definition

State-toDynamics
Mapping

Supported

Guards

Invariants

Reset Maps

Conditions
on
S TATE FLOW
inputs
and
threshold
crossing detector
Triggering
relations
on
variables ( when
statement)
Triggering conditions on state
variables
Threshold detectors

Not supported

Integrator’s reset
from
S TATE FLOW output

Not an explicit
language feature

Through
reinit
ment

Not supported

Assignment on
the FSM edges

Threshold detectors

Dynamics

S IMULINK /S TATEFLOW

S TATEFLOW and
S IMULINK switches

S TATEFLOW output
selecting
state evolution

No limitations

M ODELICA

Not explicitly defined

Events enabling
equations

No limitations

Explicit
finite
state
machine
representation
Not explicitly defined

Discrete-state refinement

No restrictions

Events switching
dynamics

No restrictions

Textual definition of locations
and transitions
Mode compositions and refinement

Flows as locations’ arguments

No Restrictions

Conditions on
system variables

Conditions on
system variables

Reinitialization
of
integrators’
state
Assignment
statements

Differential and
algebraic constraints
inside
modes
Flows defined in
each location

No restrictions

Enabling conditions on system
variables

Constraints on
system variables

Assignment
statements

Convex predicate
over derivatives
of state variables
Affine

Conjunction of
linear constraints

Convex predicate
over state variables
Convex predicate
over state variables
General
constraints

Assignment
statements

Affine inequalities

Not supported

Affine maps

Not
supported
in the version
shipped to us
Modeled as one
step dynamics

H Y V ISUAL

S CICOS

S HIFT

C HARON

H Y T ECH

PHAV ER

HS OLVER

C HECK M ATE

Explicit declaration of locations
and transitions
Explicit declaration of locations
and transitions
Declaration of
modes and jump
constraints
S TATEFLOW

Flows defined in
each location
Flows defined in
each mode
Mode
from

selector
S TATE to a set of
dynamics
FLOW

d/dt

H YSDEL

Explicit declaration of locations
and transitions
Logic formulas
on
Boolean
variables

Flows defined in
each location
Mode selectors

Conjunction of
linear constraints

General
linear
and non-linear
constraints
Linear or nonlinear
(simulation only or
approximation to
linear dynamics)
Linear

General
straints

con-

Convex polyhedra

Convex polyhedra

Discrete
Time
and Linear

Threshold conditions on system
variables

Not supported

state-

Assignment
statements
Assignment
statements

Table 5.3 Comparing the modeling approaches: modeling the basic hybrid system structure.

of components that can be interconnected to build a hybrid system. Further,
in S CICOS it is not easy to provide guidelines for building state machines in
a way that can be easily reverse engineered.
Another basic feature is the association of a dynamical system to a specific state of the hybrid automaton. H Y V ISUAL and C HARON have perhaps
the most intuitive syntax and semantics for this purpose. In H Y V ISUAL a
state of the hybrid automaton can be refined into a continuous time system.
C HARON allows a mode to be described by a set of algebraic and differential equations. In C HECK M ATE, S IMULINK, and H YSDEL a hybrid system is
modeled as two main blocks: a state machine and a set of dynamical systems.
The automaton is described by a finite state machine where a transition can
be triggered by an event coming from a particular event-generation block that
monitors the values of the variables of the dynamical system. On the other
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Name

Hierarchy

Composition

OO

Causality

Algebraic Loops

S IMULINK/S TATEFLOW

Yes

No

Causal

Solved through
explicit instantiation of algebraic
loops solvers

M ODELICA

Yes

Through continuous variables
(S IMULINK) and
discrete events
(S TATEFLOW)
Through connection statements

Yes

Simulator dependent

Events enabling
equations

H Y V ISUAL

Yes

Yes

Not supported

S CICOS

Yes

No

Causal

Not supported

S HIFT

Yes

Yes

Causal

Not supported

States
refined
into dynamical
systems and special conversion
blocks
Discrete states
affecting continuous states
Location associated with flows
and reset maps

C HARON

Yes

Through ports
exposing internal
variables, both
continuous and
discrete
Through continuous and discrete
variables
Through
continuous
variables, automata
transitions synchronization and
components
Through connections of agents’
variables

Non-causal
classes
and
causal functions
Causal

No

Causal

Not supported

H Y T ECH

No

No

Non-Causal

Yes

PHAV ER

No

No

Non-Causal

Yes

HS OLVER

No

Synchronization
of automata and
shared variables
Synchronization
of automata and
connection
by
name
No

No

Non-Causal

Yes

C HECK M ATE

No

No

No

Causal

Not supported

d/dt

No

No

No

Causal

Yes

H YSDEL

No

No

No

Causal

Not supported

Continuous/Discrete
Interface
S TATEFLOW outputs acting on
S IMULINK blocks

Modes defining
differential and
algebraic
constraints and reset
maps
Locations associated with flows
and reset maps
Locations associated with flows
and reset maps
Modes associated with flows
and reset maps
Mode selectors
switching
dynamics and affine
reset maps
Location associated with flows
Mode
selectors
switching
dynamics

Table 5.4 Comparing the modeling approaches: language features.

hand, the finite state machine can generate events that are sent to a modechange block whose purpose is to select a particular dynamics depending on
the events. S CICOS implements the automaton directly as an interconnection
of blocks whose events can affect the continuous state of those blocks that
implement the continuous dynamics. In M ODELICA, the occurrence of an
event can enable or disable equations that affect the continuous evolution of
the system variables.
The type of dynamics supported by each language depends on the main
target of the corresponding tool. For tools targeting simulation, there are
very few restrictions, dynamics can be linear or non-linear. Some tools like
H Y T ECH and d/dt, only allow linear dynamics. This restriction is needed in
order to limit the complexity of the verification and synthesis algorithms. The
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same kind of restrictions are imposed on the specification of guard conditions
and invariants. Other verification tools, like C HECK M ATE and HS OLVER,
allow one to use more complicated dynamics and perform an approximation of the trajectories. Their application is still limited to simple examples.
PHAV ER allows the specification of affine dynamics and it also supports
composition of hybrid automata. The verification algorithm is very efficient
and can be instructed by the user. It also has the capability of checking refinements and simulation relations. Invariants are only explicitly supported
by C HARON, H Y T ECH, d/dt, PHAV ER and HS OLVER while the other tools
have triggering guards semantics.
While S IMULINK /S TATEFLOW does not explicitly distinguish between
discrete and continuous signals, all the other languages do. Some languages
like C HARON and M ODELICA use special type modifiers to indicate whether
a variable is discrete or continuous. However, the semantics is different in
the two cases. In C HARON a discrete variable is defined to be constant between two events and, therefore it has a derivative equal to zero. In M OD ELICA , instead, the derivative of discrete variables is not defined. Graphical
languages like H Y V ISUAL, S IMULINK, and S CICOS rely on attributes associated with ports. Also, signal types can be automatically inferred during
compilation through a static analysis of the system topology. H YSDEL and
C HECK M ATE describe the hybrid system as a finite state machine connected
to a set of dynamical systems, which makes the separation of discrete and
continuous signals very sharp.
Table 5.4 shows the features provided by the different tools. Tools are
ordered from the one that gives more freedom to the designer to the most
restrictive one.
Two very important features for modeling complex systems are hierarchy
and composition. Not all languages support the composition of hybrid systems: C HECK M ATE, d/dt and H YSDEL only allow the designer to describe
a monolithic model. Not supporting composition requires the user to input a
hybrid automaton that is the result of the cross product (composition) of the
constituent automata. This usually leads to a model with a huge number of
states.
An interesting and useful feature is object orientation (OO). By object orientation we mean the possibility of defining objects and extending
them through inheritance and field/method extension. From this viewpoint,
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S IMULINK is not object oriented since it is not possible to define a subsystem
and then inherit its properties and add other capabilities.
Another very important feature is the possibility of modeling non-causal
systems. M ODELICA and the verification tools are the only languages that
allow non-causal modeling.
None of the simulation languages considered in this paper has a clear definition of the semantics of programs that contain algebraic loops. All of them
rely on the simulation engine that cannot solve algebraic loops and will stop
with an error message. We believe that a language has to give a meaning to
programs containing algebraic loops and the meaning should be independent
from the simulator’s engine. The situation is different for verification tools
that either do not allow the creation of algebraic loops by construction, or
they handle algebraic loops symbolically.
The last column in Table 5.4 describes how discrete and continuous signals and blocks interact with each other. C HECK M ATE and H YSDEL use an
event-generator and a mode-change block. H Y V ISUAL and S IMULINK provide special library blocks to convert between discrete and continuous signals. In S CICOS, a block can have both continuous and discrete inputs as well
as continuous and discrete states. Discrete states can influence continuous
states. C HARON and M ODELICA have special modifiers to distinguish between discrete and continuous signals. As in all other languages, assignments
of one to the other are not allowed and can be statically checked (by a simple
type checker).

6
The Future: Towards the Development of a
Standard Interchange Format

We argued that a single environment cannot offer a complete solution to the
needs of designers who use hybrid models to represent the system under development. Hence, having a framework where different tools can interact and
exchange information is of paramount importance to advance the state-of-theart in the field of hybrid systems. One way to accomplish this is to adopt a
standard language with its syntax and semantics being the basis for the development of a number of design tools including simulation, formal verification
and synthesis. While this would be highly desirable, it would require a massive restructuring of several of the available tools and environments, an almost
impossible proposition. An alternative that has been successful in Electronic
Design Automation (EDA) is to develop an interchange format that serves as
a bridge among the different tools. We believe this path is feasible and we
give some insight on how to design this format.
An interchange format is a file, or a set of files, that contains data in
a given syntax that is understood by different interacting tools. It is not a
database nor a data structure, but a simpler object whose goal is to foster the
exchange of data among different tools and research groups. It is important
to understand the differences between modeling languages and interchange
formats.
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The goal of a modeling language is enabling the formal representation
of selected aspects of a system. As such, a modeling language is always restrictive (only selected aspects are modeled), formal (has well defined concrete syntax, abstract syntax, and semantics) and unambiguous. The goal of
an interchange format is to communicate models among tools using different modeling languages. Accordingly, interchange formats are not restrictive
(all syntactically and semantically sound models can be interchanged), syntax free (allow tools to use different domain specific concrete syntax) and
unambiguous.
There are two opposite approaches for defining model interchange formats. In the semantic free approach the interchange format is nothing more
than a common transfer format for models. In this case model transformers
(semantic translators) must provide a pairwise mapping among the tool models based on their shared portion of the semantics. In the semantically inclusive approach, a common modeling language and transfer format is defined
for model interchange. This has broad enough semantics to allow exporting
and importing individual tool models to and from this shared language.

6.1 Semantic-Free and Semantically-Inclusive
change Formats in EDA.

Inter-

In the early 1980s, the Integrated Circuit community observed a proliferation
of tools from different companies and for different purposes. Given the relative immaturity of EDA, and driven by the necessity of maintaining market
share, each EDA company based its set of tools on a proprietary representations whose details were not known to other companies. In addition, the
largest IC companies had significant internal EDA investments; their tools
were incompatible with each other and with the EDA vendors’ offerings making the construction of complete design flows technically very challenging if
not impossible.
In 1983, representatives of the major IC companies, of some EDA companies and of the University of California at Berkeley formed the Electronic
Design Interchange Format (EDIF) Steering Committee with the intent of
defining a standard format for interchanging design information across EDA
tools. EDIF was semantically “free” and defined exclusively the syntax of
the interchange format. After the definition of the interchange format, each
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company started developing translators to write and read designs. Besides
limitations in the expressiveness of the chosen syntax, the main problem with
the early versions of EDIF was the ambiguity of the language whose free interpretation lead to the definition of many flavors of the same standard. The
meaning of an EDIF description was indeed encoded in the translators. To
solve this problem, the EDIF Committee realized that the such ambiguities
had to be ruled out by giving a more precise semantics to EDIF. This is why,
in the latest version of the interchange format, an information model is attached to a description. The information model is described in the formal
language EXPRESS and has a formally defined semantics.
The Library Exchange Format/Design Exchange Format (LEF/DEF) were
defined by Cadence Design Systems to exchange data across synthesis and
layout tools. These formats have been recently made publicly available as
part of the Open Access initiative, an important project to define a common
data base and data format for EDA. The approach followed in this case is to
provide also a C++ application programming interface (API) that can be used
to interface tools based on these formats and, that ultimately offer a unique
semantic interpretation of these formats. The user of the interchange format
does not directly read or write the models but rather uses the API to import
and export the necessary information.
The Berkeley Logic Interchange Format (BLIF) is a hardware description
language for the hierarchical description of sequential circuits which serves as
an interchange format for synthesis and verification tools. The BLIF language
has a very precise semantics that can be used to define the implementation of
finite state machine in terms of latches and combinational logic.
Semantically-free interchange formats are very flexible but their interpretation of the models written in such format is ambiguous. These interchange
formats cannot be used to capture models in a domain like hybrid systems
where there are semantic differences among tools that a translator should be
able to understand for a correct translation.
Semantically-inclusive interchange formats impose a specific model. The
advantage in this case is that the interpretation of a model is unambiguous. In
the case of BLIF, this approach is a valuable proposition because its model
(boolean algebra and state machines) is universally accepted in the field of
logic synthesis and verification. Semantically-inclusive interchange formats,
though, reduce the degrees of freedom of the tools that share the data using
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the format. This may not be acceptable today in the case of the hybrid system
domain where there is a great deal of semantic differences among simulation,
verification and synthesis tools. We review next what has been done in this
domain and we propose a novel approach that should solve the open issues in
interchange formats for hybrid systems.

6.2 The Hybrid System Interchange Format.
The definition of a standard interchange format among tools that deal with
hybrid systems would create a fertile ground for further growth of the field
and for the pervasive use of hybrid technology in industry. In the U.S., the
DARPA MoBIES project made the importance of a standard interchange format very clear and supported the development of the Hybrid Systems Interchange Format (HSIF) as a way of fostering interactions among its participants. HSIF has been developed by G. Karsai, R. Alur and colleagues at Vanderbilt University and the University of Pennsylvania. HSIF models represent
a system as a network of hybrid automata. Each hybrid automaton is a finite
state machine in which states include constraints on continuous behaviors
and transitions describe discrete steps. Automata in a network communicate
by means of variables that can be of two kinds: signals and shared variables.
Signals are used to model predictable execution with synchronous communication between automata. Shared variables are used for asynchronous communication between loosely coupled automata. The current HSIF specification is given in [83, 145], while a synthetic analysis of its main features can
be found in [45]. HSIF is based on a semantically inclusive approach. However, in its current stage, the HSIF specification has the following unresolved
issues:
(1) It is semantically too rich to become a semantic free common transfer format, but semantically too restrictive to become
a common modeling language. For example, it prevents “byconstruction” zero-time loops among FSMs to eliminate the risk
of non-deterministic behavior stemming out of a combination of
deterministic subsystems.
(2) It is syntactically too restrictive because it lacks support for hierarchical FSMs. This can be problematic as other models often allow
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the creation of a hierarchical network of FSMs. For instance, exporting a H Y V ISUAL hierarchical model into HSIF requires that
the hierarchy of each FSM be flattened first, a transformation that
is hard to reverse.
On the other hand, it must be noted that HSIF is not a completed proposal, but
rather a work in progress. It helped MoBIES researchers understand some of
the fundamental problems in forming a standardized semantics for tools and
some of the hard issues of having different kinds of semantics in modeling
languages. The jury is still out to determine whether interchange formats will
evolve toward a semantic free or semantically inclusive direction. We argue
that the elimination of semantically unsound behaviors should be up to the
tools, particularly the synthesis tools, and not to the interchange format. Otherwise, the format may not be able to accept the description of legitimate
systems in tools where a larger set of behaviors is accepted. While we advocate that tools should be very careful in adopting liberal models, we believe
that the design methodology should be enforced by tools not by interchange
formats.

6.3 Requirements for a Standard Interchange Format.
To further motivate our views, we offer here some considerations about interchange formats that are the result of experience in the field of Electronic
Design Automation and of a long history in participating in the formation
of standard languages and models for hardware design. The following list
summarizes what we believe are fundamental characteristics of any interchange format for tools and designs (a more detailed discussion can be found
in [147]). An interchange format must:
• support all existing tools, modeling approaches and languages in
a coherent global view of the applications and of the theory;
• support heterogeneous modeling, i.e. the ability of representing
and mixing different models of computation.
• be open, i.e., be available to the entire community at no cost and
with full documentation;
• support a variety of export and import mechanisms;
• support hierarchy and object orientation (compact representation,
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Fig. 6.1 Role of an interchange format for design tools.

entry error prevention).
By having these properties, an interchange format can become the formal
backbone for the development of sound design methodologies through the assembly of various tools. In general, a design automation flow is composed of
tools that have different purposes: specification, simulation, synthesis, formal
verification. Hence, they are often based on different formalisms and operate
on the design at different levels of abstraction. The role of the interchange
format is to facilitate the translation of design specifications from one tool
to the other. As illustrated in Figure 6.1, the process of moving from the design representation used by tool A to the one used by tool B is structured in
two steps: first, a representation in the standard interchange format is derived
from the design entry that is used by A, then a preprocessing step is applied to
produce the design entry on which B can operate. Notice that tool B may not
need all the information on the design that were used by A and, as it operates
on the design, it may very well produce new data that will be written into the
interchange format but that will never be used by A. Naturally, the semantics
of the interchange format must be rich enough to capture and “protect” the
different properties of the design at the various stages of the design process.
This guarantees that there will be no loss going from one design environment
to another due to the interchange format itself. The format is indeed a neutral
go-between.
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6.4 Metropolis-based abstract semantics for Hybrid Systems.
Based on our previous discussions, we believe that an interchange format
should 1) be flexible enough to capture the largest possible class of models in use today and even tomorrow and 2) at the same time should have
a precise semantics to avoid ambiguity. Therefore, we believe that an interchange format must be based on a precise abstract semantics that can be
refined into concrete semantics depending on the specific design tools that
imports/exports a model.
In [147] we offered a proposal for an interchange format for hybrid
systems whose formal semantics is based on the M ETROPOLIS MetaModel [162]. M ETROPOLIS is an ambitious project supported by the GSRC
(Gigascale System Research Center), CHESS (Center for Hybrid and Embedded Software Systems) and grants from industry. The idea is to provide
an infrastructure based on a model with precise semantics, yet general enough
to support the models of computation proposed so far and, at the same time,
to allow the invention of new ones. The model, called M ETROPOLIS MetaModel for its characteristics, is capable of not only capturing the functionality and the analysis, but also the architecture description and the mapping of
functionality to architectural elements. Since the model has a precise semantics, it can be used to support a number of synthesis and formal analysis tools
in addition to simulation. M ETROPOLIS does not dictate the use of a particular design language nor of a unified flow for all applications: the infrastructure
is built so that it offers a translation path from specification languages to the
metamodel. In addition, mechanisms are provided to allow the integration of
external tools, thus alleviating the problems of building flows with tools that
are developed independently and with different semantic models.
M ETROPOLIS proposes a design methodology for embedded system design based on the following key aspects. First of all, it leaves the designer
relatively free to use the specification mechanism (graphical or textual language) of choice, as long as it has a sound semantic foundation (model of
computation [67, 130]). Secondly, the same formalism is used to represent
both the embedded system and some abstract relevant characteristics of its
environment and implementation platform [151]. Finally, it separates orthogonal aspects [112], such as: computation vs. communication, functionality vs.
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architecture, behavior vs. performance indices. This separation results in better re-use, because it decouples independent aspects, that would otherwise be
tied, e.g., a given functional specification to low-level implementation details,
or to a specific communication paradigm, or to a scheduling algorithm. These
techniques, combined, also facilitate the extensive use of synthesis, systemlevel simulation, and formal verification techniques in order to speed up the
design cycle.
A detailed discussion of M ETROPOLIS can be found in [27, 28]. The complete definition of the metamodel is given in [162]. Finally [127] discusses the
modeling of architectural resources in M ETROPOLIS.
The main challenge in defining an interchange format is to define a language with a formal semantics that remains general enough as it provides
an easy translation path to/from all other languages of interest. In our proposal [147], the interchange format defines processes for the solution of equations and media for communicating results among processes. These are organized as a network that consists of several layers, each corresponding to a particular aspect of the hybrid computation, such as the discrete dynamics, the
continuous dynamics and the specific equations involved in the description.
However, while the meta-model semantics provides the basis for interpreting
and evaluating the model, the precise semantics of the network is left unspecified. This is an essential aspect of the language architecture. To complete the
description of the model, the user enters a separate view, which consists of a
collection of schedulers that control the evolution of the network of processes,
thereby describing the way in which the computation is performed. Because
this view is also written using the Meta-Model, the semantics of the model is
part of the interchange format itself, and is therefore accessible to tools and
translators. By doing so, users of the interchange format are not only able to
describe the structure of a model, but also the particular way in which the
structure should be interpreted. This trades off flexibility at the expense of
some additional complexity in the description of a system. It must be emphasized, however, that the characterization of a hybrid model in terms of
the Meta-Model must be done only once. In this sense, the idea is similar
to defining interpretation schemas in extensible mark-up languages such as
XML [175]. The systems that use a specific model can then share the same
scheduling network.
The abstract semantics of the interchange format proposed in [147] is re-
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ported in [146]. To facilitate the customization to a specific semantics, the
model designer uses generic schedulers and refines their implementation by
defining the behavior of certain abstract functions that are invoked during a
scheduling cycle. These, for example, have to do with the initialization, the
dynamic determination of the step (or integration) size and the resolution of
the equations. The interchange format has also been designed to take advantage of the intrinsic hierarchy of the system. In particular, the function that
determines the current valuation of the system is partitioned among the various components, thus enhancing modularity and maintaining encapsulation.
In [146], we also illustrate how the interchange format can be used to create
a design flow that includes tools as diverse as H Y V ISUAL, M ODELICA and
C HECK M ATE.

6.5 Conclusions.
In our opinion, HSIF is an excellent model for supporting clean design of hybrid systems but not a true interchange format because it does not support the
models of some important hybrid systems tools and it does not allow hierarchical representations. The S IMULINK /S TATEFLOW internal format could be
a de facto standard but it is not open nor does it have features that favor easy
import and export. M ODELICA has full support of hierarchy and of general
semantics that subsumes most if not all existing languages and tools. As such,
it is indeed an excellent candidate but it is not open. In addition, all of them
have not been developed with the goal of supporting heterogeneous implementations. On the other hand, the M ETROPOLIS metamodel has generality
and can be used to represent a very wide class of models of computation. It
has a clear separation between communication and computation as well as
architecture and function. However, while the metamodel itself is perfectly
capable to express continuous time systems, there is no tool today that can
manage this information in M ETROPOLIS. In conclusion, we believe that no
approach is mature enough today to be recommended for general adoption.
However, we also believe that combining and leveraging HSIF, M ODELICA,
and the M ETROPOLIS metamodel, we can push for the foundations of a standard interchange format as well as a standard design capture language where
semantics is favored over syntax. Consequently, we have made a first step in
this direction by proposing a new interchange format and by presenting some
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examples of its application to the definition of a design flow that includes
H Y V ISUAL, M ODELICA and C HECK M ATE to enter the design, simulate it
and formally verify its properties [147, 146]. The new interchange format is
at this point a proposal, since work still needs to be done to support it with
the appropriate debugging and analysis tools and with translators to and from
existing tools. We are confident that a variation of our proposal will be eventually adopted by the community interested in designing embedded systems
with particular emphasis on control. We are open to any suggestion and recommendation to improve our proposal.
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